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“ELEMENTARY, MV DEAR WATSONr’

The classification “rare earth ele-

ments” is applied to that group of

elements near the middle of the peri-

odic table between barium, which

closely resembles familiar calcium,

and the element tantalum, which re-

sembles vanadium. These “rare” ele-

ments aren’t particularly rare, as a

matter of fact—but they have given

chemists a rare old time trying to

untangle them. Untangling the mix-

ture of elements found in the usual

minerals is perhaps comparable to

untangling a snarl of mixed clothes-

line', red wool yarn, and blue silk

thread. Untangling the “rare earths”

is more like the job of disentangling

a snarl formed from sixteen lengths

of cellophane tape, all colored red.

They’re not only the same size and

color, they’re sticky.

The chemical properties of an ele-

ment are determined primarily by

the structure of the outer electron

shells'; in the case of such elements

as helium, lithium, et cetera, in the

first period, things are simple and

4

straightforward
;
each element adds

one more electron in the outermost

shell. Helium has none, lithium one,

beryllium two, boron three, carbon

four, and so on. But the rare earths

do it the hard way
;
each added elec-

tron, instead of adding in the outer-

most shell, where it will markedly

effect things, slides down inside and

adds to the crowding of the next

inner shell. As a result, the added

electron has very little effect on

the chemical properties - of the ele-

ment.

And the result of that has been

that whole generations of Ph.D.

candidates have Worked under some
professor carrying out fractional

crystallizations. The water solubility

of ammonium didymium sulphate

was slightly different from that of

other rare-earth elements, and it took

only a few thousand partial crystal-

lization processings to separate it.

But unfortunately, it later turned out

that some ten thousand successive

fractional crystallizations — lalxira-
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tories, full of evaporating dishes

stacked on shelves, benches, chairs,

everywhere while the slow loss of

water crystallizes out a hit of the less

soluble salt — month follows month,

Ph.D. candidate follows Ph.D. can-

didate in the vast repetitive labor of

manipulating ten thousand fractional

crystallizations — gradually separated

the “element" didymium into prae-

sodymium and neodymium. The one-

electron ditlcrcnce between them

happened to be deep down in the

layered up electron shells.

Now the pro])erties of an element

that can be sc])arated in this way-

may be e.xtremely interesting, and

highly valuable. But no great indus-

trial use of it will be made while the

extraction process involves any such

fantastic, inordinately difficult piece

of work. Gadolinium ore may sell at

ten dollars a ton, but if it takes five

years of work to sej^rate it, gado-

linium as a pure element is going to

be strictly a curiosity. Highly impure

cerium finds commercial use in gas

mantles and cigarette lighter “flints”.

Lanthanum oxide, and some other

rare element oxides have been used

in making special optical materials.

But the.se substances are elements

—metallic elements, generally, with

properties that may' have great influ-

ence on the behavior of metallic al-

loys containing them. Certain of their

salts show high fluorescence—impor-

tant to cathode ray tube and lain]-)

manufacturers — and their medicinal

effects are quite unknown. And they

are not truly rare ; it is more the dif-

ficulty of disentangling them than the

difficulty of finding a source of sup-

])ly that makes them seem rare.

When uranium fissions, the fis-

sifined parts of the atom, the fission

])roducts, are largely- rare-earth ele-

ments. And the Manhattan Project
had the job of studying those prod-
ucts. finding out what they were
chemically, and what their nuclear
])roperties were. Furthermore, when
your synthetic atom of erbium is go-
ing to disintegrate and become an
atom of holumium or thullium in

something like 2.6 hours—you don't
]ierforrn ten thonsatid fractional crys-
tallizations to .separate it. Under
those conditions you need a separa-
tion technique that does it now.

That technique was developed
; the

ion-exchange technic|ue. In many re-

sj)ects a cousin of the standard house-
hold water-softener, the molecules of

synthetic j)la.stic materials used in

the glass tube of the ion-e.\changer

ab.sorb the ions of the elements in

.solutions dripped through in an ex-
tremely selective manner. It will, in

effect, perform one million fractional

crystallizations in a few seconds.

The result is that, for the first time

in history, the strange elements of

the middle of the table are becoming
conunercially available. Gradually

thullium, dysprosium, terbium and
lutecium may become common house-

hold names—or industrial products.

In any case, all our technical history-

shows one thing

;

The more of the elemental re-

sources of Nature we learn to find

and harness—the better we prosper.

Tnn Editor.
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SPACE FEAR

BY lAMES H. SCHMITZ

Of all the iveapons man can use against man, none is so power-

ful, so binding and paralyzing, as Fear. And in an interstellar

culture, dictators who rule by fear have special problems . . .

Illustrated by Orban

I.

The three Bjanta scouts were
within an hour’s flight of the yellow

dwarf star of Ulphi when the Viper’s

needle-shape drove into their detec-

tion range, high up but on a course

that promised almost to intersect

their own.

It didn’t exactly come to that

point, though the unwary newcomer
continued to approach for several

minutes more. But then, with an ab-

ruptness which implied considerable

shock on board at discovering Bjanta

ahead, she veered off sharply and
shot away at a very respectable

speed.

The scout disks swung about un-

hurriedly, opened out in pursuit for-

mation and were presently closing

in again, with leisurely caution, on

the fugitive. Kverylhing about that

beautifully designed, blue-gleaming

yacht suggested the most valuable

sort of catch. Some very wealthy in-

dividual’s plaything it might have

been, out of one of tbe major centers

of civilization, tbough adventuring

now far from the beaten ])ath of com-
mercial spaceways. In wbich case,

she would be very competently pi-

loted and crewed and .somewhat bet-

ter armed than the average' freighter.

Which should tnake her ca])able of

resisting their combined attack for a

maximum of four or five minutes—
or, if .she preferred energy-devour-

ing top velocity, of keeping ahead of

them for even one or two minutes

longer than that.

But no Bjanta was ever found
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guilt V of impulsive recklessness.

Aiul, just possibly, this, yacht could

also turn out to he another variation

of those hellish engines of destruc-

tion which galactic humanity and its

allies had been developing with ever-

increasing skill dttring the past few

tliou.sand years, against just such ma-
rauders as they.

As it happened, that described the

Viper exactly. A Vegan G.Z. Agent-

Ship, and one of the last fifty or so of

her type to be completed, she was,

compared with anything else up to

live times her three-hundred-foot

length, the petik, the top, the abso-

lute culmination of space-splitting

sudden death. And, furthermore, she

knew it.

“They’re maintaining pattern and

keeping up with no sign of effort,’’

her electronic brain reported to her

pilot. “Should we show them a little

more speed?’’

“The fifteen percent increase was
plenty,” the pilot returned in a pleas-

ant soprano voice. “If they edge in,

you can start weaving, but remem-
ber they’re sensitive little apes ! Any-
thing fancy before we get within

range of our cruiser is bound to scare

them off.”

There was a moment of silence.

Then the ship’s robot voice came
into the control room again

;

“Pagadan, the disk low in Sector

Twelve has moved in almost to con-

tact beaming range! \^ou could get

any two of them at any time now—
and leave us the third to run down.”

SPACE FEAR 7



“I know it, little Viper,” the pilot

gave back patiently, “but this whole

job’s based on the assumption that

the Bjantas are operating true to

form. In which case, their Mother
Disk will be somewhere within three

light-years behind us—and the cruiser

wants to run two of these scouts back

far enough to show just where it’s

lying. We need only one for our-

selves.”

Her face had turned up over her

shoulder as she spoke. Except for

the eyes, it was a human face, the

face of a very pretty young woman.
But the eyes were inhumanly large

and elongated, the silver eyes and

squared black pupils of a Lannai hu-

manoid—the first nonhuman race to

have become a member-nation of the

far-flung Confederacy of_Vega.

There was no one else on hoard,

or required there. Agent-Ship and

Agent were not so much a team as a

calculated synthesis of optimal effi-

ciency in their specialized branch

of Confederacy business. And so

.smoothly did their function overlap

that sometimes it would have been a

little difficult for Pagadan to say

immediately whether it was her or-

ganic brain or its various electronic

extensions in the ship which was
attending to some specific hit of busi-

ness. Just now it was the Viper who
was watching the communicators.

“The Agent - Trainee on the

O-Ship off Ulphi is trying to talk to

you, Pagadan,” the robot-voice came

into the room. “Will you adjust to

his range?”

8

The Lannai’s silver-nailed baud
shot out and sjjun a tiny dial on the

desk before her. From a communi-
cator to her left a deep voice in-

quired, a little anxiously

:

“Pag? Do you hear me? This is

Hallerock. Pag?”
“Go ahead, chum !” she invited. “I

vvas off beam for a moment there.

The planet still look all right?”

“No worse than it ever did,” said

Hallerock. “But this is about your
Fleet operation. The six de.stroyers

are spread out behind you in inter-

ce])tion positions by now, and the

cruiser slioidd he coming into de-

tection dead ahead at any moment.
You still want them to communicate
with you through the Observation

Ship here?”

“Better keep it that way,” Paga-
dan nodded. “The Bjantas might

s]K)t I''leet signals, as close to me as

they arc, hut it’s a cinch they can’t

tap this beam ! 1 won’t slip up again.

Anything from the Department?”

“Correlation is sending some new
stuff out on the Ulphi business, hut

nothing important. At any rate, they

didn’t want to break into your ma-
neuver with the Bjantas. I told them

to home it here to the O-Ship.

Right?”

“Right,” Pagadan ai)])roved.

“You’ll make a Zone Agent yet, my
friend ! In time.”

“I doubt it,” Hallerock grunted.

“There’s no real future in it any-

way. Here’s the cruiser calling again,

Pag! I’ll be standing by—”
Pagadan pursed her li])s thought-

fully as a barely audible click indi-
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cated her aide had gone off communi-

cation. She’d been a full-fledged

Zone Agent of the Vegan Confed-

eracy for exactly four months now—
the first member of any nonhuman
race to attain that rank in the super-

secretive Department of Galactic

Zones. Ilallerock, human, was an ad-

vanced Trainee. Just how advanced

was a (|ue.sliou she’d have to decide,

and very soon.

'I’he surface reflections vanished

fro)u luT mind at the Viper’s sub-

vocal warning:

“Cruiser—dead ahead!’’

“The disk on your left !’’ Pagadan
snapped. “Cut it off from the others

as soon as they begin to turn. Give

it <a good start Ihcn—and he sure

you’re crowding llie last hit of speed

onl of it before you even think of

closing in. \Vc may not he able to get

what we’re after—probably won’t—
hut I.ah can use every scrap of

information we collect on those

bailies!”

“We’ll gel what we’re after, too,”

the Viper almost ]>nrred. And, a hare

instant later

:

“They’ve spotted the cruiser.

Aim’!”

I n the vision tank, the fleeing disk

grew and grew. During the first few

minutes, it had appeared there only

as a comet-tailed s])ark, a dozen radi-

ant streamers of different colors fan-

ning out behind it—not an image of

the disk itself hut the tank’s visual

representation of any reniote moving

object on wdiich tlie ship’s detectors

were held. The shifting lengths and

brightness of the streamers an-

nounced at a glance to those trained

to read them the object’s distance,

direction, comparative and absolute

speeds and other matters of interest

to a curious observer.

But as the Viper began to reduce,

the headstart the Bjanta had been

jiermitted to get, at the exact rate

calculated to incite it to the most in-

tensive efforts to hold that lead, a

shadowy outline of the disk’s true

shape began to grow about the spark,

A bare quarter million miles away
finally, the disk itself appeared to be

moving at a visual range of tw'O hun-

dred yards ahead of the ship, while

the spark still flickered its varied

information from the center of the

image.

Pagadan’s hands, meanwhile,

played continuously over the con-

trol desk’s panels, racing the ship’s

recording instruments through every

sequence of descriptive analysis of

which they were capable.

“We’re still getting nothing really

new, I’m afraid,” she said at last,

matter-of-factly. She had never been

within sight of a Bjanta before; but

Vega’s Department of Galactic Zones
had copies of every available record

ever made of them, and she had
studied the records. The information

was largely repetitious and not con-

clusive enough to have ever per^

mitted a really decisive thrust

against the marauders. Bjantas no
longer constituted a major threat to

civilization, hut they had never

stopped being a dangerous nuisance

along its fringes—space-vermin of a
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jjarticularly elusive and obnoxious

sort.

“They’ve made no attempt to

change direction at all?” she in-

quired.

“Not since they first broke out of

their e.scape-curve,” the Viper re-

plied. “Shall I close in now?”
“Might as well, I suppose.” Paga-

dan was still gazing, almost wistfully,

into the tank. The disk was tilted

slightly sideways, dipping and quiv-

ering in the familiar motion-pattern

of Bjanta vessels; a faint glimmer of

radiation ran and vanished and ran

again continuously around its yard-

thick edge. The Hjantas were con-

servatives
;
the first known record-

ings made of them in the early cen-

turies of the First Empire had shown
space-machines of virtually the same
appearance as the one now racing

ahead of the Viper.

“The cruiser seems satisfied w'h

check with its own line on the

Mother Di.sk,” she went on. She

sighed, ta])ping the tank anxiously.

"Well, nudge them a bit—and be

ready to jump !”

The Viper’s nudging was on the

emphatic side. A greenish, transpar-

ent halo appeared instantly about the

disk
; a rainbow-hued one flashed

into visibility just beyond it immedi-

ately after. Then the disk’s dual bar-

rier vanished again
;
and the disk it-

self veered crazily off its course, flip-

ping over and over like a crippled

bat, showing at every turn the deep,

white-hot gash the Viper’s touch had

seared across its top.
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It was on the fifth turn, some lonr-

tenths of a second later, that it split

halfway around its rim. Out of that

yawning mouth a few score minute

duplicates of itself were sj)ewed into

space and flashed away in all direc-

tions—individual Bjantas in their

equivalent of a combined spacesuit

and lifelxiat. As they dispersed the

stricken .scout gaped wider; a blind-

ing glare burst out of it; and the

disk had vanished in the traditional

Bjant.a style of .self-destruction when
trap])ed by sui>erior force.

h'asl as the reaction had been, the

Viper's forward surge at full ac-

celeration following her first jabbing

beam was barely slower. .She stopiied

close enough to the e.xplosion to feel

its radiations activate her own bar-

riers ; and even before she stopped,

every one oi her grajqfling devices

w'as fully extended and combing

sjiace about her.

Within another tw’o seconds,

therefore, each of the fleeing Bjantas

was caught—and at the instant of

contact, all but two had followed the

scout into ex])!osive and practically

traceless suicide. 'I'hose two, how-

ever, were wrenched open by jiaired

tractors which griiqH'd simultaneous- *

ly and twisted as they gri])])ed—an

innovation with which llu' Viper had

been outfitted for this s]K'cific job.

Pagadan, taut and watching, went

white and was on her feet with a

shriek of inarticulate triumph.

“You did it, you sweetheart !” .she

yelped then. “First ones picked up

intact in five hundred years !”

“They’re not intact,” the Viper

ASTOUNDING SCIENCE-FICTION



corrected, less excitedly. "But I have

all the pieces, I think!"

“The bodies are hardly, damaged,”

gloated Pagadan,, staring into the

tank. “It doesn’t matter much about

the shells. -Just bring it all in easy

now! The lovely things! Wait till

Lab hears we got them.”

She hovered around nervously

while the flat, brown, soft-shelled—

and really not badly dented—l)odies
of the two Bjantas were being

drawn in through one of the Viper’s

locks and deposited gently in a pre-

servative tank, where they floated

against the to]), their twenty-two

angular legs folded up tightly against

their undersides. Most of the

hunched neural extensions that made
them a unit with the mechanisms of

their detachable space-shells had
been sheared off, of course ; hut the

Viper had saved everything.

"Nice W'ork, Pag!” Hallerock’s

voice came from the communicator

as she returned exultantly to the

control room. “No chance of any life

being left in those things, I sup-

]H)se?”

“Not after that treatment!” Paga-

dan said regretfully. “But I’m really

not complaining. You heard me
then ?”

“I did,” acknowledged TIallerock.

“Paralyzing sort of war whoop
you’ve got ! Want to see the, record-

ing the cruiser shot back to me on

the Mother Disk? That run just

went off, too, as per schedule.”

“Put it on !” Pagadan said, curling

herself comfortahlv and hap|)ily into

her desk chair. "So they found

Mommy, eh? Never had such fun

before I started slumming around
with humans. What were the de-

structive results?”

“They did all right. An estimated

forty-five percent of the scouts right

on the strike—and they figure it will

be over eighty before the survivors

get out of pursuit range. One of the

destroyers and a couple of the cruis-

er’s strike-ships were slightly dam-
aged when the core lilew up. Nothing
serious.”

The visual recording appeared on
the communication screen a moment
later. It was very brief, as seen from
the cruiser—following its hornet-

sw'arm of released strike-ships in on
the great, flat, scaly-looking pancake
bulk of the Mother Disk, while a
trio of destroyers closed down on
either side. As a fight, Pagadan de-

cided critically, it was also the worst
flop she’d seen in years, considering

that the trapped quarrr^ w'as actually

a layered composite of several thou-

sand well-armed scouts! For a brief

instant, the barriers of every charg-

ing Vegan ship blazed a warning
white

;
then the screen filled momen-

tarily with a rainhow-hued sparkle

of scouts scattering under the lethal

fire of the attackers—and the brighter

flashing of those that failed.

As both darkened out and the

hunters swirled off' in pursuit of the

fugitive swarms, an ellipsoid crystal-

line core, several hundred yards in

diameter, appeared where the Disk
had lain space. The Bjanta breeding

center—
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It seemed to expand slightly.

An instant later, it was a minia-

ture nova.

Pagadan blinked and nodded ap-

provingly as the screen went blank.

“Tidy habit! Saves us a, lot of

trouble. But we made the only real

haul of the day, Viper, old girl!”

She grimaced. “So now we’ve still

got to worry about that sleep-walk-

ing silly little planet of Ulphi, and
the one guy on it who isn’t . . . isn’t

sleep-walking, anyway. And a couple

of other—” She straightened up sud-

denly. “Who’s that working your
communicators now ?”

“That’s the robot-tracker you put

on the Department of Cultures in-

vestigator on Ulphi,” the
.
Viper in-

formed her. “He wants to come in to

tell you the lady’s got herself into

some kind of jam with the popula-

tion down there. Shall I switch hini

to the O-ship and have the Agent-
Trainee check and take over, if

necessary ?”

“Hold it !” Pagadan’s hands flew

out towards the section of instru-

ment panel controlling the communi-
cators. “Not if it’s the D. C. girl!

That would mess up all my plans.

The tracker’s ready and equipped to

see nothing happens to her before I

get there. Just put that line through
to me, fast

!”

Some while later, she summoned
Hallerock to the O-Ship’s communi-
cator.

“.
. . So I’m picking you up in a

few minutes and taking you on board
the Viper. Central Lah wants a set

12

of structural recordings of these

pickled B juntas right away—and
you’ll have to do it, because I won’t

have the time.”

“What’s happened?” her aide in-

quired, startled.

“Nothing very serious,” Pagadan
.said soothingly. “But it’s likely to

keep me busy for the next few hours.

Our D. C. investigator on Ulphi may
have got an accidental whiff of what’s

rancid on the planet—anyway, some-
body’s trying to get her under men-
tal control right now! I’ve got her

covered by a tracker, of course, so

she’s in no real danger; l)iit I’ll take

the Viper’s skiff and go on down as

soon as I get you on board. By llie

way, how soon can you have the

hospital ship prepared for its job?”

Hallerock hesitated a moment. “I

suppose it’s ready to start any time.

I finished treating the last of the

personnel four hours ago.”

“Good hoy,” Pagadan applauded.

“I’ve got something in mind—not
sure yet whether it will work. But

that attack on the D. C. might make
it possible for us to wind up the

whole Ulphi operation inside the

next twenty-four hours!”

It had started out, three weeks

before, looking like such a nice little

mission. Since it was her fifth as-

signment in four months, and since

there had been nothing even remote-

ly nice about any of the others, Paga-

dan could appreciate that.

Nothing much to do for about

three or four weeks now, she’d

thought gratefully as she hauled out
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her skiff for a brief first survey of

the planet of Ulphi. She had landed

as an ostensible passenger on a

Vegan destroyer, the skiff tucked

away in one of the destroyer’s gun

locks, while the Viper went on orbit

at a safe distance overhead. That

gleaming deep-space machine looked

a trifle too impressive to be a suit-

able vehicle for Pelial, the minor

onicial of Galactic Zones, which was
I’agadaii’s local alias. And as Ulphi’s

entire jxjpulation was planet-bound

by congenital space-fear, the skiff

would provide any required amount
of transportation, while serving

I)rincipally as living quarters and a

work-office.

Hut there would he really nothing

to do. I'hxcept, of course, to keep a

casual eye on the safety of the other

Vegans newly arrived on the planet

and co-operate with the Fleet in its

unhurried preparations to receive

the I! juntas, who were due to appear

in about a month for the ninth of

their series of raids on Ulphi. Those
obliging creatures conducted their

o])eralions in cycles of such unvary-

ing regularity that it was a pleasure

to go to work on them, once you’d

detected their traces and could mus-
ter superior force to intercept their

next return.

On Ulphi Bjantas had l)een reap-

ing their harvest of life and what
they could use of civilization’s treas-

ures and tools at periods which lay

just a fraction over three standard

years apart. It had done no very

significant damage as yet, since it

had taken eight such raids to frighten

the population into revealing its

plight by applying for membership in

the far-off Confederacy of Vega and

the protection that would bring them.

The same cosmic clockwork which

first set the great Disk on this course

would be returning it now, predict-

ably, to the trap Vega had prepared.

Nothing for Pagadan to worry

about. Nobody, actually, seemed to

have much confidence that the new
shell-cracker beams installed on the

Viper to pick up a couple of Bjantas

in an unexploded condition would

work as they should, but that prob-

lem was Lab’s and not hers. And,

feeling no doubt that she’d earned a

little vacation, they were presenting

her meanwhile with these next three

weeks on Ulphi. The reports of the

officials of other Confederacy gov-

ernment branches who had preceded

Pagadan here had described it as a

uniquely charming little backwater

world of humanity, cut off by the de-

velopment of planetary space-fear

from the major streams of civiliza-

tion for nearly four hundred years.

Left to itself in its amiable climate,

Ulphi had flowered gradually into a

state of quaint and leisurely pretti-

ness.

So went the reports

!

Jauntily, then, Pagadan set forth

in her skiff to make an aerial survey

of this miniature jewel of civilization

and pick out a few of the very best

spots for some solid, drowsy loafing.

Two days later, her silver hair

curled flat to her skull with outraged

shock, she came back on board the

Viper. The activated telepath trans-
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niitler luininied with the ship’s full

power,, as it hurled her wrathful

message to (1. Z. Headtiuarters Cen-

tral on the [)lanet of Jeltad—in Vega’s

system, eight thousand light-years

away.

At Central on Jeltad, a head(|uar-

ters clerk, on his way out to lunch,

])au.sed ])resently liehind the desk of

another. His manner was nervou-s.

“What’s the Pyramid Effect?” he

inquired.

“You ought to know,” his friend

replied. “If you don’t, go punch it

from Restricted Psych-Library un-

der that heading. Pve got a final

mission report coming through.” He
glanced around. “Plow conie the sud-

den urge for knowledge, Linky?”
Linky jerked a thumb back to-

wards his desk transmitter. “
1 got

that new Lannai Z. A. on just be-

fore the end of my stretch. She was
blowing her silver top alx)ut things

in general—had me lining up inter-

views with everybody from Snoojis

to the Old Man for her! The Pyra-

mid Effect seems to be part of it.”

The'other clerk snickered. “She’s

just diving into a mission then. I had

her on a few times while she was in

Zonal Training. She’ll swear like a

Terran till she hits her stride. After

that, the rougher things get the

sweeter she grows. You want to wait

a little? If I get this beam through,

Fll turn it over to a recorder and

join you for lunch.”

“All right.” Linky hesitated a mo-
ment and then drifted back towards

his desk. At a point well outside the

14

vision range of its transmitter screen,

he sto]iped and listened.

“.
. . Well, U’hy didn’t anybody

know?” Pagadan’s voice came,

muted but crackling. “That Ueiiart-

ment of Cultures investigator lias

been on Ulphi for over a month
now, and others just as long! You
get copies of their reports, don’t

you ? You coiddn’t put any two of

them together without seeing that

another Tele])-Two thinks he’s in-

vented the Pyramid Effect out here—

there isn’t a thing on the crummy
little planet that doesn’t show it!

And I'll be the daughter of a C-Class

human,” she acbk'd bitterly, “il it

isn’t a type-ctisc in full llower, with

all the trimmings! Including immor-

talization and the Siva Psychosis.

No, I do not want I.ab to home any

of their findings out to me! d'ell them

I’m staying right here on tekqitith

till they’ve .sorted out what 1 gave

them. \Vhere’s Snoops, that evil little

man ? Or can somebody locate that

fuddle-headed, skinny, blond clerk I

had on a few minutes—”

I.inky tiptoed gently back out of

hctiring.

“.She's talking to Correlation

now,” he reported to bis friend. “Not
at the sweetness stage yet. I think

I’ll ]nit in a little time checking the

Library at that.”

The other clerk nodded without

looking iqx “You could use the

Head’s information cabinet. He just

went out.”

“Pyramid Ifffect,” Psych-Library

Information instructed Linky gently
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a minute later. “Restricted, Galactic

Zones. Result of the use of an ex-

panding series of psychimpulse-niul-

tipliers, organic, or otherwise, by

Telepaths of the Orders Two to

Four, for the transference of direc-

tional patterns, compulsions, illu-

sions, et cetera, to large numbers of

subjects.

“The significant feature of the

Pyramid Effect is its elimination of

excessive drain on the directing men-
tality, achieved by utilizing the neu-

ral or neural-type energies of the

multipliers themselves in transfer-

ring the directed impulses from one

stage to the next.

“Techniques required to establish

the first and second stages of multi-
*

pliers 'are classified as Undesirable

General Knowledge. Though not in-

frequently developed independent!}?

by Telepaths above the primary level,

their employment in any form is pro-

hibited throughout the Confederacy

of Vega and variously discouraged

by responsible governments else-

where.

“Establishment of the third stage,

and subsequent stages, of impulse-

multipliers involves a technique-vari-

ant rarely developed by uninstructed

Telepaths below the Order of Five.

It is classified, under all circum-

stances, as Prohibited General

Knowledge and is subject to dele-

tion under the regulations pertaining

to that classification.

“Methodology of the Pyramid Ef-

fect may be obtained in detail under

the heading ‘Techniques : Pyramid

Effect’-”

SPACE FEAR

The gentle voice subsided.

“FIm-m-m!” said Linky. He
glanced about but there was nobody

else in immediate range of the in-

formation cabinet. He tapped out

“Techniques: Pyramid Effect,” and

punched.

“The information applied for,” an-

other voice stated tonelessly, “is re-

stricted to Zone Agent levels and

above. Your identification?”

Linky scowled, punched “Cancel-

lation” quickly, murmured “Nuts!”
and tapped another set of keys.

“Psychimpulse-multiplier,” the

gentle voice came back. “Restricted,

Galactic Zones. Any person, orgatiic

entity, energy form, or mentalized

instrument employed in distributing

the various types of telepathic im-

pulses to subjects beyond the scope

of the directing mentality in range or

number— Refer to ‘Pyramid Ef-

fect’-”

That seemed to be that. What else

was the Z. A. crying about? Oh,
yes

!

“Siva Psychosis,” the gentle voice

resumed obligingly. “Symptom of the

intermediate to concluding stages of

the Autocrat Circuit in human-type

mentalities— Refer to ‘Multiple Mur-
der : Causes’—”

Linky grimaced.

“Got what you wanted?” The
other clerk was standing behind him.

Linky got up. “No,” he said.

“Let’s go anyhow. Your Final Mis-

sion come through?”

His friend shook his head.

“The guy got it. Ship and all. The
automatic death signals just started
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coming in. That bong-bong . . . bong-

bong stuff always gets on my
nerves !” He motioned Linky into an

elevator ahead of him. “They ought

to work out a different sort of

signal.”

“Understand you’ve been having

some trouble with Department of

Cultures personnel,” Snoops told

the transmitter genially.

“Just one of them,” Pagadan re-

plied, regarding him with disfavor.

Probably, he wasn’t really evil but

he certainly looked it—aged in evil,

and wizened with it. Also, he h:id

been, just now, very hard to find.

“That ]5articular one,” she added, “is

worse than any dozen others Pve run

into, so far
!”

“DC-CFI 1227, eh?” Snoops

nodded. “Don’t have to make up a

(k)ssier for you on her. Got it all

ready.” '

“We’ve had trouble with her l)c-

fore, then?”

"Oh, sure ! Imts of times. System

Chief Jasse—beautiful big thing,

isn’t .she?” Snoops chuckled. “Pve

got any number of three-dimension-

als of her.”

“You would have,” said PagadaU
sourlv. “For a flagpole, she’s not so

bad looking, at that. Must be eight

feet if she’s an inch
!”

“Eight foot two,” Snoops cor-

rected. “W’hat’s she up to now, that

]dace you’re at—Ulphi ?”

“Minding other people’s business

like any D. C. Mostly mine, though

she doesn’t know that. Pm objecting

particularly to her practice of pester-
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ing the Fleet for information they

cither don’t have or aren’t allowed to

give for reasons of ])lain standard op-

erational security. There’s a destroy-

er commander stationed here who
.says every time she looks at liim

now, he gets a feeling he’d lietter

watch his step or he’ll get turned

over and whacked.”

“She wouldn’t do that.” Snoops
said earnestly. “She’s a good girl,

that Jasse. Terribly conscientious,

that’s all. You want that dossier

homed out to you or right now, vo-

c.ally?”

“I'oth. Right now 1 want mostly

background stuff, so I’ll know bow
to work her. Pd ])sycho it out of her

myself, but she’s using a ]iretty good
mind shield and I can’t spend too

much mission-time on the Depart-

ment of Cultures.”

•Snoops luxkled, cleared his throat,

rolled his eyes up rellectively, closed

them and began !

“Age twenty-five, or near enough
to make no difference. 'Pype A-Class

1 fuman, unknown racial variant.

Citizen of the Confederacy; home-
])lanet Jeltad. Hirthpl.ice unknown—
jiarcntage ditto; ])resumablv spacer

stock.”
'

“Details on that!” iutcrru|)ted

Pagadan.

fle’d intended to, .Snoo[)S stud,

looking patient.

Subject, at about the age of three,

had been picked up in space, liter-

ally, and in a rather improbable sec-

tion-high in the northern latitude.s

where the suns thinned out into the
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figurative Rini. A V^egan scout,

pausing to inspect an area littered

with the battle-torn wreckage of four

ships, found her drifting about there

unconscious and half-alive, in a

spacesuit designed for a very tall

adult—the kind of adult she eventu-

ally became.

Investigation indicated she was
the only survivor of what must have

been an almost insanely savage and

])rohahly very brief engagement.

There was some messy evidence that

one of the ships had been crewed by

either five or six of her kind. The
other three had been manned by

Lartessians, a branch of human space

marauders with whom Xh'ga’s ])atrol

forces w(>re mol'e familiar than they

parlicularly wanted to he.

•So was I’agadan. “They fight just

like that, the crazy apes ! And they’re

no slouches—our little pet’s people

must he a rugged lot to break even

with them at threc-to-one odds. Hut
we’ve got no record at all of that

breed ?’’

"I Ic’d checked pretty closely but

without results,” Snoojxs shrugged.

“And so, naturally enough, had

Jasse herself later on. She’d grown
u]) in the family of the scout’s sec-

ond pilot. They were earnest Tra-

ditionalists, so it wasn’t surprising

that at sixteen she entered the Tra-

ditionalist College on Jeltad. She was
a brilliant student and a spectacular

athlete—twice a winner in Vega’s

Sytsem Games.”
“Doing what?” inquired Pagadan

curiously.

Javelin, and one of those swim-
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II.niing events
;
Snoops wasn’t sure just

which— She still attended the College

intermittently
;
hut at nineteen she’d

started to work as a field investi-

gator for the Department of Cul-

tures., Which wasn’t suqirising

either, since Cultures was practi-

cally the political extension of the

powerful Traditionalist Creed—
They had made her a System Chief

only three years later.

“About that time,” Snoops con-

cluded, “was when we started hav-

ing trouble with Jasse. She’s smart

enough to su.spect that whatever

Galactic Zones is doing doesn’t jibe

entirely with our official purjM).se in

life.” lie looked mildly amused.

“Seems to think we might be some
kind of secret police—you know how
Traditionalists feel about anything

like that!”

Pagadan nodded. “Everything

open and aboveboard. They mean
well, bless them !”

She went silent then, reflecting;

while the alien black-and-silver eyes

continued to look at Snoops, or

through him possibly, at something
else.

He heard himself saying uneasily,

“You’re not going to do her any
harm. Zone Agent?”
“Now why should I be doing St's-

tem Chief Jasse any harm?” Paga-
dan inquired, much too innocently.

“A good girl, like you say. And so

lovely looking, too—in spite of that

eight-foot altitude.”

“Eight foot two,” Snoops cor-

rected mechanically. He didn’t feel

at all reassured.

The assistant to the Chief of G. Z.

Office of Correlation entered the

room to which his superior had .sum-

moned him and found the general

gazing pensively iqion a freshly as-

sembled illumined case-chart.

The assistant glanced at the chart

numl)er and shrugged sympatheti-

cally.

"I understand she wants to speak
to you |iersonally,” he remarked. “Is

it as bad as she indicates?”

“Colonel Deibos,” the general said,

without turning his head,. “I’m glad

you’re; here. Yes, it’s just about as

bad!” lie nodded at the upper right

region of the chart where a massed
group of symbols flickered uncertain-

ly. “That’s the bulk of the informa-

tion we got from the Zone Agent
concerning the i)l;inet of L'lpbi just

now. Alost of the rest of it has been

available to this office fur weeks.”

I’oth men studied the chart silent-

ly for a moment.
“It’s a mess, certainly!” the colo-

nel admitted then. “Hut I’m sure the

Agent understands that when an
emergency is not indicated in ad-

vance all incoming information is

necessarily handled here in a routine

manner, which frequently involves

a considerable time-lag in correl.i-

tion.”

“No doubt she does,” agreed the

general. “However, we kept run-

ning into her socially when she’s

around the System, my wife and I.

Particularlj' my wife. Ycm under-

stand that I should like our summa-
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tion ot this case to he as nearl\- per-

fect as we can make it?”

“I imderstaiul, sir.”

“T’m going to read it,” the general

sighed. "I want you to check me
close! If y<ni'rc douhtfnl on any

point of inter]>retation at all, kindly

interrupt me at once.”

They bent over the chart together.

‘‘The over-all ]>attern on Ulphi,”

the genera! stated, “is obviously that

produced l)y an immortalized A-Clas.s

hum,an intellect, Sub-Class Twelve,

variant Tcleji-Two—as developed in

planetary or small-system isolation,

over a ])eriod of between three and
five centuries.”

I le’d lapsed |)rompll.y. Colonel

Deibos noted wilb a trace of amuse-
ment, into ;i lecturer’s tene and
style. I’eing one of the two mcii

liriiiKirily res])onsible for devising

the ])sychomathematics of correlation

and making it understandable to

others, the general had found ])lcnty

of o])|)ortunity to ac(|uire such man-
nerisms.

“In that time,” he went on, “the

system of general controls has, of

conr.se, become almost completely

automatic. There is, how'ever, con-

tinuing and fairly intensive activity

on the part of the directing men-
tality. Development of the Siva Psy-

chosis is at a ])hase typical for the

elapsed jieriod—concealed and for-

malized killings cloaked in sacrificial

symliolism. Ouantitatively, they have

not begun as yet to alTect the popida-

tion level. The open and indi.scrimi-

nate slaughter preceding the sudden

final tlecline presumably would not

appear, then, for at lea.st another

century.

“Of primary significance for the

identification of the controlling men-
tality is this central grouping of for-

mulae. Within the historical period

which must have seen the early

stages of the mentality’s dominance,

the science of Ulphi—then practically

at r.alactic jiar—was channeled for

thirty-eight years into a research

connected with the various problems

of ])ersona! organic immortality. Ob-
viously, under such conditions, only

the' wildest sort of bad luck could

prevent discovery and co-ordination

of the three basic requirements for

any of the forms of individual per-

petuation presently developed.

“W’e note, however, that within

the ne.xt two years the investigation

became completely discredited, was
dropped and has not been resumed
since.

“The critical date, finally, corre-

sponds roughly to the announced
death of the jilanet’s outstanding

psychic leader of the time—an histori-

cal figure even on present-day Ulphi,

known as Aloyuscane the Immortal
Illusionist.

“Corroborative evidence-”

The reading took some fifteen

minutes in all.

“^^’ell, that’s it, I think,” the gen-

eral remarked at last. “How the old

explorers used to wonder at the fre-

quency with which such little lost

side-branches of civilization appeared

to have simply and suddenly ceased

to exist
!”
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He became aware of the colonel’s

sidelong glance.

“Yon agree with my interpreta-

tions, colonel ?’’

“Entirely, sir.”

The general hesitated. “The popn-

lation on Ulphi hasn’t been too badly

debased as yet,” he pointed ont.

“Varions reports indicate an I. Q.
average of around eleven points be-

low A-Class—not too bad, consider-

ing the early elimination of the

strains least acceptable to the con-

trolling mentality and the stnltifying

effect of life-long general compul-

sions on the others.

“They’re still eligible for limited

membership—capable of self-govern-

ment and, with help, of self-defense.

It will be almost a century, of course,

before they grow back to a point

where they can be of any real use to

us. Meanw'hile, the location of the

planet itself presents certain strategic

advantages—”

He pau.sed again. “I’m afraid, colo-

nel,” he admitted, “that I’m evading

the issue ! The fact remains that a

case of this kind simply does not per-

mit of, solution by this office. The
identification of Moyuscane the Im-
mortal as the controlling mentality is

safe enough, of course. Beyond that

we cannot take the responsibility for

anything but the most general kind

of recommendation. But now, colo-

nel—since I’m an old man, a cow-

ardly old man who really hates an

argument—I’m going on vacation for

the. next hour or so.

“Would you kindly confront the

Zone Agent with our findings ? I un-
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derstand she is still waiting on tele-

path for them.”

Zone Agent Pagadan, however,

received the inforniation with a de-

gree of good nature which Colonel

Deibos found almost disquieting.

“Well, if you can’t, you can’t,” she

shrugged. “I rather expected it. The
difficulty is to identify our Telep-

Two physically without arousing his

suspicions? And the danger is that

no one knows how to block things

like a ]ilanet-wi(le wave of suicidal

imjiulses, if he hai)i)ens lo realize

that’s a g(K)(l melhod of self-de-

fense?”

“That’s alx)ut it,” acknowledged

the colonel. “It’s very easy to startle

mentalities of his class into some un-

prc(lictal)lc aggressive reaction. That
makes it a simple matter lo (lush

them into sight, which liel|)s lo kee])

them from becoming more than a

temporary nuisance, except in such

unsophisticated surroundings as on

Ulphi. But in the situation that ex-

ists there—when the mentality has

established itself and set u]) a wide-

spread system of controls— it does

demand the most cautious handling

on the part of an oju-rator. 'Phis par-

ticular case is now further aggra-

vated by the various psychotic dis-

turbances of immortalization.”

Pagadan nodded. “You’re suggest-

ing, I suppose, that the whole affair

should be turned over to Interstellar

Crime for space-scooping or some

careful sort of long-range detection

like that?”

“It’s the method most generally
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adopted." the colonel said. “Very
slow, of course— I recall a somewhat
simihir case which took thirty-two

years to solve. J>ut once the clirect-

in,c; mentality has been physically

idenvitied without Iiecoming aware
of the fact, it can he destroyed safely

enou"h.”

"I ctui't (luile believe in the ne-

cessity of leavin*;; Moyu.scane in con-

trol of th:it sad little ])lanet of his for

another thirty-two years, or any-

thiiiL;- like it,” the [,annai said slowly.

“I imaj^ine he'll he willing to put up
with our ])re.sence until the Bjanta

raids have been deflected ?”

“That seems to he correct. If you
decide to dig him out yourself, you
have about eight week.s to do it. If

the lijantas haven’t returned to Ul-

phi by then, he’ll understand that

they’ve cither (|uit coming of their

own accord, as they sometimes do-
or that they’ve been chased off secret-

ly. .\nd he could hardly help hitting

on the reason for that ! In cither case,

the Senate of in|)hi will simply with-

draw its ai)|)lic;itiou for membership
in the Confederacy. It’s no secret

that we’re too completely tied up in

treaties of nonintervention to do
anything hut pull our officials out

again, if that’s what they want.”

"The old hoy has it all figured out,

hasn’t he?” I’agadau jiaused. “Well
—we’ll see. Incidentally, I notice your
summatiou iucoriiorated Lab’s report

on the s]).ice-fear compulsion Moyus-
cane’s ckuuped on Ulphi. Do you
have that with you in detail—I.ah’s

report, I metin? I’d like to hear it.”

“It’s here, ye.s—” A muted alto

voice addressed Ikigadan a moment
later

:

“In fourteen iierccnt of the heuro-

jilates sulmiitted with the Agent’s re-

jiort, space-fear traces were found to

extend into the suhanalvtical levels

normally involved in this psychosis.

In all others,, the symptoms of the

psychosis were readily identifiable as

an artificially induced compulsion.

"Such a comjnilsion would main-
tain itself under reality-stresses to

the point reciuired to initiate space-

fear death in the organism but would
yield normally to standard treat-

ment.”

“Good enough,” Pagadan nodded.
“Fourteen ]>ercent s])ace-fear sus-

ce])tibility is aliout normal for that

type of planetary pojnilation, isn’t it ?

But what about Moymscane himself?

Is there anything to show, anywhere,
that he suffered from the genuine
brand of the psychosi.s—that he is

one of that fourteen percent ?”

“Well—yes, there is 1” Colonel
Deibos looked a little startled. “That
wasn’t mentioned, was it? Actually,

it shows up quite clearly in the his-

torical note that none of his reported

illusion performances had any but

planetary backgrounds, and usually

interior ones, at that. It’s an excep-

tional Illusionist, you know, who
won’t play around with deep-s]iace

effects in every conceivable variation.

But Moiuscane never touched

them-”

“Telepath is now cleared for Zone
Agent 1.31.71,” the Third Co-ordi-

nator of the \T"gan Confederacy
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murmui'ecl into the transmitter be-

fore him.

Alone in his office as usual, he set-

tled back into his chair to relax for

the few seconds the visualization

tank would require to pick up and
re-structure Zone y\gent Pagadan’s

personal beam for him.

The office of the Chief of Galactic

Zones was as spacious as the control

room of a first-line battleship, and
quite as compactly equipped with

strange and wonderful gadgetry. As
the master cell of one of the half

dozen or so directing nerve-centers

of Confederacy government, it

needed it all. The Third Cd-ordina-

tor was one of Jeltad’s busier citi-

zens, and it was generally under-

stood that no one intruded on his

time except for some extremely good
and sufficient reason.

However, he was undisturbed by
the reflection that there was no ob-

vious rea.son of any kind for Zone
Agent Pagadan’s request for an in-

terview. The Lannai was one of the

Third Co-ordinator’s unofficial group
of special Agents, his trouble-shoot-

ers de luxe, whom he could and regu-

larly did unleash in the pits of space

against virtually any kind of oppo-

nent—with a reasonable expectation

of being informed presently of the

Agent’s survival and success. And
whenever one of that fast-moving

pack demanded his attention, he took

it for granted they had a reason and

that it was valid enough. Frequent-

ly, though not always, they would

let him know then what it was.

The transmitter’s visualization

tank cleared suddenly from a sinokily

glowing green into a three-dimen-

sional view of the Viper’s control

room
;
and the Co-ordinator gazed

with approval on the silver-eyed,

spacesuited, slender figure beyond the

ship’s massive control desk. Human
or not, Pagadan was nice to look at.

“And what do you want now ?’’ he

inquired.

“Agent-Trainee Hallerock,” the

Lannai informed him, “6972.41,

fourth year.”

“Hm-m-m. Yes, I know him!”

The Co-ordinator tapped the side of

his long jaw reflectively, “Rather

striking chap, isn’t he?”

“He’s beautiful!” Pagadan agreed

enthusiastically. “How soon can you
get him out here ?”

“Even by Ranger,” the Co-ordi-

nator said doubtfully, “it would be

ten days. There’s an Agent in the

nearest cluster I could route out to

yoxi in just under four.”

She shook her head. “Hallerock’s

the boy—gloomy Hallerock. I met
him a few months ago, back on

Jeltad,” she added, as if that made it

clear. “What are his present esti-

mated chances for graduation ?”

The inquiry was strictly counter-

regulation, but the Co-ordinator did

not raise an eyebrow. He nudged a

switch on his desk.

“Til let the psych-tester answer
that.”

“If the Agent-Trainee were ad-

mitted for graduation,” a deep me-
chanical voice came immediately

from the wall to his left, “the per-

centage of probability of his passing
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all formal tests would be ninety-

eight seven. But because of a

background-conditioned l^ck of emo-
tional adjustment to V6gan civiliza-

tion, graduation has IjCeu indefinitely

postponed.”

"What 1 thought,” Pagadan
nodded. "Well, just shoot him out to

me then— l)y Ranger, please!—and

I’ll do him some good. That’s all,

and thanks a lot for tlie interview I”

"It was a ])leasure,” said the Co-

ordinator. Then, seeing her hand

move towards her transmitter switch,

he added hastily, ‘T understand

you’ve run into a secondary mission

])roblem out there, and that Correla-

tion foresees diflicnlliis in finding a

satisfactory solution.”

The l.ann.d paused, her hand on
the switch. She looked a little sur-

prised. "That Ulphian illusionist?

Shoiddn’t be too much trouble. If

you’re in a hurry for results though,

ple.ase gel hehind Lab Sujiply on the

Muff I re(|uisitioned just now—the

llospilal shi]), the Kynoleeii and the

special types of medics I need. Push
out that, and Hallerock, to me and

3'ou’ll have my final mis.sion report

in three weeks, more or less.”

She waved a cheerful farewell and

switched off, and the view of the

Viper's control room vanished from

the transmitter.

'
'I'he Co-nrdinalor chewed his up-

per lip thoughtfully.

"Psych-tester,” he said then, ‘‘just

what is the little hellcat cooking up
now ?”

“
I must remind you,” the p.sych-

tester’s voice returned, ‘‘that Zone
Agent 131.71 is one of the 'thirty-

two individuals who have been able

to discern my primary purpose here,

and who have established tempo-

rary blocks against my investiga-

tions. She is, furthermore, the first

to have established a block so nearly

complete that I can offer no signifi-

cant answer to your rpiestion. With
that understood, do you wish an

estimate?”

“No!” grunted the Co-ordinator.

“I’d forgotten. I can make a few wild

guesses myself.” He ran his hand
gently through his graying hair.

“Let’s see—this Hallerock’s trouble

is a hackgronnd-conditioned lack of

adjustment to our type of civilization,

you say?”

“He comes,” the jisych-tester re-

minded him, “of the highly clannish

and emotionally planet-l)Ound strain

of Mark Mheri \T.”

The Co-ordinator nodded. “I re-

member now. Twenty-two thousand
light-years out. They’\e been iso-

lated there almost since the First

Stellar Migrations — were rediscov-

ered onL a dozen years or so ago.

Extra good jjeople! But Hallerock

was the only one of them we could

talk into going to work for us.”

“He appears to he unique among
them in being galactic-minded in the

Vegan sense,” the psych-tester

agreed. “Subconsciously, however,
he remains so strongly drawn to his

own kind that a .satisfactory adjust-

ment to permanent separation from
them has not been achieved. Out-
wardly, the fact is expressed only in
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lack of confidence in himself and
in those with whom he happens to be

engaged in any significant work
;
but

the tendency is so pronounced that

it has been considered unsafe to re-

lease him for Zonal duty.”

“Ninety-eight point seven!” the

Co-ordinator said. He swore mildly.

“That means he’s way the best of the

current batch—and I could use a

couple like that so beautifully right

now! Psychoing won’t do it?”

“Nothing short of complete mind-
control for a period of several

weeks.”

The Co-ordinator shook his head.

“It would settle his personal difficul-

ties, but he’d be spoiled for us.” He
considered again, briefly, sighed and
decided : “Pagadan’s clai»ned him,

anyway. She may wreck him com-
pletely

;
but she knows her therapy

at that. Better let her give it a try.”

He added, as if in apology

:

“I’m sure that if we could consult

Trainee Plallerock on the question,

he’d agree with us—”
He was reaching out to punch

down a desk stud with the last words
and continued without a noticeable

break

:

“Central Communicator clear for

Lab report on the rate of spread of

the Olleeka plagues—”

His mind clearing also with that

of any other matter, he settled back

quietly and waited for Lab to come

in. '

System Chief Jasse, D. C. Cul-

tural Field Investigator, listened at-

tentively till her study recorder had
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clicked 'out “Report- Dispatched.”

Then she sat frowning at the gadget

for a moment.
The home office would like that

report ! A brisk, competent review of

a hitherto obscure section of Ulphi’s

long-past rough and ready colonial

period, pointing out and explaining

the contrast between those days and

the present quaintly perfect Ulphian

civilization. It was strictly in line

with the Department of Cultures’

view of what any group of A-Class

human beings, left to tliemselves,

could achieve and it had sounded

])lausible enough when slie played il

hack. But someliow it left lier dis-

satisfied. Somehow Ulphi itself left

her dissatisfied.

Perhaps she just needed a vaca-

tion ! As usual, when a new case

was keeping her bu.sy, she had I)ecn

dosing herself witli insomniates for

the past two weeks. But in lier six

years of work with Cultures she had

never felt the need for a vacation

before.

Patting back a yawn in the process

of formation, Jasse shook her head,

shut off the recorder and stejiped out

before the study mirror. Almost time

for another appointment—some more
historical research.

Turning once slowly before the

tall mirror, she checked the details of

her uniform and its accessories—the

Traditionalist Greens which had

been taken over with all their sym-

bolic implications by the Department

of Cultures. Everything in order, in-

cluding the concealed gravmoc bat-

teries in belt and boots and the elec-
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tronic mind-shield switch in her

wrist bracelet. No weapons to check

;

as a matter of policy they weren’t

carried by D. C. officials.

She pulled a bejeweled cap down
on her shoulder-length wave of

glossy black hair, grimaced at the

face that, at twenty-five or there-

abouts, still wore an habitual expres-

sion of intent, childish seriousness,

and left the study.

Hy the lake shore, fifty feet from

the ]). C. mobile-unit’s door, the lit-

tle-people were waiting. Six of them
today—middle-aged historians in the

long silver-gray garments of their

guild, standing beside a beautifully

shaped vehicle with a suggc.stion of

breath-taking speed about its lines.

The suggestion didn't fool Jasse, who
knew hy e.xperiencc that, its looks

were the only breath-taking thing

about an Ulphian flow-car. The best

it would produce in action was an

air-borne amble, at so leisurely a

pace that throughout her first trip

in one of the tilings she had felt

like getting out and pushing.

One mustn’t, of course, she re-

minded herself conscientiously, set-

tling back in the flow-car, jiidge any
human culture by the achievements

of another ! Granted that Ulphi had
long since lost the driving power of

Vega’s humming technologies, who
was to .say that it hadn’t found a

better thing in its place?,

A fair enough question,, but Jasse;

doubtfully continued to weigh the

answer while the lengthy, little U1-,

phian ritual of greetings ^nd expres-.

sions of mutual esteem ran its course

and came to an end in the flow-car.

Then her escort of historical special-

ists settled down to shop talk in their

flowery derivative of one of the

twelve basic human dialects, and she

began automatically to contribute her

visiting dignitary’s share to the con-

versation-just enough to show she

was deeply interested but no more.

Her attention, however, remained
on the city below.

They were gliding only five hun-
dred feet above the lake’s shoreline,

but all roofs were low enough to per-

mit a wide view—and everything,

everywhere, was in superbly perfect

symmetry and balance. The car’s

motion did not change that impres-

sion. As it drove on, the gleaming
white and softly tinted buildings

about and below it flowed steadily

into new and always immaculate pat-

terns of sweeping line and blended

color, merging in and out of the lake

front with a rightness that trembled

and stopped at the exact point of be-

coming too much so.

And that was only a direct visual

expression of the essence of Ulphi’s

culture. Every social aspect of the

planet showed the same easy order,

the same minute perfectionist pre-

cision of graceful living—achieved

without apparent effort in cycle on
cycle of detail.

Jasse smiled pleasantly at her com-
panions. The puzzling fact remained

that this planetary batch of little-

people just wasn’t particularly

bright ! And any population with the

gumption of a flock of rabbits should
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have sent a marauding Mother Disk

of Bjantas on its way in a panicky

hurry, without having to ask for help

to solve that sort of problem

!

She really must need a vacation,

Jasse sighed, disturbed by such un-

orthodox reflections. A-Class hu-

mans just didn’t go off on the wrong
track, however gracefully, unless they

were pushed there — so her doubts

about Ulphi meant simply that she

hadn’t found the key to it yet

!

Possibly she could do with a few

weeks of re-indoctrination in basic

Traditionalism.

“The Tomb of Moyuscane the

Immortal—the last of our Great Illu-

sionists !”

Jasse regarded the tomb with an

air of respectful appreciation, 'romlis,

on the whole, she ccjuld do wilhout

;

but this one undoubtedly was some-

thing special. She and Re<|uada-Al-

tan. Historian and Hereditary Cus-

todian of the Tomb, had com<‘

together out of one of the main balls

of the enormous building comple.x

which housed the Historical Insti-

tute of Ulphi’s Central City into

a small, transparently over-roofed

park. The remainder of her escort

had shown her what they had to

show and then withdrawn respect-
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ful]\’ to their various duties; but

Requacla-Attan, probably not averse

to bavin" a wider audience benefit

l)y the informative lecture be was

giving the distinguished visitor, bad

left the gate to the ]>ark 0])cn behind

them. A small crowd of sightseeing

Ulpbians bad drifted in and was

groui)cd about them by now.

“A fitting resting place for the

Immortal One!” Jas.se commented

])ionsly.

That brongbt a murmur of general

appreciation from the local citizens.

She suspected wryly that she, with

her towering height and functional

\'egan uniform, was the rerd center

of interest in this colorfully robed

grou]5 of little-]>eople— few of ibem

came up to a ])oint inucb above the

level of her elbows. Hnt otherwise,

the 'romb of Moyuscane must seem

well worth a visit to a people as cul-

turally self-centered as the Ulpbians.

Set .against the rather convention.al

b.ickgronnd of a green grove .and

wbisjii-ring fountains, it was ;i trans-

bicently white momeni, combining

stateliness and ex(|nisite grace with

the early sweeping style which the

last four centuries had preserved

and expanded over the ])lanet.

“The common peojde have many
interesting .snjierstitions about the

Tomb,” Ref|u<ada-Att:m confided

loudly. “They say that Moyuscane’s

illusions .are still to be seen within

this park oecasionallv. F>,Specially at

night.”

His round, jiink face smiled wise-

ly up at her. It was obvious that he,

a historical scientist, did not share

such superstitions.

Illusion performances, Jasse
thought, nodding. She’d seen a few
of those of a minor sort herself, but

the records indicated that some cen-

turies ago on Ulphi they had been
cultivated to an extent which no ma-
jor civilization would tolerate nowti-

days. The Illusionists of Ulphi had
been priest-entertainers ;ind political

leaders; their mental sym])honies—

a

final culmination and monstrous
(lowering of all the tribal dtinces and
varied body-and-mind shaking com-
munal frenzies of history — had
swayed the thinking and the emo-
tional life of the planetary race. ./Vnd

Moyn.scane the Immortal h;id wound
up that line of psychic near-rulcrs

as the greatest of them all.

It was rather fascinating ;tt that,

she decided, to go adventuring men-
tally back over the centuries into the

realm of a hum.'in power which, with-

out word or gesture, could sweej) up
and blend the emotions of thousands

of other human beings into a single

mighty current that flowed and ebbed
and thundered at the impulses of one
will through the channels its im-

agination projected.

Fascin.ating—but a little disturb-

ing, too

!

“I think—” she began, and
stopped.

Words and phrases which had
been no previous part of her thoughts
suddenly were floating up in her

mind—and now, quite without her
volition, she was beginning to utter

them

!
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“But that explains it!” her voice

was saying, with a note of pleased,

friendly surprise. “I’ve been wonder-

ing about you, Requada-Attan, you

and your mysterious, beautiful

world ! I should have known all

along that it was simply the dream-

creation of an artist—that one of your

Great Illusionists was still alive
!”

The last words seemed to drop

one by one into a curiously leaden

silence, and then they stopped. Jasse

was still only completely, incredu-

lously astonished. Then something

began to stir in that heavy silence

about her
;
and her head came sharp-

ly around.

It was their faces that warned her

—once before, she’d seen the expres-

sion of a mob that was acting under

mental compulsion
;
and so she knew

at once and exactly what she’d have

to do next. Not stop to figure out-

what had happened, or try to reason

with them, argue, threaten, or waste

time yelling for help. Just get out

of the immediate neighborhood, fast I

There weren’t, of course, really

enough Ulphians around to be called

a mob—hardly more than twenty

adults in all. That they had been di-

rected against her was obvious

enough, in the eyes that saw only

her now, and in the synchronized

motion with which they were; con-

verging quietly on the spot where she

stood.

They stopped moving as if at a

command jasse could not hear, as

she swung about, unconsciously w'ith

a very similar quietness, to face

them.

Requada-Attan was under it, too

!

He still stood nearest her, about four

steps to her left. Straight ahead, 1)C-

tween Jasse and the gate, was the

next closest group ; two husky-

looking young men with the shaved

heads and yellow robes of profes-

sionals from the School of Athletes

;

and immediately behind them an-

other silver-rolled historian whom
she had noticed previously—an elder-

ly man, very thin and tall. No weap-
ons in sight anywhere—
The three ahead were tlie ones lo

]>ass then
! Jasse lo(jk two (|uiek ste|)s

in their direction; and gravel sc.'it-

tered instantly under their sand.aled

feet, as they came to meet lu'r in a
rush. All about was the same sudden
noise and swirl of motion.

But it was Requada-Attan who
reached her first, with a c|uickness

she hadn’t counted on in a. in.'in of

his plum]) build. Abruptly his weight

W'as dragging at her arm, both hands
gripped about her wrist, and jerking

sidew'ays to throw her off balance.

Jasse twisted free sharply—that waist

carried her mind-shield bracelet and
had to be guarded !—hauled the he-
reditary Custodian off liis feet with

her right hand, hesitated a moment,
half turned and rather regretfully

sent him rolling before the knees of

the charging yellow-robes.

They went dowm in a satisfactorily

sprawling confusion, the thin his-

torian turning a complete clumsy

somersault with flapping garments

across them a moment later. But the

others had arrived by then, and jasse

became temporarily the center of a
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clawing, grappling, hard-breathing

but voiceless cluster of humanity.

What sent the first shock of real

fright through her was that most of

them seemed to he trying to get at

her shield-bracelet ! Ilecause that in-

dicated a mental attack was impend-

ing-mental attacks and mass com-
jndsions on ])resent-day Uli)hi

!

The jolt of that realization—the

implication that hidden iM)wers had

been roused into action against her

on this innocuous-looking world-
might have resulted in a rash of snap-

ping necks and other fatal incidents

all around Jasse. Though Cultures

frowned on wea])ons for its officials,

the ancient Terrau Art of the I lolds

was highly regarded among 'I'radi-

tionalists everywhere and had been

developed by them to a ix)lished new
perfection. But she hauled her.self

back i)romplly from the verge of slip-

])ing into that well-drilled routine,

which she never yet had pul to its

devastating jjractical use. The situa-

tion, so far, certainly wasn’t as bad

as all that— if she just ke])! her head

!

Slapping, shoving, shaking and turn-

mg, she twisted her way through this

temporarily demented group of little-

people, intent primarily on staying

on her feet and keeping her left wrist

out of reach.

Then the yellow-robed athletes

were u|) again, and Jasse bumped
the two shaven heads together with

measured violence, sle])])ed with

great caution across an overturned

but viciously kicking little boy-
found herself suddenly free, and

tripped uj) the last of the lot to come
plunging in, a youngish, heavy-set

woman.
The brief and practically bloodless

melee had circled to within a dozen
strides of the gateway of the park.

She darted through it, slammed the

high bronze gate behind her, saw
Requada-Attan’s key still in the lock

and had her assailants shut in an in-

stant later.

She could spare a moment then to

look back at them. Most of them were
still on the ground or clambering

awkwardly to their feet. With one
exce])tion, all stared after her with

those chillingly focu.sed and expres-

sionless eyes. The exception was a

white-robed, dark-skinned man of

middle age with a neatly trimmed
fringe of brown beard around his

chin, who stood on a tiled walk a

little apart from the others. He was
watching them, and Jasse could not

recall having noticed him before.

Then their eyes met for an instant

as she was turning away, and there

was conscious intelligence in his

look, mingled with something that

might have been fright or anger.

At least, she thought, loping wor-
riedly down one of the corridors to-

wards the main halls of the Institute

from which she had come, she wasn’t

the oidy one who had got a surprise

out of the affair ! She would have

time to think about that later. The
immediate problem was how to get

out of this mess, and it would be

stupid to assume that she had suc-

ceeded in that.

There were plenty of other people
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in those buildings ahead, and she had

no way at all of knowing what their

attitude would be.

III.

She came with swift caution out of

the corridor, into a long, sun-bright

and apparently deserted hall.

The op])osite wall was formed of

vertical blue slabs of some marble-

like mineral with wide window em-
brasures between. The toj)s of feath-

ery trees and the U])])er parts of

buildings, a good distance off, were
A’isible beyond tbe windows. Sev-

eral hundred feet away in cither di-

rection a high doorway led out of the

hall.

Both exits were blocked just now
by a wedged, immobile rnass of little-

people. Robes of all colors—citizens

of all types and classes, hastily as-

sembled to stop her again. Even at

this distance their faces sickened

her. A])]5arenlly they had been di-

rected simply to prevent her from

leaving this hall, until—

It clam])ed down then about her

skull—and tightened!

Mental attack!

Jasse’s bands leaped to her tem-

ples in a convulsive, involuntary mo-
tion, though she knew there was
nothing tangible there to seize. It was

inside her, an enonnous massing of

tiny, hard pressures which were not

quite pain, driving upon an equal

number of critical linkages within her

brain. In her first flash of panicky

reaction, it seemed the burst of an

overwhelming, irresistible force. A

moment later, she realized it was
quite bearable.

She should have known, of course

—with her mind-shield activated as it

was, it would take some while before

that sort of thing could have much
effect. The only immediately danger-

ous part of it was that it cut down the

time she could afford to spend on
conducting her escape.

She glanced again at the nearer of

the two doorways, and knew instant-

ly she wasn’t even going to consider

fighting her way through anolher

mindless weller of grapi)ling human
bodies like that ! The nearest window
was a dozen ste])s awtiy.

A full hundred yards beneath her,

the building’s walls dropped sheer

into a big, blue-paved courtyard, with

a high-walled ]>ark on the opposite

side and oiien to the left on a city

street, a block or more away. ’I'he

street carried :i multicolored, mur-
muring stream of trtiflic, too far off

to make any immediate difference. A
few brightly dressed ])eople were

walking across the coitrtvard below

—they made no difference either, 'fhe

important thing was the row of

flow-cars ]>arked agtiinst the wall

down there, htirdly eighty feet to her

right.

Her hand dropped to her belt :md

adjusted the gravmoc unit. She felt

almost weightless as .she swung over

the sill and ])ushed away from the

building; but she touched the pave-

ment in something less than eighteen

seconds, rolled over twice and c.ame

ui) running.

There was scattered shouting then.
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Two young women, about to step out

of one of the cars, stared in open-

mouthed surprise as she came to-

wards them. But neither they nor

anyone else made any attempt to

check her departure.

She had one of the vehicles air-

borne, and headed in the general di-

rection of the lake-front section

which was being used as a spaceport

by the one Vegan destroyer stationed

on Ulphi, l)cforc she was reminded

suddenly that Central City had police

ships for emergency use, which could

fly rings around any flow-car—and
that long, silvery, dirigiblelike shapes

seemed to be riding on guard direct-

ly over the area to which she wanted

to go!

A few minutes later, she realized

the ship might also be several miles

to either side of the spaceport. At this

distance and altitude she couldn’t tell,

and the flow-car refused to be urged

any liigher.

She had ke])t the clumsv convc)'-

ance on its course, l>ecause she hadn’t

really much choice of direction.

There was no way of contacting or

locating any of the other Vegan offi-

cials currently operating on Ulphi

except through the destroyer itself

or throTigh the communicators in her

own study
;
and her mobile-unit w^as

also in tbe s])aceport area. There
were enough similar cars moving
about by lliemselves to keep her from
being cons])icuous, thougb traffic, on
the whole, was moderate over the

city and most of it was confined to

fairly definite streams lietween the

more important points.

A second police ship became briefly

visible far to her right, gliding close

to the building tops and showing
hardly more than its silhotiette

through a light haze which veiled

that sector. If they knew where she

was, either of the two could inter-r

cept her within minutes.

Very probably though, Jasse re-

assured herself, nobody did know-

just where she was. The mental force

still assailing her shield w^as non-
directional in any spatial sense; and
her departure from the Historical

Institute must have been much more
sudden and swift than had been an-

ticipated by her concealed attackers.

In spite of her size, strangers w-ere

quite likely to underestimate her be-

cause of her slender build and rather

childlike features, and on occasions

like this that could be very useful.

But-
Jasse bit her lip gently, conscious

of a small flurry of panic bubbling

up inside her and subsiding again,

temporarily.

Because they needed only to ring

off the spaceport, far enough away
from the destroyer to avoid arousing

its interest, and then wait for her

arrival. She would have to come to

them then—and soon I Her shield was
still absorbing the punishment it was
getting, but secondary effects of that

unrelenting pressure had begun to

show up. The barest touch of a dozen

different, slowly spreading sensations

within her brain—burning, tingling,

constricting, dully throbbing sensa-

tions. Within the last few minutes.
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llie first flickering traces of visual

and auditory disturbances had ap-

])eared. Effects like that could-, build

up for an indeterminate time without

doing any real damage. But in the

end they would merge suddenly into

an advanced stage of blurred confu-

sion—technically, her shield might
still maintain its function

;
but she

would no longer know or be able to

control what she did.

A curiously detached feeling over-

came Jasse then as the flow-car car-

ried her steadily forward into what-

ever lay ahead. What she had to do
was clear enough

:
go on until she

was discovered and then ground the

flow-car and try her luck on foot.

]3ut nleanwhile, who or what had
stirred up this mess about her? Wliat
were they after ?

•

She sat quietly behind the flow-

car’s simple controls, leaning for-

ward a trifle to conceal herself,

while her mind ran over the impli-

cations of the odd little speech she

had made in the park before Moyus-
cane’s tomb. Those hadn’t been her

thoughts
:

if they had been, she

wouldn’t have uttered them volun-

tarily—so, shielded or not, somebody
must have been tampering with her

mind before this ! W’ere there oppos-

ing groups of mental adepts on Ul-
])hi, and was one of them trying to

use her, and Vega, against the other

in some struggle for control of this

jflanetary civilization?

Once more then. System Chief

Jasse surprised herself complete!)-—

this time by a flash of furious exas-

])eration with the lofty D. C. policies

which had put her iii a spot like this

unarmed. To trust in the innate

rightness of A-Class humanity was
all very well. But, mysterious su-

perior mentalities or not, a good, or-

dinary, old-fashioned blaster in her

hand would have been so satisfactory

just now!
“Oil, .Suns and Planets!” Jasse

muttered aloud, shocked into a half-

forgotten Traditionalist invocation

acquired during her childhood.

“They’ve got me fighting mad!”
And at that moment, a clean-edged

shadow, which was not the shadow
of any cloud, came sliding sound-
lessly over the flow-car and stayed

there.

Jasse, heart pounding wildly, was
still trying to twist around far

enough to look up without pitching

herself out of the car or releasing its

controls when a voice, some twenty
feet above her, remarked conversa-

tionally :

“Say— I thought it was you!” '

Slie stared up speechlessly.

The words had been Vegan—and
nothing like that dull-green, seam-
less, thirty-foot sliver of space-alloy

floating overhead had even been
dreamed u]5 on Ulphi ! While the

pert, huge-eyed face tliat peered

down at her out of the craft’s o])en

lock—she remembered suddenly the

last time she’d met that member of a

nonhuman race in a G. Z. space-duty

uniform and the polite effort she’d

made to ma.sk the antipathy and sus-

picions which were bound to arise in

a Traditionalist when confronted by
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any such half-and-half creature.

But—‘Safe

!

A shaking began in her knees. She

sat down quietly.

And Zone Agent Pagadan, for

whom any kind of thought-shield on

which she really directed her atten-

tion became as sheerest summer gos-

samer—unless, of course, it was

backed by a mind that approximated

her own degree of nerve-energy con-

trol-smiled amiably and chalked one

up to her flair for dramatic timing.

“Remember me, eh?” she nodded.

“Pelial, of Galactic Zones, at your

service ! I was scoping the area from

ten miles above and spotted you

drifting along by yourself. What oc-

curs, my tall colleague? Are you just

going sightseeing in that piece of

primitive craftsmanship, or did your

pilot fall out?”

“Ulp— !” began Jasse, nodding and

shaking her head at the same time.

Pagadan’s contemplative eyes be-

came a little bigger.

“Skip it !” she said apprehensively.

“From close up, you look both

chewed on and distraught, my girl!

What happ— Hey, hang on a mo-

ment and I’ll slide in close and take

you aboard. Maybe ymu ought to be

home in bed, or something.”

The head withdrew; and Jasse

took a deep, sighing breath, raked a

snarled strand of black hair out of

her forehead and dabbed tentatively

at a deep scratch on the back of her

hand.

She did look a mess, now that she

noticed it—the Greens were badly-

ripped and streaked with the blue

chalk of the pavement over which

she had rolled
;
and her jeweled cap

was gone. A moment passed before

she realized suddenly that the cling-

ing constrictions of the mental at-

tack were gone, too

!

She was still wondering about that

as she swung over into the space-

skiff, steadied by Pagadan’s gloved

hand.

Then, as the skiff’s lock slammed
shut behind her, she made another

discovery

:

Her shield-bracelet hung free, at-

tached to her wrist now only by its

safety chain. The shield switch flick-

ered, warningly red, on “Open”—
“Your mind-shield ?” The Lannai

Agent, . measuring a rose-colored

liquid carefully from a fat little jug

into a cup, absently repeated Jasse’s

stunned exclamation. “Probably

snagged the bracelet while you were

climbing in from the car. It hap-

pens.” She glanced around and her

eyes caught the light with a wicked

crystalline glitter. “Why? Could it

matter? Was someone pressuring

you ?”

“They were before,” Jasse whis-

pered
;
and suddenly there wasn’t

any question about her being fright-

ened ! Panic hammered into her brain

and stayed
;
a dizzy shimmering grew

before her eyes. Mixed -with that

came a queer, growing feeling as if

something were surging and pulsing

within her skull—a wildly expectant

feeling of something about to hap-

pen.

She realized the Lannai was hold-

ing the filled cup to her lips.
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“Drink that !” the cool voice or-

dered. “Whatever you’ve got it’s

good for. Then just settle back, re-

lax, and let’s hear what you know !’’

The liquid she had gulped, Jasse

noticed, wasn’t really rose-colored as

she had thought, but a deep, dim,

ruby red, almost black—an enor-

mously quiet color—and with a high-

ly curious slowing-down effect on

things, too! For instance, you might

realize jjerfectly well that somewhere,

but around the edges of you, you
were still horribly upset, with fear-

thoughts racing about everywhere at

a dizzy speed. Every so often, one
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of them would turn inwards and
come shooting right at you. Hashing

like a freezing arrow into the deep-

red dusk where you were. But just

as you started, to shrink away from
it, you noticed it was getting slower

and slower, the farther it came; until

finally it just stayed where it was,

and then gradually melted away.

d'hey never could get through to

reach yon. It was rather comical!

It a])pearcd she had asked some
(|uestion about it, because the big-

eyed little humanoid was saying;

“You like the effect, eh? That’s

just antishock, little chum! Thought
you knew the stuff . . . don’t they

teach you anything at Cultures?’’

That was funny, too ! Cultures, of

course, taught you everything there

was to know ! But wait—hadn’t there

been . . . what had there been that

she—? Jasse decided to examine that

point about Cultures very carefully,

some other time.

By and large there seemed to be a

good deal of quiet conversation going

on around her. Perhaps she was do-

ing some of it, but it was hard to

tell ; since, frankly, she wasn't much
interested in those outside events any

more. And then, for a while, the two
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tall shapes, the man and the woman,
came up again to the barrier in her

past and tried to talk to her, as they

always did when she was feeling anx-

ious and alone. A little puzzled, be-

cause she didn’t feel that way now,

Jasse watched them from her side of

the barrier, which was where the ex-

plosions and shrieking lights were,

that had hronghl lerror and hurt and

the sudden forgetting which none of

Culture’s therapists had been able to

lift. Dimly, she could sense the world

behind them, to which they wanted
her to go—the star-glittering cold

and the great silent flows of snow,

and the peace and enchantment that

were there. Rut she could make no

real effort to reach it now, and in the

end the tall shapes seemed to realize

that and went away.

Or else, they merely faded out of

her sight as the color about her deep-

ened ever more from ruby redness

into the ultimate, velvety, all-quiet-

ing, all-slowing-down Mack—
“Wonderful—” Jasse murmured

contentedly, asleep.

“Hallerock?”

“Linked in, Pag! I’m back on the

Observation Ship again. Go ahead.”

“Just keep this thought-line down
tight ! Everything’s working like a

charm, so far. I tripped the D. C.’s

shield open when I took her aboard,

and our good friend Moyuscane came
right in, all set to take control and

find out whether we actually knew
something about him and his setup

here or not. Then he discovered I

was around, and he’s been lying quiet

and just listening through her ever

since.”

“What makes him shy of you?”
Hallerock inquired.

“He tried a long-range probe at

my shields a couple of weeks ago. I

slapped him on the beak—some per-
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fectly natural startlecl-reaction stuff

by ' another telepath, you under-

stand. But he certainly didn’t like it!

He went out fast, that time—”

“I don’t blame him,” Hallerock

said thoughtfully. “Sometimes you
don’t realize your own strength.

Does the D. Cl really have anything

on him?”
“No. It’s about as we suspected.

She made some sort of innocent re-

mark—I couldn’t take the chance of

digging around in her mind long

enough to find out just what—and
Moyuscane jumped to the wrong
conclusions.”

“I was wondering, you know,”
Hallerock admitted, “whether you
mightn’t have done some work on
the Cultures girl in advance—some-
thing that would get her to drop a

few bricks at some appropriate occa-

sion.”

“Well, you’re just naturally a sus-

picious little squirt!” Pagadan re-

plied amiably. “To use Confederacy

personnel against their will and

knowledge for any such skulduggery

is strictly counter-regulation. I ad-

vise you to make a note of the fact

!

However, it was the luckiest sort of

coincidence. It should save us a week
or two of waiting, especially since

you have the hospital ship and staff

all prepared. Moyuscane’s got him-

self a listening-post right in our

ranks now, and that’s all he needs to

stay reasonably safe—he thinks
!”

Hallerock appeared to be digesting

this information for a moment. Then
his thought came again

:

“Where are you at present?”

“Down at the Central City space-

port, still in the Viper’s skiff. The
D. C.’s under antishock and asleep

on the bunk, here.”

“Oh,” said Hallerock, “you’re all

ready to' start the drive then?”

“Wake u'p, little brother!” Paga-
dan advised him. “It started ten min-
utes ago! The last thing I told the

girl before she went down deep was
that a Vegari Fleet Plospital Ship
was ap'proaching Ulphi with a brand-
new, top-sectet drug against space-

fear, called Kynoleen—a free gift

from the Confederacy to the afflicted

population of this planet!”

“Well ... I suppose I’d better set

the H-Ship down at the spaceport

about an hour from now, then?”
“One hour, would be about right.

Moyuscane must be in a considerable

stew at the prospect of having the

Kynoleen disclose tlie fact that most
of the local population is suffering

from an artificially imposed space-

fear psychosis, but it won’t take him
long to see to it that the drug won’t

actually be used around here for

quite some time. When that’s set-

tled, we’ll let him breathe easier for

about three hours. Then I’ll wake
up the D. C., make sure he’s listen-

ing through her and feed him the big

jolt. So see I get that message we’ve

prepared half an hour beforehand-

three hours and thirty minutes from

now ! And send it as a straight coded

communication, to make it look au-

thentic.”

“All right,” Plallerock said doubt;-

fully; “But woiddn’t it be better to

check over the entire schedule once
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more—just to l)c sure nothing can go

wrong?”
,

,, i

“There’s no need for that!” the

Lannai said, surprised. “We’ve got

Moyuscane analyzed down to the

length of his immortal whiskers, and

we’ve worked out the circumstances

reipiircd to ])r()(luce the exact effects

we w:mt. It’s just a matter of timing

it now! 'S’ou’re not letting yourself

gel rallied liy a Telepath of the Sec-

ond ( )rder, are yon ? If he didn’t hap-

])en lo h.’ive ihe planet under control,

this wouldn’t he a job for Galactic

Zones at all.”

“Possibly not,” said Hallerock

reasonably, “Init then he does have

it under control, llnough to hash it

up from one pole to Ihe other if he

])anics. 'I'hal’s what keeps putting

this dew on my brow.”

‘.'\gent-Trainee 1 lallerock,” Paga-

dan replied impatiently, “I love you
like a son or something, Imt at times

yon talk like a dope, ffven a Telep-

Tv\’o doesn’t p.anic, unless yon let him

gel the ide.i he’s cornered. All we’ve

got lo do is k-ee]) Moyuscane’s nose

pointed towards the one way out and

give him time enough to u.se it when
we switch on the pressure—hut not

(|uite time enough to change his

mind again ! If it makes you feel any

better, you could put trackers on

any unprotected \’egans for the

next eight hours.”

ll.'dlcrock laughed uneasily. “I

just linished doing that,” he ad-

mitted.

Pagadan shrugged. Gloomy old

Hallerock! From here on out, he’d

be waiting for the worst to happen.

though this kind of a job, as anyone

who had studied his training records

would know, was right up his alley.

And it had been a pleasure, at that,

to observe the sw'ift accuracy with

which he’d planned and worked out

the .schedide and details of this op-

eration, in .spite of head-shakings and
forebodings. The only thing he

couldn’t possibly have done was to

take the responsibility for it him-

self !

She .smiled faintly, and came over

to sit down for a while beside the

l)unk on which Jasse was lying.

Two hours later, when her aide

contacted her again, he seemed com-
paratively optimistic.

“Reaction as predicted,” he re-

ported laconically. “I’m beginning to

believe you might know what you’re

doing.”

“Mo3'nscane’s got the Kynoleen
s])ace-tcst.s stalled ?”

“Yes. The whole affair was hushed

up rather neatly. The H-Ship is

down now at some big biochemical

center five hundred miles from Cen-
tral City, and the staff was routed

through to top officials immediately.

The question was raised then

whether Ulphian body-chemistry

mightn’t have varied just far enough
from standard A-Class to make it

advisable to conduct a series of lo-

cal lab experiments with the drug
before putting it to use. Our medics

agreed and were asked, as between

scientists, to keep the matter quiet

meanwhile, to avoid exciting the

poptdation unduly. There also was
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the expected vagueness as to how
long tlie experiments might take.”

‘‘It makes it so much easier,”

Pagadan said gratefully, “when the

opposition is using its brains! Was
anyone shown around the ship?”

“A few dozen types of specialists

are still prowling all over it. They’ve

been introduced to our personnel. It

seems a pretty safe bet,” Ilallerock

acknowledged hesitantly, “that Mo-
yu.scane has discovered there isn’t a

shielded mind among tliem, :md that

he can take control of the crate and

its crew whenever he wants.” He
paused. “So now we just wait a

while?”

“And let him tO)' around with the

right kind of ideas,” -agreed Paga-

dan. “I le should be worried just

enough by now to let them come

floating up naturally.”

Night had fallen over Central City

when the message she was expect-

ing was rattled suddenly from the

skiff’s communicator. She decoded

it, produced evidence of considerable

emotional shock, shook Jasse awake

and, in a few dozen suitably excited

sentences, handed Moyuscane his

jolt. After that, though, there were

some anxious moments before she

got her patient cpiieted down enough

to let the antishock resume its over-

all effect.

“She kept wanting to get up and

do something about it !” Pagadan re-

ported to Hallerock, rubbing a slight-

ly sprained wrist. “But I finally got

it across that it wasn’t Cultures’ job

to investigate undercover mass homi-

cide on a foreign planet, and that one
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of our own . Zone Agents, no less,

w^as landing secretly tomorrow to

take charge of the case.”

“And that,” said Hallerock dark-

ly, “really is switching on the pres-

sure!”

“Just pressure enough fo*" our pur-

pose! It’s still a big, hidden organi-

zation that’s suspected of those fancy

murder rituals, and not just one little

telepalh who’s played at being jdan-

etary god for the past few centuries.

Of course, if we’d pointed a linger

straight at Moyuscane himself, he

wotdd have cracked right there!”

She i)as,sed a small handkerchief

once, (juickly, over her fori'head.

“This kind of thing is likely to be a

bit nerve-wracking until you get

used to it,” she added reassuringly.

“I can remember when I’ve felt just

about as jumpy as you’re feeling

now. Hut all we have to do is to set-

tle down and let Moynsc.ine work
out his little ])robleni by himself. He
can’t help seeing the tuiswer—

”

Hut a full two hours passed then,

and the better part of a third, while

Pelial, the minor official of Galactic

Zones, continued to work {piietly at

her files of reports and recordings,

and received and dis])atched various

coded communications connected

wdth the impending arrival of her

superior—the hypothetical avenging

Zone Agent.

By now, she conceded tit hist, she

might be beginning to feel a little

disturbed, though, naturally, she had

prejxired alternative measures, in

case—

Hallerock’s thought flashed ques-
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tioningly into her mind then. For a

moment, Pagadan stopped breath-

ing.

“Linked!” she told him crisply.

“Go ahead I”

"'rhe leading Inochemists of Ul-

])hi,” llallerock informed her, “have

just come np with a scienlific

achieveinent that would be regarded

as noteworthy almost anywhere—”
“\'oii subhuman comic!” snapped

Pagad:m. "Tell me!”
"... Inasmuch as they were able

to complete—analyze, summarize and

correlate-all tests required to estab-

lish the complete harmlessness of the

new space-fear drug Kynoleen for all

ty])e-variations of IJIphian body-

ciiemistry. 'I'liey admit that, to some
e.xteni, lliey are'’ relaying—”

"I lallerock,” I’agadan interrupted,

in cold sincerity now, “you drag in

one more unneces.sary detail, and the

^'ery ne.xt time I meet you, you’re

going to be a great, l)ig, ugly-lcKik-

ing dead laxly !”

"Tliat’s not like you, i’ag!” 1 lalle-

rock com])lained. “Well, they rushed

fifty volunteers over to the 11 -Ship

anyway, to have Kynoleen given a

linal check in space right away—all

inphi is now to have the benefit of

it as soon as possible! Hut nobody

seemed particularly upset when our

medics reminded them they had been

informed that the ship was equi])ped

to conduct tests on only one subject

at a time—”

Pagadan drew a shivery breath

and sat suffused for a moment by a

pure, bright glow of self-admiration.

“When will they take off with

him?” she inquired with quiet tri-

umph.
“They took off ten mintues ago,”

her aide returned innocently, “and

headed straight out. As a matter of

fact, just before I beamed you, the

test-subject had discovered that ten

minutes in space will get you a whole

lot farther than any Telep-Two can

drive a directing thought, ft seemed

to disturb him to lose contact with

Uli)hi-WOW! Watch it, Pag! Sup-

IMisiug I hadn’t been shielded when
that lethal stunner of yours landed !”

“That’s a beautiful supjtosifiou
!”

hissed Pagadan. “Some day, you
won’t be ! But the planet’s safe, any-

way— I guess I can forgive you. And
now, my friend, you may start wor-

rying about the ship
!”

IV.

“I’ve got to compliment you,” she

admitted a while later, “on the job

you did when you installed those

PT-cells. What I call perfect cover-

age! Half the time I don’t know my-
self from just what point of the ship

I’m watching the show.”

She was curled up now in a large

chair, next to the bunk on which

Jasse still slumbered quietly^ ; and she

appeared almost as completely re-

laxed as her guest. The tipper part

of her head was covered by some-
thing like a very large and thick-

^

w'alled but apparently light helmet,

w'hich came do^vn -over her forehead

to a line almost wdth her eyes, and
her eyes were closed.
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“Just at the moment”—Hallerock
liesitated—“I think you’re using the

Peeping Tommy in the top left cor-

ner of the visitank Moyuscane’s look-

ing into. He still doesn’t really like

the idea of being out in deep space,

does he?”

“No, but he’s got his dislike of it

under control,” Pagadan .said lazily.

“He’s the one,” she added presently,

“who directed the attack on our

D. C. today at the Historical Insti-

tute. She has a short but very sharp

memory-picttire of him. So it is

Aloyuscane, all right
!”

“You mean,” Hallerock asked,

stunned, “you weren’t rcallv sure of

it?”

“Well—you can’t ever be sure till

everything’s all over,” Pagadan in-

formed him cheerfully. “And then

you sometimes wonder.” She opened
her eyes, changed her position in the

chair and settled back carefully

again. “Don’t you pass out on me,

Hallerock!” she warned. “You’re

stipposed to be recording every sin-

gle thing that happens on the H-Ship
for Lab!”
There hadn’t been, Hallerock re-

marked, apparently still somewhat
disturbed, very much to record as

yet. The dark-skinned, trimly bearded

Ulphian volunteer was, of course, in-

dulging in a remarkable degree of

activity, considering he’d been taken

on board solely as an object of sci-

entific investigation. But no one
about him appeared to find anything

odd in that. Wherever he went, pad-

ding around swiftly on bare feet and
dressed in a set of white hospital
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pajamas, the^ three doctors who made
up the ship’s experimental staff fol-

lowed him earnestly, with a variety

of instruments at the ready, rather

like a trio of mother hens trailing an
agitated chicken. Occasionally, they

interrupted whatever he was doing

and carried out some swift examina-
tion or other, to which he submitted

indifferently.

But he spoke neither to them nor

to any of the ship’s officers he

passed. And they, submerged in their

various duties with an intentness

which alone might have indicated

that this was no routine flight, ap-

peared unaware of his pre.sence.

“The old boy’s an organizer,”

Pagadan conceded critically. “He’s
put a flock of experts to work for

him, and he’s smart enough to leave

them alone. They’ve got the ship on
her new cour.se by now, haven’t they?

Can you nuike out where they think

they’re going?”

Hallerock told her.

“An eighty^three day trip!” she

said thoughtfully. “Looks like he

didn’t want to have anything at all

to do with us any more ! .Someone

on board must know what’s in that

region—or was able to get informa-

tion on it.”

Up to the end, that was almost all

there was to see. At a velocity barely

below the cruising speed of a Vegan
destroyer, the H-Ship moved away
from Ulphi. Like a harried execu-

tive, too involved in weighty re-

sponsibilities to bother about his in-

formal attire, the solitary Ulphian

continued to roam about within the
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ship, disregarded by all but his at-

tendant physiciansv 'But, finally—he

was hack in the' ship’s big control

room by then anddiad just cast an-

other distasteful glance ^at the ex-

panse of star-glittering ^ d)lackness

within the visitank l>etween the two

pilots—Moyuscane began to speak.

It became startlingly clear in that

instant how completely alone he ac-

tually was among' the H-Ship’s con-

trolled crew. Like a n1an who knows
he need not act with restraint in a

, dream peopled by phantoms, the ex-

ruler of Ulphi poured forth what was

in his mind, in a single ' screaming

spurt of frustrated fury and fears

and hopes that should have swung
the startled attention of everybody

within hearing range upoh him, like

the sudden ravings of a madman.
The pilots became involved with

the chief navigator and bis two as-

sistants in a brisk five-cornered dis-

cussion of a stack of hitherto un-

used star-plates. The tlireC doctors—

gathered about the coitch on which

Moyuscane sat—exchanged occa-

sional comments with the '
calm un-

hurriedness oT men observing the

gradual development of a test, the

satisfactory conclusion of which al-

ready is assured.

As suddenly as the outburst had

begun, it was over. The Ulphian

wiped his mouth With the back of

his hand, and sdt scowling quietly at

the floor.
i

^ le

“I think,” said Pagadan, “you

could start the destroyers out after

them now, Hallefock'f”'
“ '

“I just did,” Hallerock said. “I

clocked the end of ‘minimum effective

period’ right in the middle of that

little speech.”

“So did I,” she replied. “And I

hope it won’t be too long now.-T’ve

got work to do here, and it shouldn’t

wait.”

There were sufficiently deadly

gadgets of various types installed

throughout the fugitive ship, which

they could have operated through the

PT-cells. But since all of them in-

volved some degree of risk to the

ship’s personnel they were intended

for emergency use only—in case Mo-
yuscane attempted to vent his an-

noyance with the change in his

worldly fortunes on one of his new
subjects. Pagadan, however, had not

believed that the recent lord of all

Ulphi would be capable of wasting

any part of his reduced human re-

sources for any motive so impracti- <

cal as spite.

Convinced by now that she was
right in that, she w'aited, more pa-

tiently on the whole than Plallerock,

for something safer than gun or gas

to conclude Moyuscane’s career.

It caught up with him some tw'enty

minutes later—something that touched

him and went through him in a

hardly perceptible fashion, like the

twitching of a minor electric shock.

The reaction of the two watchers

was so nearly simultaneous that

neither knew afterwards which of

them actually tripped the thought-

operated mechanism which filled the

H-Shi]i briefly with a flicker Of cold

radiation near the upper limit of
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visibility for that particular crew.

To that signal, the ship’s person-

nel reacted in turn, though in a far

more leisurely manner. They blinked

about doubtfully for a few seconds

as if trying to remember some-

thing
;

and then—wherever they

were and whatever they happened

to be doing—they settled down de-

liberately on chairs, l)unks, beds,

and the floor, stretched out, and

went to sleep.

Moyuscane alone remained active,

since his nerve centers had not been

drenched several days before with a

catalyst held there in suspense until

I that flare of radiance should touch

it off. Almost within seconds though,

he was plucked oiit of his appalled

comprehension of the fact that there

W'as no longer a single mind within

his reach that w'ould respond to con-

trol. For Kynoleen gave complete

immunity to space-fear within the

time limit determined by the size of

the dose and the type of organism

affected, but none at all thereafter.

And whatever the nature of the shat-

tering terrors the hidden mechanisms

of the mind flung up when gripped

in mid-space by that dreaded psy-

chosis, their secondary effects on
body and brain were utterly devastat-

ing.

Swiftly and violently, then, Mo-
yuscane the Immortal died, some
four centuries after his time, bones

and muscles snapping in the mount-
ing fury of the Fear’s paro-xysms.

Hallerock, still con.scientiously ob-

serving and recording for G. Z. Lab’s

omnivorous files, felt somewhat sick.
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But Pagadan apfX'ared undisturbed.

“Fd have let him out an easier

w'ay if it could have been done safe-
*

ly,” her thought came indifferently.

“But he would, after all, have con-

sidered this barely up to his own
standards of dispatch. Turn the ship

back now and let the destroyers pick

it up, will you, Hallerock? I’ll be

along to see you after a while—’’

The Viper came slamming up be-

hind fhe Observation Ship some five

hours later, kicked it negligently out

of its orbit around Ul])hi, strqipcd on
a set of tractors fore and aft, and
hauled it in, lock to lock.

“Just thirty-five seconds ago,’’

Hallerock informed Pagadan coldly

as she trotted into the O-Ship’s con-

trol room, “every highly-condemned

instrument on this unusually-con-

demned crate got knocked clean out

of alignment ! Any snggestion.s as to

what might have caused' it
?’’•

“Your language, my pet!’’ Paga-

dan admonished, for his actual

phrasing had been more crisp. She

flipped a small package across his

desk into his hands. “To be studied

with care immediately after my de-

parture! But you might open it

now.”

A five-inch cube of translucence

made up half the package. It con-

tained the full-length image of a

slender girl with shining black hair,

who carried a javelin in one hand

and wore the short golden skirt of a

contestant in the planetary games of

Jeltad.

“Cute kid!” Hallerock acknowd-
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edged. “Vegan, eh? The rest of it’s

a stack of her equation-plates? Who
is she and what do I do about it

?’’

“That’s our Department of Cul-

tures investigator,’’ Pagadan ex-

plained.

“The System Chief?” Hallerock

said surprised. lie glanced at the im-

age again, which was a copy of one

of Snoo])s’ thrce-dimensionals, and

looked curiously up at the Lannai.

“Didn’t you just finish doing a men-

tal job on her?”

“In a way. Mostly a little hypno-

informalion to bring her up to date

on what’s been going on around Ul-

phi—including her part in it. She was

asleep in that D. C. ])erambulator

she’s camping in here when I left

her.”

“As I understand it,” Hallerock

remarked thoughtfully, “the recent

events on Ulphi would be classified

as information very much restricted

to (ialactic Zones! So you wmddn’t
have spotted the makings of a G. Z.

])ara]).sychic mind in a D. C. System

Chief, would you?”
“Bright hoy ! I’ll admit it’s an un-

likely place to look for one, but she

is a type we can use. I’m releasing

her now for G. Z. information, on

Agent authority. Her equation-plates

will tell you how to handle her in

case she runs into emotional snags

while absorbing it. You’re to he sta-

tioned on Ulphi another four months

anyway, and you’re to consider that

a high-priority part of your job.”

“I will? Another four months?”
Hallerock repeated incredulously. “I

was winding up things on the 0-Ship

to start back to Jeltad. You don’t

need me around here any more, do
you ?”

“I don’t, no!” Pagadan appeared

to he quietly enjoying herself. “The
point is though. Pm the one who’s

leaving. Got word from Central two
hours ago to report back at speed,

just as soon as we’d mopped up
Old Man Moyuscane.”
“What for?” Hallerock began to

look bewildered. “The Agent w'ork

isn’t finished here.”

She shook her head. “Don’t know
myself yet ! But it’s got to do with

the recordings on those pickled

Bjantas you homed back to Lab.
Central sounded rather excited.” The
silver eyes were sparkling with un-
concealed delight now. “It’s to be a

Five-Agent Mission, Hallerock!”
she fairly sang. “Beyond Galactic

Rim !”

“Beyond the Rim? For Bjanta?
They’ve got something really new on
them then!” Flallerock had come to

his feet.

Pagadan nodded and smacked her

lips lightly. “Sounds like it, doesn’t

it? New and conclusive—and we de-

livered it to them ! But now look

what face it’s making,” she added
maliciously, “just because it doesn’t

get to go along!”

Hallerock scowled and laughed.

“Well, I’ve been wondering all this

time about those Bjantas. Now you
take out after them—and I can hang
around Ulphi dishing out a little

therapy to a D. C. neurotic.”

“We all start out small,” said the
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Lannai. “Look at me—would you be-

lieve that a few, short years ago I

was nothing but the High Queen of

Lar-Sancaya? Not,” she added loyal-

ly, “that there’s a sweeter planet

anywhere, from the Center to the

Clouds or beyond !”

“And that stretch distinctly in-

cludes Ulphi !” Hallerock stated, un-

reconciled to his fate. “When’s the

new Agent coming out to this hive

of morons ?”

Pagadan slid to her feet off the

edge of the desk and surveyed him

pityingly. “Yon poor chump! What
I gave you just now was Advance

Mission Information,,
.

vvasn’t it?

Ever hear of a time that wasn’t re-

stricted to Zone Agent levels ? Or do

I have to tell you officially that

you’ve just finished putting in a week

as a Z. A. under orders?”

Hallerock stared at her. His mouth

opened and shut and opened again.

“Here, wait a—” he began.

She waved him into silence with

both fists.

"Close it kindly, and listen to the

last instructions I’m .giving you I Ul-

phi’s being taken, in, as
,a Class 18

System—outpost garrison, I iniagine

even you don’t have ,to; be, lold that

the only thing pot ..strictly, routine

about the procedure will.be the elimi-

nation of every traceable connection

between its present, pnlture and Mo-
yuscane’s personal upfltience, pn it—

and our recent .corrective opera-

tion ?”
. , ;

“Well, of course!” Hallprock said

hoarsely. “But lopk here, Pag—”
“Considerable amount of detail

work in that, naturally—it’s why the

monitors at Central have assigned

you four whole months for the jolj

!

When you’re done here, .report back

to Jeltad. They’ve already started

roughing out your robot, but tliey’ll

need you around to transfer l>asic'

impulse patterns and so on. A couple

of months more, and you’ll be

equipped for any dirty work they can

think up—and I gather the Chief’s

already thought up some sweet ones

especially for you ! So God heli^ you

—and now I’m off. Unless you’ve got

some more (]ueslions?”

Hallerock looked at her, his face

impassive now. If she had been lm+

man he couldn’t have told her. Buti

unlike most of the men of Pagadan’i

acquaintance, Hallerock never fob-

got that the Lannai were of another

kind. It was one of the things she

liked about him.

“No, 1 haven’t any (piestions just

now,” he said. “But if I’m put to

work by myself on even a job like

this, I’m going to feel lost and

alone. I just don’t have the feeling

that 1 can he trusted with Z. A. re-

sponsibility.”

Pagadan waved him off again, im-

patiently.

“The feeling will grow on you,”

she assured him.

And then she was gone.

As motion and velocity were nor-

mally understood, the Viper’s meth-

od of homeward progress was some-

thing else again. But since the only

exact definition of it was to he found

in a highly conqjlex groiq)ing of
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mathematical concepts, such terms

would have to do.

She was going home, then, at ajr-

proximately half her normal speed,

her automatic receptors full out.

f’agadan sat at her desk, blinking re-

flectively into the big vision-tank,

while she waited for a call that had

to he coming along any moment now.

She felt no particular concern

about it. In fact, she could have

stated to the minute how' long it

would take llallerock to recover far

enough from the state of slight shock

she’d left him in to reach out for the

set of dossier-plates lying on his

desk. A brief section of System Chief

Jasse’s recent behavior-history, with

the motivation patterns underlying it,

was revealed in those plates, in the

telepathic shorthand which turned

any normally active hour of an indi-

vidual’s life into as complete a basis

for analysis as ordinary understand-

ing required.

She’d stressed that job just enough
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to make sure he’d attend to it before

turning to any other duties. And
Hallerock was a quick worker. It

should take him only three or four

minutes to go through the plates, the

first time.

But then he’d just sit there for

about a minute, frowning down at

them, looking a little bafflled and

more than a little worried. Poor old

Hallerock! Now he couldn’t even

handle a simple character-analysis

any more unaided!

Grimly he’d rearrange the dossier-

plates, tap them together into a neat

little pile, and start all over again.

He’d go through each One very slow-

ly and carefully now, determined to

catch the mistake that had to be

there

!

Pagadan grinned faintly.

Almost to the calculated second,

his search-thought came flickering

after her down the curving line to

Jeltad. As the Viper’s receptors

caught it and brought it in, she

flipped over the transmitter switch

:

‘‘Linked, Hallerock — nice reach

you’ve got ! What gives, my friend ?”

There was a short pause
;
then :

“Pag, what’s w'rong with her—the
D. C., I mean?”
"Wrong with her?” Pagadan re-

turned, on a note of mild surprise.

“In the plates,” Ilallerock ex-

plained carefully. “She’s an undevel-

oped parapsychic, all right—a Telej)-

Three, at the least. But she’s also

under a master-delusion — thinks

she’s a physical monster of sOtne

kind! Which she obviously isn’t.”

The Lannai hesitated, letting a

trickle of uncertainty through to him
to indicate a doubtful mental search.

There w^asn’t, after all, anything that

took quite such ticklish, sensitive

handling as a parapsychic mind that

had gone thoroughly off the beam.

“Oh, that !” she said, suddenly and
obviously relieved. “That’s no delu-

sion, 1 lallerock—just one of tho.se

typical sublevel e.xaggerations. No
doubt I overemphasized it a little.

There’s nothing wrong with her

really—she’s A-Class ])lus. Very con-

siderably plus, as you say! But she’s

not a Vegan.”

“Not a Vegan? Well, why
should-”

“And, of course, she’s always been

quite sensitive about that physical

peculiarity !” Pagadan resumed, with

an air of ha])])y discovery. “Even as

a child. But with the Traditionalist

training she was getting, she couldn’t

consciously admit any awareness of

isolation from other human beings.

It’s just that our 1). C.’s a foundling,

Hallerock. I shoukl have mentioned

it, 1 supiKJSC. They picked her up in

,s])ace, and she’s of some unidentified

human breed that grows around

eight foot tall—”

Back in the study of her mobile-

unit, System Chief Jasse wiped her

eyes, blew her nose, and pocketed

her handkerchief decisively.

She’d blubbered for an hour after

she first woke u]). The Universe of

the Traditionalists had been such a

nice, tidy, easy-to-understand place

to live in, even if she’d never felt

completely at her ease there! It had
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its problems to be met and solved, of

course; and there were the lesser,

nonhuman races, to he coolly pitied

for their imperfections and kept un-

der control for their own good, and

everybody else’s. But A-Class hu-

manity coidd work itself into such a

dismally gruesome mess as it had

done on ldi)hi—that just wasn’t any

]>art of the Traditionalist picture

!

They didn’t want any such informa-

tion there. They could live, more hap-

[lily without it.

Well, let tliem live happily then!

She was still Jasse, the space-born,

and in return for knocking down the

mental house of cards she’d been liv-

ing in, the tricky little humanoid at

any rate had made her aware of

.some unsuspected ])ossil)ilities of her

own which slie cotdd now develop!

She began to re-e.xamine those dis-

coveries about herself with a sort of

new, cool, speculating interest. There

were two chains of possibilities really

—that silent, cold, whitely enchanted

world of her childhood dreams came
(loaling u]) in her mind again, clear

and distinct under its glittering

night-sky now that the harriers that

had blurred it in her memory had

l)een dissolved. The home-world of

her distant race ! She could go to

it if she chose, straight and unerr-

ingly, and find the warm human
strengtli and companionship that

waited there. That knowledge had
been returned to her, too.

But was that what she wanted
most ?

There was another sort of com-
panionship, the Lannai had implied.

and a different sort of satisfaction

she could gain, beyond that of placid-

ly living out her life among her own
kind on even, the most beautiful of

frozen worlds. They were construct-

ing a civilized! galaxy just now, and
they would welcome her on the jolx

She’d bathed, put on a fresh uni-

form and was pensively waiting for

her breakfast to present itself from
the wall-butler in the study, when
the unit’s automatic announcer ad-

dressed her

:

“Galactic Zones Agent Ilallcrock

requesting an interview.’’

Jasse started a>nd half turned in her

chair to look at the closed door. Now
what did that mean? She didn’t want
to see any of thern just yet ! She in-

tended to make up her own mind on
the matter.

She said, a little resentfully :

“Well ... let him right in,

please!’’

The study door opened as she

flipped the lock-switch on her desk.

A moment later, Hallerock was
bowing to her from the entrance hall

just beyond it.

Jasse began to rise, glanced up at

him
;
and then sat back suddenly and

gave him another look.

“Hello, Jasse!” Hallerock said, in

a voice that sounded amiable but re-

markably self-assured.

Even when not set off as now by

his immaculate blue and white G. Z.

dress uniform. Zone Agent Halle-

rock undoubtedly was something al-

most any young woman would look

at twice. However, it wasn’t so much
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that he was striking!}’ handsome
with his short-cropped dark-red hair

and the clear, hlack-green eyes with

their suggestion of some'lcy midnight

ocean. The immediate point was that

you didn’t have to look twice to

know that he came from no ordinary

planet of civilization.

Jasse got up slowly from behind

her desk and came around it and
stood before Hallerock.

Basically, that was it perhaps—the
world he came from ! Mark Wieri
VI, a frontier-type planet, so in-

fernally deserving of its classifica-

tion that only hair-brained first-stage

Terrans would have settled there in

the first place. Where the equatorial

belt was a riot of throbbing colors, a
maddened rainbow flowering and
ripening, for two months of a thirty-

eight month year—and then, like the

rest of that bleak world forever,

sheet-ice and darkness and the

soundless, star-glittering cold.

Even back on Terra, two paths had
been open to life that faced the Great

Cold as its chosen environment. To
grow squalidly tough, devoted to sur-

vival in merciless single-mindedness

—or to flourish into a triumphant ex-

cess of strength that no future chal-

lenge could more than. half engage.

On Mark Wieri’s world, human
life had adapted, inevitably, to its re-

lentlessly crushing environment. In

the two hundred and eighty-odd

generations between the last cen-

turies of the First Stellar Migrations

and the day an exploring Giant-

Ranger of the Confederacy turned in

that direction, it had become as much
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a part of its !)ackground as the trout

is of its pool. And no more than the

trout coidd it see any purpose then

in leaving so good a place again.

But it had not, in any sense, grown
squalid.

So Jasse stood l)efore Hallerock,

and she was still looking up at him.

There were nine foot three inches of

him to look up to, shaped into four

hundred and sixty-five lean pounds
of tigerish .symmetry.

The dress uniform on a duty call

was a due she didn’t miss of need.

The ice of his home-])lanct was in

I lalk-rock’s eyes; but so was the

warm, loyal liuinan strength that b;id

triumplied over it and ctirelessly paid

in then the full, final price of con-,

([uest. This son of the conquerors

tilone had been able to sense that the

g.akixy itself was now just wide and

dee]) and long enough for man
; and

so he’d joined tlu' civilization that

was of a like s])irit.

But he, too, had been a giant

among little-people then. If his con-

scious thoughts wouldn’t admit it,

every cell of his body knew he’d lost

his own kind.

Jasse, all her mind ,gro])ing c.arc-

fully, (piestioningly out tow.ards this

phenomenon, this monster-slayer of

Galactic Zones—beginning to under-

stand all that and a good deal more

—slowly relaxed again.

A kinsman of hers ! Her own eyes

began to smile, finally.

“Hello, Efallerock !” Jasse said.

And that was, Pagadan decided,

about the right moment to dissolve
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the PT-cell she’d spent an hour in-

stalling in the wall just above the

upper 'right-hand corner of Jasse’s

study mirror.

Those two baby giants might be

all full of emotional flutters just now
at having met someone from the old

home town
;
but they were going to

start thinl<ing of their good friend

Pagadan almost immediately ! And
one of the very first things that

would lea]i to Hallerock’s suspicious

mind would be the possible presence

of a Peeping Tommy.
Good thing those tiny units left

no detectable trace

!

She pulled off the PT-helmet,

yawned delicately and sat relaxed for

a minute, smirking reminiscently

into the vision-tank.

“What I call a really profitable

mission !’’ she informed the vision-

tank. “Not a slip anywhere either—

and just think how tame it all started

out!”

She thought about that for a mo-
ment. The silver eyes closed slowly

;

and opened again.

“It’s no ]5articular wonder,” she

remarked, “that Central’s picked me
for a Five-Agent job—after only five

missions 1 When you get right down
to it, you can’t beat a Lannai brain I”

The hundred thousand friendly

points of light in the vision-tank ap-

plauded her silently. Pagadan smiled

at them. In the middle of the smile

her eyes closed once more—and this

time, they stayed close. Her head

began to droop forward.

THE

Then she sat up with a start.

“Hey,” she said in drowsy indig-

nation, “what’s all this?”

“Sleepy gas,” the Viper s voice re-

turned. “If you’re headed for an-

other job, you’re going to sleep all

the way to Jeltad. You need your
rest.”

“That’s a, whole week!” Pagadan
protested. But though she could not

remember being transported there,

.
she was in her somno-cabin by then,

and flat on her back. I’illows were
just being shoved under her head;

and lights were going out all over

the_ ship. •

“You big, tricky bum !” she mut-
tered. “I’ll dismantle your reflexes

yet!”

There was no answ'er to that grim
threat; but she couldn’t have heard
it anyway. A week was due to pass

before Zone Agent Pagadan would
be permitted to become aware of her

surroundings again.

Meanwhile, a dim hum had begun
to grow throughout the Viper’s giant

body. Simultaneously, in the dark-

ened and deserted control room, a

bright blue spark started climbing

steadily up the velocity indicator.

The humming rose suddenly to a

howl, thinned out and became in-

audible.

The spark stood gleaming steadily

then, at a point just below the line

marked “Emergency.”

Space had flattened out before the

Viper — she was . homeward-bound
with another mission accomplished.

She began to travel—

END
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PHILOSOPHICAL CORPS

BY E. B. COLE

It can be quite a trick to prevent a bunch o/ swindlers

from setting up as gods — and even more of a trick to

get them out again without anyone knowing they were there!

Illustrated by Cartier

The “Degrader” criminal requires spe-

cialized handling, not because of any su-

perior technique or intelligence he may
possess, but because of the far-reaching

implications of his peculiar operations.

Essentially, this criminal is a smuggler

and a slave trader, who preys upon unde-

veloped or primitive planets, muqh as the

ancient “Blackbirder” preyed upon primi-

tive nations or tribes on Terra.

Armed with advanced technology, he

lands on an undeveloped planet. He then

seeks out a barbaric city-state or nation

of considerable power and importance,

and by use of his weapons and other tech-

nical equipment, establishes himself as a

deit)'. Once established, he embarks this

nation on a program of conquest and pil-

lage, drawing upon its loot for slaves, raw
materials, precious stones and metals, as

well as for artifacts. The slaves, of course,

are used in various underworld activities,

while much of the materiel finds its way

through devious channels into normal,

noncriminal society.

The usual methods of detection and
capture would serve to apprehend this

type of criminal, but the psychological

and theological effects he leaves behind,

require action by specialized j)crsonnel.

For this reason, the Philosophical Corps
was activated in the Stellar Gnaril. Orig-
inally, this Corps was a section of the

Criminal Apprehension Corps, and fol-

lowed upon the heels of the regular

Criminal Apprehension Groups, operating

to correct degrader influences after rou-

tine arrest had . been accomplished. More
recently, however, the Corps has become
an arm of the service in its own right, and
has been charged with the duty of ob-

serving undeveloped planets, arresting any
degraders met with, in as unobtrusive a

manner as possible, and finally, of cor-

recting any
,
ill effpets left either by the

criminals or by their own activities. To
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this cnil, llu'y have been granted many
unusual |X)wers and privileges not extend-

ed to other arras of the Guard. The op-

erations of this Corps during the com-
paratively short period of its existence,

have already resulted in the rehabilitation

of niany new civilizations which might

ollicrwise liavc Inriied to criminality and
tiuis broiiglil dcslniclion upon themselves.

. / Manual of Criminology

Stellar Guard Basic Scries

The clear, cold night air made
visihilily nearly perfect, despite the

nKiniiloHs, nearly starless sky. The
few hrilliaiil stars visible from this

isolaled system shone coldly down
upon the scene, jtroviding just

enough light to overcome absolute

blackness. Here and there on the

plain below, - a few lights flickered

among the vague shadows and faint

highlights of the fields and trees,

pointing out the camps of nomadic
herdsmen, or possibly of merchant

caravans. Northward, the black

masses and spires of high mountains'

abruptly bounded the plain, while to

the west, the torches of its guards

and inhabitants outlined the towers

and walls of a barbaric city. At the
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center of this city, enveloped in

brighter light than the rest, and the

focat point of its traffic, stood a mas-
sive building. Huge, heavily braced

and flat topped, it squatted, dominat-

ing the lesser buildings about it as a

giant among pygmies.

From the top of this building, rose

an orange ball. Dully glowing, it

floated lazily upward, then arced to

the north, to finally disappear beyond

the mountain spires.

On the hillside, an observer of this

scene lowered his binoculars with a

sigh.

“Well, sergeant,’’ he remarked,

“guess that settles it. We’ve hit an-

other infected planet.’’

Dave Wells, Intelligence Tech-

nician First Class, nodded, his eyes

on his instruments. “Looks like it,

Mr. Dale,” he agreed. “These peo-

ple won’t develop gravity-driven

ships of their own for another five

or ten thousand years.” He turned.

“Got contact. Jack?” he called.

“Hold it a minute,” a voice from

the blackness behind them re-

quested. “Message coming in.”

Dale and Wells stepped through

the blackout field into the cave they

had hollowed out for a base. The
glare of light inside made them blink

as they approached the communi-
cator. Sergeant Owens was just

picking up his microphone.

“Roger. Three more,” he said,

then turned to face the Chief

Philosopher.

“The major says the only evi-

dence we lack is a grav ship. He has
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reports from three teams beside our

own. Which indicate degrader type

activity from our area. These, cou-

pled with our reports of heavily

loaded incoming traffic and practi-

cally empty caravans going out, plus

that temple of theirs, indicate our

city to be degrader dominated. We
are to enter and scout on open sched-

ule. Further, you are granted dis-

cretion.”

Dale nodded. “Thought so,” he

commented, turning toward the

equipment pile. “Oh, well, here’s

where we go to work.” He com-
menced sorting items of equipment.

“Wells,” he inquired, “what was
your azimuth and altitude on that

ship?”

Sergeant Wells looked up from his

plotting board. “I make it twelve

point four six at ten thousand, sir,”

he replied.

“Good.” Dale consulted his wrist-

chron. “Owens, report a grav leav-

ing the teniple at eight point four

two hours ielative. It rose to altitude

ten ' thousand meters, departing on

course one two point four six, plan-

etary true. It had ray and material

screens energized. Velocity was ap-

proximately six hundred meters per

sec. No city screen reaction.” He
paused. “That should tie our situa-

tion down tight. Owens, you and

Da\ys will hold down communica-

tion. Bowman and Miller will act as

base security. Wells and Isaacs will

go in with me. We’ll hold open sked

with you per orders. Keep it re-

corded and shoot it along to Group.”
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\\ ells and Isaacs joined him at the

e(|uipment pile, rapidly sorting out

items relating to their specialties. A
few minutes later, the three men
were dressed as natives of the region.

They walked out of the cave, clos-

ing their eyes for a few minutes be-

fore going through the screen, then

putting on their night viewers. Bow-
man was already standing outside on
guard.

“( lood luck,” he .said, then added,

“I’rocyoti.”

“(.'crbcrus,” responded Dale.

Isaacs grinned. “Cerlierus for a

countersign. Any significance, sir?”

“Doubt it,” Dale told him. “Just

popped into my head.” He turned to

^^'ells. “Where were those bandit

traces you reported?”

".Soutb a cou])le of kilos. Spotted

some bodies.”

“Arrows?”

“Couple. Rest were hand-to-hand.

'I'be local Itoys play rough.”

“I .see.” Dale fingered his chin,

“(iiiess we'd belter go down that

way. I’d like to meet some of those

rough boys. We’ll use levitators.

Lead off. Wells.”

Wells- nodded, touched his belt,

then rose a few meters above tbe

ground and sped southward, the

others following him. Shortly, he

eased to a stop and settled to’ the

ground, followed b}" Dale. Isaacs

snap])('d to a halt as though he had

hit a wall, then in a flash, stood be-

side Dale and Wells.

“What the heck!” Dale was sur-

prised. “Isaacs, you using a null?”

The personal mass nullifiers- were
handy, of course, but a man couldn’t

keep them turned on all the time, due
to their power drain. With their

four kilograms of intrinsic mass and
their considerable bulk, they were
not easy to conceal. It was seldom

that Philo men carried them when in

native costume.

“Yes, sir. I’m big and skinny

enough to hide it. Had an idea it

might come in handy.”

“Well, it’s a bit unusual, but

you’re the man’s got to fight it if we
get into a jam. With your other

ecpiipment, yofl must feel like a

freighter.”

“So, f can turn on the null once

in a while to take a rest,” grinned

Isaacs. “The thing can pay its own
freight, I think.”

“Could be.” Dale dismissed the

subject. “Wonder where our boy
friends would be.”

Wells looked around. “I’m pretty

sure they sprung their ambush from

that thicket,” he mused. “Let’s see

what my sniffer says.”

He took a small instrument from

his garments as he walked toward

the bodies.

“Phoo!” he muttered disgustedly.

“Doesn’t take a spectroanalyzer to

tell these characters’ve been lying

around for a while. Hope I can get

a decent reading.”

He focused the instrument on an

arrowshaft, making various settings,

and noting the resultant readings.

Finally, he straightened and returned
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to tlie others.

“O.K.,” he commented. “I think I

can trail the guy that fired that

arrow.”

He clamped the analyzer to his

levitator, making the necessary con-

nections, then rose from the ground.

Dale and Isaacs followed him as he

made for the clump of trees he had

previously indicated. Once in the

thicket, Wells circled, tried a couple

of dead-end leads, then set out on

a straight course. Presently, they

came to an abandoned camp site.

Once more. Wells circled.

“Looks as though this one is

fresh,” he remarked. “Guess we’re

on the right trail.”

“Good deal,” Dale told him. “Let’s

get on. When you get into close

range, sto]). I want to look these

Ixiys over before we meet them.”

They continued, going into the

hills now. After an hour or so of

trailing. Wells halted.

“We’re just out of visual range

now, sir,” he reported. “I’m pretty

sure they’re somewhere in that

wood.” He pointed.

The three guardsmen touched

their levitators, gaining altitude. At
five hundred meters. Dale stopped.

“Good enough,” he said. “Now we
can look them over. P>etter cut out

visibility. “He made the necessary

adjustments to his protector shield,

causing incident light to refract

around him, leaving him practically

invisible to the unaided eye. The two

sergeants followed suit.

Below, the bandit camp was plain

to be seen in the three-view screens.

Riding and draft arjimals were pick-

eted within easy distance of eight

men who lay asleep, wrapped in their

cloaks. Two more menwalked guard,

circling the small camp at intervals.

Not far from the picketed animals

was a neatly stacked pile of goods.

Dale examined the camp layout.

“Well set up,” he commented ap-

]>rovingly; “These boys are careful

and smart;” He turned to Isaacs.

“Think you can nail both guards

with a hypno ?”

“Believe so, sir. You’ll want to cut

in when I have Ihein?”

“Yes. I think all three of us should

be in on it.’’

“Roger.” Isaacs moved to line the

guards up in his hypnotizer beam.

As Dale and Wells adju.sted the

thin mentacom bands on their heads,

a confused jumble of thoughts broke

in on them. A camp scene—across the

fire, a woman grinding grain—run-

ning through this, a scrambled scene

of battle— Suddenly, nothing. Isaacs

had triggered his projector.

Dale touched a control. "Ifear

me!” he thought' forcefully. “What
manner of men are you tluit you

prey upon your fellows?”

Slowly, there was dragged out a

familiar tale to the guardsmen. These

men were escaped slaves. Four of

them had managed to escape from ,

the city, and, by waylaying caravans,

had freed and recruited the others.

Members of various tribes from the

southeast, all of them had been cap-
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turecl by Atakaraii slave raiders.

Eventually, they intended to return

to their own countries, hut the trade

of banditry, once forced upon them,

had become attractive and profitable.

Both men were a little vague as to

when they woidd actually start the

journey back to their homes.

Dale lield u]) a hand, fingers

curved in the ancient “On Target”

signal, hsaacs nodded, his hypno still

trained on the two .sentries. Dale

continued his mental conversation.

“You both know, of course, that

the day of capture will come?”

'I'he men Ijelow readily agreed that

it was inevitable. Intellectually, they

knew the statement to l)e correct.

There were resiTvations, however.

Dee)) in llieir minds, clung the age-

old thought, “It ha])))ens to others,

but it can’t happen to me.”

Slowly, Dale shook his head. “No,

it always happens—to every man
who defies authority. In your case,

however, 1 m;iy be able to olTer help.

In the morning, three strangers will

come to you. 'I'hey will be friends.

Listen to them.”

Ife drew his fingers across his

thrt)at, and Isaacs promptly cut off

the beam. The three removed their

mentacoms, and watched the .scene

below.

The two sentries were gazing

about an.xiously, e.Kclaiming to each

othej'. After a few minutes of futile

conjecture and equally futile search,

they awakened their comrades. An
excited discussion followed, punc-

tuated hy many gestures.

Dale signaled Wells and I.saacs

close. “I think these ten will come
in handy,” he told them. “We’ll

make personal contact with them in

the morning, and see what develojis.

However it turns out, they can teach

us a lot about the customs of the

region.”

Isaacs was looking down at the

cant]). “Suppose there’s any chance

of this being a setu]>?”

“d'here’s always that chance,”

Dale told him. “1 don’t think we’ve

l>een detected, but— You didn’t no-

tice anvthing on the hypno, did

you?”*

“No, sir. I just have a nasty habit

of dreaming up all the dirty tricks I

can think of, and then expecting the

other guy to try them out on me.”

"Best habit a Security Tech can

have,” Dale smiled. “Better take a

thorough check on the layout just in

case.” He hesitated. “What do you
think. Wells?”

W’ells gazed thoughtfully down.
“I’m not so certain about this,

either,” he muttered. “They’re put-

ting on a good act, if it is an act, hut

that’s a darn well-arranged camp,

and they’ve got one heck of a big

])ile of stuff down there.” He took his

spectroanalyzer from his garments,

focusing it. Minutes passed. The
analyzer was rejrlaced hy a radiation

detector, then a hypnotizer beam was
brought into brief ))lay. Finally, he

looked up, replacing his instruments.

“Lots of precious metal and
stones, hut I can’t get any trace of

modern type alloys,” he reported.
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“No trace of unusual radiation, and
if they’ve got screens up, they’re the

first indetectable screens I’ve ever

met. Far’s I'm concerned, they’re

clean.’’

“Good enough.” Dale was satis-

fied. “Let's catch a cat naj) till day-

break.”

They settled to earth, seeking out

a nearby thicket to make temporary

camp. As the other two settled for

sleep. Dale called Owens, giving him

a rejiort to relay to Group.

As Owens leaned hack after send-

ing off his report. Security Tech-

nician Miller looked at him (|ues-

tioningly.

“Ivook, Sarge. It may sound like a

fool question, hut sup]xise those peo-

]de weren’t humanoid. How would

we make contact ?”

Owens turned. “.Simide,” he

shrugged. “This team wouldn’t. Just

before you joined us, we were at

point and had to call in Team Four to

take over, ’cause we’d hit a hunch of

Saurians. You see, the teams are

made up of all the known tyjies of

intelligent life. Since this is a hu-

manoid world, we’d have to handle

contact regardless of who spotted the

degrader focus.”

Aliller nodded thoughtfully. “I

see,” he commented. “But how about

the degraders them.selves?” Will

they neces.sarily be humanoid?”

“Definitely not.” Owens shook his

head emphatically. “They may he a

mixture of anything in the galaxy.

I^st hunch we pulled in were of si.x

different types. A Cheroid from Arc-
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turns Eighteen was running the

gang. He liad some humanoids— ter-

rans, at that—a few Saurians from

Aldebaran Ten, an Apian and a flock

of Centaurs. We may run into any

form of life in the hook here, hut the

natives are humanoid, so the rest of

Group won’t .show themselves. It’s

our baby.”

“Thanks,”- commented .Miller.

“They put me on orders out of

Patrol so fast I haven’t caught my
breath yet. I’m having to learn this

Philo business by ear.”

“You’ll get it,” Owens assured

him. “Lots of us came in with no
warning, especially since I’hilo

started expanding under this new
setu]). Come to think of it, Mr. Dale

started in Philo as a replacement

.Security Tech.”

“Him?” Miller was startleil. “I

thought he was a degree man.”

Daws raised himself on one el-

bow. “Hah !” he snorted. “Warrant
Philosophers with degrees just don’t

happen. Good grief, with this new
Corps project, a degree man with

Mr. Dale’s ability and training would

he a major at least. No]>e, the chief

was a recruit during the Osirian row,

and hit every grade in between.”

“Most of ’em in Criminal .\p])re-

hension,” put in Owens. “Now, he’s

just about due for a commission.

We’ll see him in command of a group

before long.”

“Then who takes over this team ?”

Daws was curious.

Bowman spoke from the cave en-

trance. “Wells and Isaacs are Isith uj)
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for warrant. Could be eitlrer of

them.”

“Doubt it.” Owens was skeptical.

“They’ll both probably transfer, and

we’ll get a chief from some place

else.”

“How about you, Sarge?” queried

Miller. “I don’t want to be nosey, but

I’d like to know how the chances are

for promotion.”

“Well, I’m up for Master,” Owens
told him. “'riiink I passed the exams
O.K. Since the Corps took over its

own investigation and apprehension,

the ratings are wide oiren. Right

now, there’s just about no limit if a

guy knows his stuff ;ind does it.”

Bowman broke into the conversa-

tion again. “I ley,” he called sudden-

ly, "llieir shi|)’s coming back in.”

"Cel an azimuth and altitude

quick!” yelled OwenS. He spun

around to the communicator controls,

grabbing his microphone as he

turned. “Brother,” he breathed, “bet

this is their base for sure. Daws, you

get the chief on the [)ortable. I’m go-

ing to call ( iroup.”

“VV’hat a break!” exulted Daws as

he seized his mike. “Three calling

chief. Three calling—’’
,

Dale snapped to sudden wakeful-

ness. He ([uickly answered Daws’
call, then listened to. the report.

“G(X)d,” he snapped out. “Group
can take them out next time they

lift. Meanwhile, tell them we’ll go in

soon as possible and start cleaning up
when the shi]) leaves.”

lie awakened Wells and Isaacs.

Since the clean-up was to be started

soon, new plans wOuld have to be

made. Scouting didn’t seem as im-

portant now as positive action. ’The
three men would have to insinuate

themselves into the city with very
little delay. Checks would have to be

made to locate any remaining de-

graders if such existed. The criminal

operations undoubtedly present in

the civil government would have to

be corrected. The degrader form of

religion would have to be eliminated.

Then there were other things to be

considered.

As they talked, the sun rose.

Sweeping darkness I)cfore it, the star

glared down—huge, brilliant, domi-
nating. Sharp, harsh shadowk and
blinding reflections replaced the

vagueness of the night. This was- a

young world—satellite to a young,

active star. Quite conceivably,

thought Dale, this was its first civ-

ilization. Equally conceivably, this

new civilization might survive—might

grow and mature in a normal manner
and emerge, triumphantly successful

at the first attempt, rather thiin com-
ing to a dead, sterile end, as many
civilizations, blighted by premature,

unlawful contact with more advanced

peoples, had done.

The three guardsmen walked out

of their concealing thicket, heading

toward the refugee camp. Despite the

speeded up program, Dale felt that

these men might have their uses. In

fact, if the idea in the back of his

head materialized, they would be in-

valuable. Besides, Cor])s regulations

forbade broken promises to primi-
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tives. This contact was necessary in

any event.

As they approached the forest, a

voice cried out a challenge. Dale

stopped, raising his hands, palms out-

ward. The voice .said more, ending

on a questioning note. Dale turned.

“Language sound familiar?” he

queried. “He wants to know who we
are and where we came from.”

“Sounds a little like primitive

Osirian, sir,” replied Wells, wdio

hadn’t put on his mentacom. “We
shouldn’t have too much trouble

with it if we want to learn vocally.”

A man stepped from the trees,

bow leveled.

“Who are you and where do you
come from?” he repeated.

“We are three strangers from a

far country,” replied Dale. “Last

night two of your number had word
concerning us.”

“You are unarmed.” It was a

statement, rather than a question.

Dale smiled. “We have no bow’s

or swmrds,” he evaded.

The man seemed satisfied. “Come,”
he instructed them, gesturing toward

the wood with his bow. “Lanko, our

leader, wants to speak with you.”

The three walked into the wood
ahead of the sentry, coming to the

bandit camp site. The nine escaped

slaves, seated about on the ground,

eyed them as they approached. One
arose.

“I am Lanko,” he announced.

“Are you the three strangers Musa
and Dano told us of?”

“We are.” Dale stepped forward.

“Musa and Dano were contacted

last night by us.”

“How?”
“By instruments we use for talk-

ing at a distance. We have certain

tools that are strange to you.”

One of the men in the group

seized his bow. “I don’t think we
should trust these three, Lanko,” he

growled. “How do we know they

aren’t spies from the priests of

Atakar?”

Dale laughed. “Do you think the

priests of Atakar would trouble to

send .spies to you?” He shook his

head. "No. They would merely send

soldiers to bring y<ni hack to cap-

tivity.”

The man was unconvinced. “I still

say shoot first and ask questions

later,” he told the leader.

Dale spread his hands. “You can

do that easily enough,” he acknowl-

edged, “hut it wotdd do little good.

If the ones in Atakar know your

whereabouts, shooting us would avail

you nothing. If they don’t, it should

be obvious that we have told them

nothing of your* presence, and are

unlikely to be spies of theirs.”

The leader nodded. “Jtnough,

Dasnor. This man speaks truth, and

we can certainly use any help we may
get.” He gestured. “Be seated,

strangers, and tell us why you

come.”

Another of the group, who had

been sitting with a puzzled expres-

sion, suddenly spoke. “How is it,”

he inquired, “that you speak my na-

tive language well, and yet ray com-

panions, who speak no Jogurthian,
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understand 3'ou ?”

The leader turned to liim. “He was
speaking plainly in Karlhanese,” he

slated.

"No," |)ersisted the other, 'T

heard him as ])laini3' as you, and the

language he was using was Jo-
gurthian.”

Dale held up his hands. “You a-re

both right,” he told them, “and both

wrong. 1 wa.s sjtcaking no language

either of you ever heard, but we
have a tool which allows us to speak

to all men in their native tongues.”

He paused, then continued. “We
three have come to you, both to give

and to receive helj). From our own
country have come thieves. Danger-
ous beings, who have gone among
the jiriests, and into the temple of

Atakar, and who have corrupted the

people. It is our duty to take these

thieves and to undo the damage the)'

have caused. In this, you can help

ns. By our efforts, we can give you

a free land to live in. In that, we can

help you.”

The men sat up. Lanko’s face

clouded. “How can a handful of fugi-

tives and three unarmed strangers

overcome the night of Atakar?” he

demanded.

“We have companions who will

deal with the might of Atakar,” Dale
told him. “Our duty is to work from
within the city. You know the cus-

toms of this world, and can help us

in this.”

Lanko stroked his short beard. “It

is possible that we could enter the

city as traders,” he mused. “Never
before, have we dared enter Atakar
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itself, but always we have gone to

another city.” He looked toward the

pile of goods. “It^ is alttiost time for

us to trade somewhere, though, and

—maybe this is the way to- end this

thievish existence of ours and become
free men once more.” He held out

his hands. “Stranger, if you can

prove your words, \ve will work with

you.” '

'

“Very well.” Dale stood again.

“We have many things to talk

aljout.”

The three guardsmen rapidly ex-

jilained the Universal Federation to

their prospective recruits. At first,

incredulous that the tiny points of

light in the sky might contain worlds

as great and even greater than their

own, the ten gradually came to real-

ize the scope of the Galaxy. Their

crude and degrader-distorted phi-

lo.sophy was replaced by positive

knowledge of the liiany civilized

worlds in space. Memory pictures

projected by the three' with the aid

of the hypnotizer ray' gave them ac-

tual views of advanced Civilization,

and of degrader damage on other

worlds. Swiftly, though with care

that mental damage did not result,

they were given a full view of galac-

tic civilization.
’

‘

Finally, came the last stage of their

indoctrination. The shadows were

growing long, and darkness was

slowly settling over the hills when
Dale stretched and faced the men.

“Now, gentlemen,” he said, “you

all know who we ate, and why we
are- here. You know many things
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that very few, and possibly none of

the people of your planet will know
for thousands of years. Those of

you who are still listening also know
that many of your people are in-

capable of receiving this knowledge
without suffering mental damage.
Further, you know the peculiar

terms of service the Stellar Guard
imposes. You know, for example,

that no guardsman can associate

with any but other guardsmen while

on a ]>rimitive or undeveloped plan-

et. During your time on this world,

you will have no close friends—no

wife—no children. You will have to

observe a good many other stringent

regulations. It is a hard life, but a

satisfying one, and after retirement,

the reward is high.” He paused.

“So,” he continued, “we come to

the parting of the ways. Those of you

who wish to take service as Stellar

Guard recruits are more than wel-

come to do so now. Those of you

who do not wish to take such serv-

ice, have that choice. you do not

wish to take service, all memory of

this day and of your comrades who
have enrolled in the Guard will he

taken from you by the same instru-

ments that gave you this new knowl-

edge. For this memory will he sub-

stituted the memory of a normal es-

cape from the region of Atakar. You
will be returned to your former

homes together with those five who
were not strong enough mentally to

accept the information we had to

give. From that time, you and they

will be free to live normaT lives.
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Please think this over well.” He sat

down.

Lanko sat thinking for a minute.

Finally, he lifted his head. “Three

years ago,” he said, “I was counted

a rich man. I had flocks and herds,

with many men to watch them. Then,

I was hapiyv with my life. One day,

the slave raiders came.” He shook

his head. "That shotild never hap-

pen again on this world. By this

time, my Hocks tire scattered anyway,

and this is opjiortunity. 1 can’t speak

for the others, hut I will take the

oath gladly.”

Another man shook his head. “I’m

not so sure,” he remarked. “I was

never rich, lint I had a good life. I

have my trade tit which T am
.skilled.” He stoiijieil, tlien continued.

“Tlien, too, there wtis a woman. She

mtiy be gone, hut there are others.”

Agtiin, he stopped, collecting his

thoughts. “Thirty years,” he con-

tinued, “is a long time to serve in

loneliness. I would rather turn hack

to the old life with these' other five.”

He gestured to the five men who had

been placed in hypnotic sleep to jire-

vent injur}'- to their minds during the

indoctrination process.

Dale nodded. “We will return you
to your home,” he stated.

At length, the decisions were

made. Lanko and Banascl, the Jo-
gurthian, decided to take the oath

and enter service with the Guard.
The other three of the acceptable

men declined for their own reasons.

A call from Dale to base brought the

rest of the team, and after suitable

treatment with the hypnotizer ray.

the eight men were delivered to

their re.spective homes under the

care of Bowman and Daws.
As the tiny flier lifted, Lanko

turned tq Dale. “I hate to see them
go,” he .said. “They were good com-
panions.”

Dale placed his hand on the man’s

shoulder. “You can never again

share their lives,” he told him, “but

there is nothing to prevent you from

guarding them from harm, and help-

ing them to prosper.”

During the days that followed,

educator tapes and hypnotizer rays

were utilized to their fullest extent,

and the camp, now moved under-

ground, became a schoolroom.

A patrol of Atakaran soldiery was
repulsed from the area, with ixisitive

memories of a bitter struggle with a

bandit group who had to be slaugh-

tered to the last man. Returning,

they regaled their comrades in the

barrack and in the wine shops with

tales of the day-long battle with ten

of the toughest bandits ever encoun-

tered. Finally, it got beyond the

point of endurance, and members of

that particular patrol found them-

selves in uncontested possession of

any room or wine shop they hap-

pened to enter. So, the incident was
forgotten.

,

-

,

At last. Dale was .satisfied. His
two recruits were well grounded in

the advanced science and technique.s

of the Philosophical Corps. Wells

and Isaacs had slipped into the city,

choosing a time when the degrader

ship was away, and using the light
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refractive qualities of their shields to

evade the guards. Group had called,

informing them that the degrader

ship had been intercepted well out of

sight of the city, and captured. Now,
the team was ready to commence its

clean-up operations within the city.

Once more, the men donned native

clothing.

The goods and animals were

formed into a small caravan, which

made its slow way toward Atakar.

Entering the city, they made their

way to the merchants’ c(uarter, where

they joined Wells and Lsaacs at a

small caravansery.

The following day, Wells and

Lanko slipped out to the street, mak-

ing their way to the temple. As they

gained the street, I.anko dodged

hack to avoid a denkem, the illtem-

pered beast of Imrden. The driver

made a surly remark as the hcast,

missing Lanko, attempted to take a

hite out of Wells’ shoulder. As the

animal swaggered past, Wells smiled.

“That is one of the minor advan-

tages we have, I.anko,” he remarked.

“Our body shields, remember?”
“1 forgot, sergeant,” admitted

Lanko.

“Don’t,” cautioned Wells. “The
best possible weapon you can have

is a re])utation for complete fearless-

ness. People will follow a fearless

man, even though they don’t fully

agree with his philosophy.”

As they, approached the temple,

the streets widened slightly. Crowds

idled before the shops. Traders from

the far places of the planet rubbed

shoulders with officers and soldiers
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of the Imperial armies. Cries of

vendors mingled with the sound of

bargaining. Artisans slipped through

the streets, bound on their own mis-

sions. An occasional cry of “Make
way !” heralded the approach of a

gayly decorated noble’s chariot. 'I'he

two men slip])ed through the crowd,

and mounted the steps of the lem])le

of Senemanos, the degrader.

Toth of them knew that some-

where in this huge tem]>le, a hand

of degraders lurked. Desperate l)e-

ings of many differing races, tliese

degraders had one thing in cominon :

Tliey were unalterably o])])()sed to

orderly civilization. 'I'heir law of liv-

ing was summed up iu the state-

ment, “What I want, I take.” To
their criminal minds, the psychiatric

treatment awaiting them at Alde-

haran Base was ec|uivalent to a hor-

rifying death, d'o them, the idea of

becoming normal citizens of their

various worlds was thoroughly re-

pugnant, and they would fight to the

last to prevent such a terrible thing

from happening to them. However,

the capture or elimination of these

heings was absolutely es.sential to the

health of the planet, and these two

guardsmen intended to draw them

from their concealment as soon as

possible.

As the two men reached the to))

step of the temple. Wells step]>ed

aside, s])eaking into his tiny micro-

phone. “This is Wells,” he an-

nounced softly. “We are at station.”

Quickly, Lanko raised his menta-

com to full power. “O, sinful men of
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Alakiir, liear me!” lie cried, stretch-

ing his arms wide. "I come among
you to call you back to the paths of

right-”

As he talked, Wells slid hack into

the shadowed columns of the temple,

watching for anyone who might come
from the interior. Once, to the left,

he .saw Isaacs sliding from column

to column. Suddenl}', a rain of stones

struck the temple steps. Wells

glanced hack. Lanko was st.inding,

tirins folded, he.'id u]i. Stones were
bounding frotn his body shield. A
slight smile played about his lips.

Dale’s voice came over the com-
municator. ^

“How’re you doing, Lanko?”
“More fun than a jewel caravan,”

came the low-toned answer.

“(iood man,” applauded Isaacs.

Lanko stretched out his arms
again. "Cease your play, O foolish

ones,” he roared. “Do you itnagine

your ])uny stones can harm the mes-

sengin' of the Great One, when your

falsi' gods cower in fe;ir behind me?”
“( )h, brother,” came Miller’s

voice, “that should draw lire.”

h'rom the temple entrance, step])ed

a huge figure, dragging a mobile

blaster. The capriform, Senematios,

had decided to come out fighting. As
he lifted the projector, he was caught

in the beams of nine paralyzer rays.

1 1 is shield glowed redly, then rapidly

ran itj) the spectrum as it overloadeil.

The giant figure slumped to the

stones.

“One,” said Owens.

“Into the temple,” ordered Dale.

“We’ve, got to see if there tire any
more.’*

,

Inside, a
.
group of priests came

rushing at the entering men. Isaacs

swept his paralyzer across them. Si-

lently, file entire group slid to the

])avement. Their weapons clattered

on the stones, causing echoes to ring

about the huge room.

“No score,” grunted the security

sergeant. “They must be holed up.”

As Isaacs started forward once

more, his. shield glowed fiercely. Al-
most instantly, he flashed into mo-
tion, sweeping up and to the right.

Tlijc glow faded as instantaneously as

it had come.

“Knew that null would ])ay off,”

he exulted.

Beams from the rest of the team
quickly snapped about the tenqile,

picking out a number of shield flare.s

at the back of the altar. There was a

dark mass of equipment, lighted only

by the fl.ares of the shields of the

varied beings groiqied about it. One
many-armed creature was training

the projector.

“Keep moving!” ordered Dale.

“That thing’s too hot for our shields.

Shift to dis, and concentrate your
fire to blind the pointer.”

A rumble of falling masonry spoke
of I.saacs’ passage through the tem-
lil^t ilis blaster at full disintegration

power, he was searching for the

j)ower unit. The rest of the team dis-

persed, dashing from side to side in

the great temple, their fire concen-
trated on the degrader shield. Fall-

ing cplumns and portions of the dec-
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oration within the huge inclosure

spoke of tlie blinded pointer’s efforts

to locate them with his blaster beam.

The rumble of Isaacs’ passage died

down. Suddenly, the shield flare

about the heavy blaster died, to he

replaced by a blinding flare of re-

leased energy. The degrader group

scattered, blown about like thistle-

down. As the concussion wave ex-

panded, the walls of the temple

seemed to expand, then, slowly, the

whole structure started to colki])se.

Isaacs’ voice blasted over the

communicators. "Out !” he shouted.

"She’s going to blow.’’

The team was already on its way.

At the shout, the members sjieeded

up their drives, scooping up the para-

lyzed form of Senemanos as they

went. At a command from Dale,

Lanko broke off his harangue and

joined the group in its flight to high

altitude. A terrific concussion wave
bounced them about, as an immense
column of flame shot up toward the

heavens. It rose to tremendous

heights, then mushroomed out. A
rain of flaming debris showered the

-Stricken city. Terrified crowds strug-

gled in the streets, their onl}' thought

being flight. Fires were blossoming

out on all sides, blocking avenues of

escape, and threatening the panic-

stricken mob with total destruction.

Even at the altitude the guardsmen
had sought, the shouts and screams

were plain to he heard.

“Three to Group,” Dale called.

“Can you give us condensation ?”

“This is Group,” came a quick

answer. “Return to ship. We are
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condensing moisture up to atmos-

pheric limit. What happened ?’| i

“Old-fashioned power pile,” l-saacs

broke in. “When I tanqiercd with

it^ shield, it started running wild.

The backlash, when the projector

blew, set it off good. No time to

quench or readjust, so I got mit of

there.”

“Roger.” Group responded.
“Here’s your storm.”

The rain started with a furious

rush. A cold wind driving, it came
in sheets, driving at the flames of

the city, and smolhering them wilh

solid masses of water, ( hiickly, the

flames blacked out, and the smoking
ruins of the city bowed to the fury

of the flash storm. The rain ceased—

to he followed by a dry wind, which

blew the smoke of the ruins aside.

Slovi’ly, order began to re])lacc panic,

as the city ])o])ulace waded through

the flooded streets, each seeking its

own.

Team Three, still towing the un-

conscious form of the degrader, Sen-

emanos, swept into the entry lock of

the cruiser. As he entered the ship.

Dale stopped, sna])|)ing a .salute aft

in the traditional gestttre, then .sa-

luted the Duty Oflicer.

“Request permission to come
aboard, sir.”

“Permission granted, Mr. Dale.”

The D.O. returned the stdute. “Re-
port to Major Janiie.son in Control.”

Slowly shaking his head. Dale

walked to the control blister. This

mission had been wound iqi the hard

way. One whole city practically

scratched. People killed and injured
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by the hundreds. A disturbance that

would remain in the history of the

planet for thousands of years. Defi-

nitely sloppy, he told himself.

He walked into control, reported,

then stood at attention.

At his desk. Major Jamieson fin-

gered some reports for a moment.

Oh, oh, thought Dale. Close the

door sojtiy as you leave—Private

Dale.

The group commander came for-

ward, hand outstretched. “At ease,

Mr. Dale, and congratulations. You
got the big prize.”

“Con . . .
gratulations, sir?” Dale

almost stuttered.

“Definitely. You just brought in

one of the l)ig ones. We have a flash

from Center, giving us a psycho re-

port on some of those babies we cap-

tured. This Senemanos of yours was

running one of the largest gangs on

record, right from that temple you

just wrecked. The place was so well

protected that he could have shtgged

it out vrith a squadron if you hadn’t

sneaked inside his main screen and

caught him off balance. Center thinks

that breaking this gang will just

about clean up our sector.”

“But wrecking that temple was an

error, sir. If I had done a more
thorough job of scouting—”

“You’d have been chewed up and

spit out,” interrupted Jamieson.

“You just keep on making errors

like that one.” He hesitated. “Oh,

yes,” he added, “you’ll have to re-

main here on detached for a while,

captain.”

“Yes, sir. I rather expected . . .

CAPTAIN !” Dale almost shouted

the last word.

“Captain.” repeated the group
commander firmly. “Here are your
orders. You can study them over,

and report back in the morning.

Dismissed.”

An interruption to the rule of the sea
kings of Konassa took place during the
renth Century, when the mysterious and
short-lived Atakaran Kmi>ire was sud-
denly founded. Located near the north-
ern boundary of the plains of Galankar,
the city of Atakar was the capitol of a
thriving but minor agricultural nation,

under the overlordship of the Konassan
king. A dispute overl tribute led to a
short war, which ended unexpectedly with
the death of Manato II, of Konassa and
the plunder and burning of his city. Fol-
lowing the sack of Konassa, Atakar sys-
tematically brought the entire Galanian
Empire under its sway, crushing all op-
position with apparent case. No explana-
tion of the sudden and apparently over-
whelming military power of this hitherto

unwarlike nation lias ever been found.

This strange and unexplained hiatus in

the history of the Konassan sea kings was
brought to an abrupt end with the cata-

clysmic destruction of the city of Atakar.
No satisfactory explanation of the catas-

trophe has ever been proposed, but the

Atakaran Empire ceased to be as sud-
denly and mysteriously as it had begun.
Freed of its serfdom to Atakar, Ko- -

nassa came once again into its own. Its

favorable location on the Gulf of Mana-
por, as well as its easy .access to the

fertile plains, led naturally—

Pages 491-492,

Katakon’s Sketches of Antiquity

* THE END
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“...OF THE PEOPLE...”

BY MORTON KLASS

The President of Earth kneiv he was speaking to a

completely sympathetic Council, thoughno one else on

Earth realized the true sincerity of that sympathy!

lilustrafed

The wide, white portals swung

open majestically. The stocky, gray-

haired man who entered the council

chamber appeared dwarfed and in-

significant beneath the high, flaring

doors, hut his conservative business

suit and battered brief case had

about them an almost noticeable

aura of quiet dignity and importance

as he proceeded slowly down the

long center aisle to the president’s

rostrum at the far end of the council
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by Cartier

chamljer. With the inattention horn

of long experience, he made no sign

that he was at all aware of the hush-

ing of many voices, or the muted
shuftiing of feet as three hundred and

forty-two councilors, representing all

the ]5eoples of the Earth, rose re-

spectfully at the entrance of Leonard

Underwood, President of Earth and

chairman of its highest council.

Without changing his pace, Un-
derwood mounted the rostrum and
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stepped behind the hare, rectangular

desk, turning to face the assembly

of standing, silent councilors. Me-
thodically, he opened the brief case

and spread the sheaf of papers that

were its contents before him on the

great desk. He banged an ornate

gavel once, lightly, and said in a

tired but resonant voice: “In the

name of Humanity, I declare the

Council of Earth to be now in ses-

sion, this fifteenth day of April,

1975 .”

A rustling sound of moving bodies

rose up, then died away, as the mem-
bers of the Council resumed their

seats.

For the first time since be bad en-

tered the chamber, I ’resident Under-

wood failed to behave in his cus-

tomary manner. Instead of relaxing

into the comfortable armchair be-

hind the desk and waiting for the

first order of business for the day to

be pro|)osed, he remained standing,

and his gaze traveled thoughtfully

over the faces of the men and women
before him.

A murmur of vague surprise

sprang up and was swallowed by an

attentive silence. President Under-

wood smiled and nervously adjusted

the old-fashioned pince-nez he wore.

Then he placed both hands, palms

down, fingers outspread, upon the

jxilished surface of the desk, and

drew a deep, audible breath.

“Ladies and gentlemen. World
Councilors, revered associates,” he

began, in a low, clear voice that

could he heard in the farthest reaches

of the gigantic cliamher, “I, who

. . OF THE PEOPLE . .
.”

have made all manner of political

speeches under all possible condi-

tions and in every conceivable place

on Earth, find it extremely difficult

to say what I am now alxnit to say.

Actually, what I am going to make
will be more of a confession than a
speech. Even that term is incorrect,

hut let it stand until I have finished.

“I know that your first reactions

to what you will hear will he cries

that I am mad, or suffering from a
breakdown. Later will come shock,

and finally, belief, but I know it

would he foolish for me to hope that

yon will sit patiently until I have fin-

ished. Therefore, before I came here
1 arranged to have a cordon of

World Guards placed around this

chamber. No one will be permitted
to leave or enter under any circum-
stances. I am armed, and will resist

any effort to drag me from this

rostrum before my speech is com-
pleted. I am sure you will hear me
out — even if impatiently — when I

jiromise that, once done, I will sub-

mit peaceably to whatever yon wish,

if it should prove that, through

.some fantastic error on my part, my
conclusions are wrong.”

Underwood waited unmovingly as

a few of the councilors near the exit

tried to leave and returned with

startled verifications of his statement.

The president raised one hand and,

in obedience to long habit, the tu-

mult stilled and the milling coun-

cilors went back to their seats.

“Yon know me as Leonard Un-
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(Icrwood,” he resiinic'd, “horn in the

cit}' of New York of what was once

the United States of America. School

children the world over can recite

ylibly the tales of my early child-

hood
;
how my parents moved to Ari-

zona when I was still an infant, the

manner in which they died and how
I was raised on a Navaho re.serva-

tion. Countless articles have been

written showing how my experiences

during the Second World War and

in the period from Hiroshima to

1955 laid the groundwork for my fu-

ture efforts in the field of world gov-

ernment and peace on F.arth. Some
of you sitting before me now helped

in the founding of the Omaha Move-

ment, and all of you became ac-

quainted with me during the period

of the Great Reorganization.

“The first thing I want to tell you

is that everything knowm to have

happened to me before 1955 is utterly

untrue. Leonard Underwmod never

existed before the day I appeared in

Omaha as an itiner'ant laborer.”

The uproar was louder this time,

and flecked with uneasiness. The as-

semblage came to order cpiickly

wdien President Underw'ood rai.sed

his hand ; they were disturbed, but

they did want to hear more.

“It is neces.sar}' for me to exjdain

at this ix)int that the Larth is not the

only inhabited planet in the galaxy.

There are a countless number of such

worlds, and the peo])les living on

many of them have achieved higher

civilizations than that of Earth. The

secrets of space travel have been dis-
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co\-ercd, and a galactic federation of

the more advanced races has been in

existence for many eons.

“The Federation became aware of

the fact that Earth had discovered

atomic power aiid was using it.

Shijis were sent here to study this

planet’s degree of devcloiMnent, how
soon Earthmen might be expected to

perfect a s])ace drive. The h'edera-

tion likes to prepare well in advance
for the admittance of a new member-
world. Rj- tbe way, some of those

survey ships were noticed by hu-

mans and gave rise to the ‘l''lying

.Saucer’ legends.

“The rej)orts brought back were
extremely adverse. Earth, it seemed,

while technically in a high stage of

development, was socially chaotic.

Atomic ])ower was being used, not as

an aid to Iniman comfort and betler-

menl, but for |)urp()ses of war and

destruction. The psychologists of the

gala.xy analyzed the findings of the

observers and decided that there was

a very good chance that humanity

might not only destroy itself entirely,

but ruin the surface of its planet for

all other life forms. It was suggested,

too, that if Earth, with its present

poor development in the fields of en-

tity relationshi]>s, were by some

cbance to avoid self-destruction :m<l

.send its people to the stars, it might

seriously' endanger galactic peace.

“After these points, and others of

a similar import, had been brought

to the attention of the h'ederation,

there arose a strong sentiment

among the representatives of the
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galactic peojiles for the immolation

of the human race. The supporters

of this idea argued that humanity

was both pathological and a menace.

Destroy the |)rescnt inhabitants of

Earth, they suggested, and re-popu-

late the ]ilanet with the excess in-

habitants of some crowded, hut more
deserving, world.”

Underwood paused, as if expect-

ing some violent response. All un-

inoving, the councilors were sitting

hunched forward in their seats, faces

expressionless, all eyes focused on
the countenance of the president.

Surprised that only the gentle

susurrance of breathing noises broke

the stillness of the council chamber,

Underwood tried to calculate the

thoughls of the men and women be-

fore him. All l)ut two of the faces

were completely ^impassive. Sergei

Odintsov of the twenty-third World
District looked worried and tm-

ha])py. Chien En-Lo of the ninety-

iiflh was smiling almost impercepti-

bly. Hut both of those reactions were

to he ex])ected.

Leonard Underwoofl sighed, and

continued : “After much discussion,

the Federation decided to wait be-

fore taking such a drastic step. For a

])eriod roughly e(|uivalent to twenty

Earth years, this solar system was to

he (|uarantined. No member of the

E'ederation was to come anywhere

near this sun, or in any manner

make its existence known toThe peo-

ple of this world.

“It was considered highly unlikely

that Earth would acquire the art of

interstellar, or -even interplanetary

transportation during this period.

Wars might occur, probably would,

hut none of such magnitude as to

permanently affect Earth’s crust. At
the end of this time, it was agreed, a
further survey would he made and,

on the facts then brought forth, a
final decision made.”

Underwood poured himself a glass

of water from a cut glass carafe. As
he drank, he noticed that Odintsov
was dabbing at a perspiring brow,
hut the jrresident resolutely avoided
the other’s eyes.

“Ady planet revolves around the

star known to Earth astronomers a.s

Canopus. My jjeople are a highly ad-
vanced, gentle race, characterized by
what might be called an acutely de-
veloped racial empathy. Earthmen^
even deeply sensitive ones — might
find it hard to believe that the entire

population of a planet could he made
uncomfortable by the knowledge that

an alien race was destroying itself

through its own immaturit}', hut the

people of my world were made un-
happy by such a situation. We were
not constituted to sit idly by and al-

low such a thing to happen.

“The leaders of my world—we do
not have a government in the human
sense—met and decided to extend

secret aid to Earth. Technically, I

suppose this was going against the

Federation edict, hut, since Earth

was not to know of the help it re-

ceived, there would be no major

galactic rejtercussions when the news
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got out. Among higher civilizations,

there is a different quality to the re-

lationship between governors and

governed than exists in even the best

Earth systems. Basically, it might be

described as a greater respect on both

sides for the responsibility and

judgment of the other. There is no

jiunishment, in Earth’s terms, no

antagonisms. The thought of bowing

to the other’s will—but I am afraid

I’m digressing rather pointlessly.”

' Underwood smiled at some private

joke, as the delegates exhaled al-

most in unison, shifting uncomfort-

ably in their upholstered seats.

“I was approached, as the indi-

vidual most fitted for the job of help-

ing humanity without its knowledge.

My field is—well, the closest I can

come to it on Earth’s terms is, ex-

]ierimental history. I had done a

great deal of field work on primitive

worlds, and T must say I was in-

trigued by the novel aspects of the

problem of Earth. My instructions

were to proceed to Earth, give my-

self the character and background of

a human, then help humanity to solve

its problems in whatever manner I

saw fit.

“Naturally, I could expect no as-

sistance once I had arrived. I was

not to contact my world unless I con-

sidered the situation hopeless and

wished to be removed. I was to pre-

pare to leave when the twenty-year

period was up, since the Federation

survey ships would be sure to dis-

cover my presence here.

“Twenty years on an alien planet

might seem like a terribly long time

to an Earthuian, but my people are

long-lived, compared to humans, and
I have spent far longer periods doing

my ordinary field experiments.

“There is no point in my going

into just ho\v I created the l>ack-

ground of the person known as

Leonard Underwood, or, for that

matter, the principles of the wave-
disrupter technique Used to assume
the appearance of the natives of a

particular planet. I arrived, learned

the language, the dominant mores,
and the ramifications of the prob-
lems facing nie. As .you already

.know, in the spring of 1955, Leonard
LTnderwood arrived in Omaha, an
itinerant, self-taught laborer, pre-

pared to do battle with a world di-

vided against itself culturally, politi-

cally, linguistically and economi-
cally.”

Underwood’s voice took on a

quality of softness as he gazed un-
seeingl)’ across the vast, silent cham-
ber.

“Those early days were the hard-
est, but they were the most exciting.

Alone, though not for long, 1

preached the concepts of human
unity, the need for peace, and the

ways in which it could be achieved.

Soon I was joined by Holliday”

—

Underwood nodded to the thin,

white-haired councilor in the second

row—“then Robbins, and then Zang-

will came into the Movement. We
built an .organization which took in

those of every creed and every shade
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of political persuasion. 1 used all tuy

knowledge of how to iufltience

masses of people and how to predict

and control events, hut I do not know
that I would have succeeded without

the hel]3 of those three, or the others

who flocked to the Movement.

“Once the ideas spread abroad,

and chapters were formed by Odint-

sov in what was then Russia, Chicn

in China, Ordonez in South America,

and by the rest of you in all your

various homelands, I knew that we
would eventually succeed. Even
when the movement was outlawed

by all the frightened governments of

the world, we could not fail. Forgive

me for running on this way
;
you all

know as well as I of the tribulations

of the Underground Years, but I

learned to love Earth during that

time, to actually consider myself a

human.

“When we came out into the open

in I960, we couldn’t be stopped. We
had a united world behind us. I have

not come to the most important ])art

of my speech, so I don’t want to

waste time reviewing the last fifteen

years, the period of the Great Re-

organization. It is necessary, how-
ever, for me to sum up quickly what

we have achieved.

“The present generation is grow-

ing up in a peaceful, rich world. One
language, scientifically sound, flexi-

ble and euphonious, is replacing the

myriad tongues of the past. The des-

erts and the barren wastes are flow-

ering and, for the first time in human
history, there is food enough for all.

Science, freed from the shackles of

language and national boundaries, is

spurting ahead at an unbelievable

pace. And we have only begun ; there

is so much more to do.

“The twenty years are almost up.

I regretted having to leave this world
and all of my friends here, but I

knew the shi[) from my home planet

would soon arrive. It isn’t simple for

a world president to disappear. I had
made careful plans to fly from the

world capitol here at Hawaii to

South America. I would travel alone,

in my jwivate plane, as I’ve done
many times before, only this time I

was not going to arrive. There would
be search parties, then a period of

mourning, and the Earth would con-

tinue along without me. As I said, it

was all planned—until Odintsov canre

to visit me two days ago.

“Sergei and ,L ofton^relaxed over
a game of chess. On this^^occasion he

seemed disturbed about something.

.Suddenly, he informed me that he

would not be jjresent at the debate

scheduled for next week on the Ant-
arctica reforestation question, as he

would have to fly to his home in

Minsk to take care of some urgent

personal busipess. Since I did not

expect to be on Earth at the time of

the debate, I was not too concerned

with Sergei’s excuses.

“Two hours after Odintsov had
left, Chien En-Lo called to tell me
that he would not be present at the

debate. ‘Urgent personal business in

Hankow.’ Perhaps I should have

suspected before, but the whole thing
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seems so wildly impossible !

“I checked the hacksrrounds of

both Odintsov and Chien. Of course,

I’d always known the broad outlines

of their histories, hut now I looked

for those little, almost unnoticeable

details—

“I also checked the hackground of

every memher of the Council of

Earth, And then, ladies and gentle-

men, I broke galactic silence, and put

in a hurried call to the Galactic

Federation

!

“Because not one of you present

in this eouncil chamber today is a

human being!

“I suppose it was presumptuous
of my people to imagine they were
the only ones sufficiently empathetic

to be willing to flout the Federation’s

decision. But apparently your worlds

were not only etpiall}' eiu])athetic but

equally presumjjtuous. It woitld be a

tremendous understatement to say

that the entire galaxy will rever-

berate when word of what has oc-

curred on Farth leaks out.

“The Federatioti is now meeting in

secret session to work out a means
of handling this un]taralleled situa-

tion, but we must not wait for their

decision ! Earth — our Earth — is in

danger

!

“When I informed Odintsov and

Chien of the true state of affairs,

Sergei strongly advised against my
coming before you. He was afraid I

might have been mistaken about a

few of you, that there might he one

or two true Earthmen pre.sent, and
that we should wait for Federation

confirmation of my findings.

“I am certain I can recognize the

methods used by experimenttil his-

torians to establish themselves on a

primitive world. I am quite sure that

everyone here is such an historian.

In any case, the chance had to be

taken.

“Do you realize the magnitude of

the problem before us? If we had

left in a body, as all-unknowingly we
were ]treparing to, this planet would

have been thrown into utter confu-

sion. It is impossible to ])redict wh.at

the Federation's decision will he.

They may even order us to return to

our native worlds

!

“We cannot permit this to haiqien.

Earth must never suspect that her

first world government was insti-

tuted by idiens, and ber lirst repre-

sentative body conqM)sed entirely of

beings from sjKice!

“We love Farth, all of us, and it is

up to us, as Earth’s highest govern-

ing body, to protect the people of

this world. If need be, we must defy

the Federation, and force the gakixy

to accept our decision. After all, we
re])resent E:irth!

“And therefore, fellow Farthmen,

as president. T call upon the Council

of Earth, sitting assembled, to de-

liberate upon the greatest crisis we
have ever fticed in all our years of

working together.

“Ladies and' gentlemen, I am pre-

pared to entertain a motion.’’

THE END
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CASTING OFFICE

BY HENDERSON STARKE
/

This isjquite frankly, a fantasy. But it’s such an intri-

guingly unpleasant little piece 1 thought it ivould be fun—
Illustrated by Cartier

There were, literally, millions qf

casting offices and millions of recep-

tion rooms and millions of casting

clerks, and, of course, millions and
millions of clients waiting for assign-

ments.

In one of the offices, there were
five clients.

When the clerk’s buzzer sounded,

they hunched forward anxiously. If,

after consulting his charts, he did not

summon one of them, they settled

back, their eyes still alertly follow-

ing his every movement.
The sixth client materialized from

the stage. He stepped down from the

exit platform.

“Whew,” he said, “that was a

rough one.” He walked over and
signed the “Out” list which lay open
on the clerk’s desk. The clerk

checked the signature against his
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balance sheet, made an entry, and

then laid his pencil aside.

“No more like the last one,” the

client said. “See if you can’t get me
a better one next time.”

The clerk said: “I’ll do my best.

You want to go right out again?”

“Yeah. Might as well.”

“O.K.,” the clerk said. “There’s a

waiting list today. Sit down, please.”

The client walked across the room
and sat down.

“That was an awful role,” he said.

One of the others, looking up, said,

“Some bad, some good. Mostly bad,

any more. It’s getting worse, I

think.”

“How can we take it, if it gets

worse, I want to know? It’s ghastly

enough, every living second of it,

now.” He looked up at the com-

pany’s motto. The Show Must Go
On.

“It’s so bad, now,” someone else

said, “they won’t even give us a

script briefing, and that—”

The clerk caught a buzz on his

board. The clients stopped talking

and bent forward.

The clerk uncoded the reeptest. He
drew his list forward. He checked it

quickly, running a pencil down the

line of names.

“I got a short one,” he told the

waiting clients. “Anybody want it ?”

One client stood up before the rest.

“Extra pay ?” he asked hopefully as

he crossed to the desk.

"Routine. You want it?”

“Can’t you give me a hint ?”

The clerk shook his head. “Sorr}^

Yes or no?”
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“I need the job.”

“All right,” the clerk said. “Let’s

see. I’ve got your pay record here,

somewhere. Ah, yes. Here.” He
pulled it forward and scribbled a

coded entry. “There. You ready?”

“Yes,” the client said. He stepiied

up on the stage entrance platform.

The clerk watched the hands of

his watch. His eyes narrowed intent^

ly. Then he pushed a button and the

client vanished into the on-stage

memory blackout.

“We keep busy, at least,” one of

the remaining clients said.

Another laughed harslily. “We
keep moving, you mean. I’ve had si.x

short ones straight.”

“It’s not fair,” another said.

“They ought to have to tell us the

roles. There’s a lot they couldn’t get

me for, I bet.”

“It’s the Author’s fault. Why don’t

they write cheerful plays any more?
What’s wrong with them—that’s

what I’d like to know?”
The buzzer sounded again, and

they all hunched forward, holding

their breath.

The Author, smiling, entered the

Director’s office.

The Director looked up sternly

from a stack of Critics’ reports that

spread over his desk. He frowned in

the direction of the Author.

“Dear me,” he said, “you’ve really

no occasion to he smiling.”

The Author clucked his tongue.

“I thrive on criticism,” he said. “And
that I do not chose to heed it is a

further testimonial to my already leg-
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enclary and notorious artistic in-

tegrity.”

The Director shook his head sadly.

The Author laughed. “One of the

basic canons of the fraternity : a hos-

tile critic is an unmitigated ass. It’s

a defensive reaction, and its pro-

nouncement follows the criticism as

the niglit, the day. But, on the other

hand, the friendly critic, although

usual])' a man of innate .sensi1)ilities

and super]) ])ers])icacity, lias, in the

preset)! iusltince, ])een so overcome

willi llie over-all arlislic effect that

he cannot discern those numerous

minor flaws with which the work
abounds.”

The Director cleared his throat.

“I’lcase. Be serious for once—this is

apt to become very grave.”

"Oh, hut I am serious. In fact,

levity is unknown in my profession.”

The Director sighed. “You have,

of course, read the Critics. Haven’t

you ?”

“.'\heni. Tliat. Universally unfa-

vorable eoninteuts, 1 have heard, so

I didn’t bother with them. An author

(|uickly learns that any fool can find

fault, so he only bothers with the ex-

ceptionally perceptive fool who can

find virtue— Ah, but what can—in-

deed, what must—one expect? To
cast pearls before swine— That, in-

cidentally, is a line from the play. I

have a certain facility, I pride my-
self, in turning a phrase

;
and in my

career. I’ve turned a million of them,

each equally as scintillating. But, to

cast pearls, I say, before swine is the

unfailing occupation of the artisti-

cally inspired.”

“Really, I’m afraid—”

“Ah ha. Afraid? Banish that ig-

noble substantive, fear, from your

vocabulary. It, sir, is the hobgoblin

of petty minds—to paraphrase one

of my better comments upon life.

Would you degenerate into a cpiiv-

ering mass of jelly at the first sar-

castic comment of a myopic Critic?”

“Well, I must say, in fairness,

that there were some powerful ob-

jections—”

“Objections? Ha! The play’s

scarce begun. But I, too, in fairness,

will admit that the quality of the

acting leaves something of the subtle-

ty out of my superb dialogue, and
that several of the settings are a dis-

grace to an enlightened stage.

“But, again in fairness, I miist-ad—

mit mitigating circumstances, and I

duly appreciate them, and they can-

not be wholly ameliorated, due to a

certain decadence in sta^e craft and
stage conventions. For instance, to

take only one of many ; It is a trifle

sordid sort of a play—but would you
for a moment consider circumscrib-

ing art by petty moral judgments?

And you know that in this day and
age sordidness demands sacrifices

that competent actors do not need to

make, being, in fact, financially in-

dependent of the stage, you might

say, although, by depriving that sub-

ject area, from which all great Art
arises, of their histrionics, they do
the stage a disservice. Still, I say,

one should not cavil at prostitutes

;

they freely chose their profession. Or
again : the usury of our backers

severely limits the fertility of m;^
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imagination—but again, I shall suf-

fer in silence,

“But even so, you will see, as the

play soars to its compelling climax,

these minor criticisms will be en-

gulfed by the universal shouts of ap-

probation acclaiming your foresight

and courage in directing this ex-

travaganza of passion. Every day

you must observe the increasing emo-

tional impact of my writing. And the

g'radual unfolding of awe inspiring

and cataclysmic events will leave the

Ijeholders breathless. Can you
doubtr
“Well-”
“But it was, precisely, the level of

acting that I came to see you about

today. In an endeavor to raise, in my
humble fashion, the general level of

performance, I have written in a part

for myself. Besides, I need a vaca-

tion. And, in addition, I have writ-

ten the script sufficiently far ahead

that, barring unusual exigencies, you
will have no need for consulting me
while I’m on stage.”

“This part of yours—?”
“Oh, a little thing. Not much. A

happy part, you might say. Perhaps,

indeed, the happiest part in the

whole play.”

“That’s what I thought,” the Di-

rector said. “How are }''ou going to

fit a happy part into that play? It’ll

stick out like a sore thumb.”

“What a silly question. I’ll tie it

right in—as soon as I get back.”

The Director waved his hand
feebly. “That’s already a criticism

:

they say you leave too many loose

ends, as it is. That there are already
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enough glaring inconsistencies—”

“Please!” The Author shielded

his e}’es. “Do not dignif}^ the bab-

blings of morons by repeating them,

sir ! I shall refuse to listen to such

vile canards, sir!”

The Director shrugged. “O.K. If

}mu won’t listen, you won’t. But I

warned you. Now, this part of yours.

Are you going to be a writer in the

play, too?”

“No ! Whatever gave you that ab-

surd thought? I’m going to be a

happy man.”

Now the technical effects staff of

the Play was no more happy with it

than were its most severe Critics.

The Actors—“lean, hungry things,”

as one Critic sagely observed—were
sufficiently exasperating to occupy,

exclusively, the complete attention

and undivided resources of twice as

many technical effects men as the

budget provided for the whole pro-

duction.

Chiefly through wanton careless-

ness, they were damaging props al-

most as fast as repair units could

hustle, unobtrusively, about to fix

them up. That, indeed, coupled with

other factors, had made the situation

so urgent, recently, due to the need

for quick action, that the Actors

themselves were spotting the repair

teams in the sky and wondering at

them in spite of numerous revisions

by the Author to explain them away
in terms of natural laws of the Play.

Those very laws, too, caused grave

concern to the technical effects staff,

being, as they most certainly were,
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shot throngh with absurdities, con-

tradictions, and inconsistencies, and

causing llie Chief of the staff finally

to scribble a protest : “It appears to

me that the Author, whatever else

he mav he, is neither a logical think-

er nor a man well versed in the

physical systems practical for and

available to the Stage.”

Too, as the Play progressed, the

Actors became increasingly restive-

many of them, doubtless, being

forced, from financial need, to con-

tinue working long after their nerves

were unsuited to their profession.

And few if any of them possessed

the requisite ability to carry through

the Blackout the sense of loyalty to

the theater, the ])lay-niust-go-on

lovally, and conse(|nently, in their

free-will jieriods, when they were not

directly involved in the main or sub

plots, their spirits animated the life

]iro])s in most curious and unsatis-

factory fashions. They had continu-

:dly to he watched, and they necessi-

tated frc(|nent hasty revisions in the

.script and no end of other trouble.

Several times it had lieen necessary

to remove, jihysically and summarily,

a recalcitrant Actor from the Stage

altogether. And this, of course, the

Critics were disinclined to approve.

'file over-all difficulties of staging

were augmented by the complicated

plot vagaries of an Author noted not

only for his erratic genius but also

for his slijishod workmanship and
freipient addlejiatedness. Currently

the technical staff was being driven

almost to distraction by his advance

scri])t—which called for extending

the acting stage to encompass not

only the one, hut several, planets in

the system.

Of late, the Chief of the staff had
a full-time .scribe whose only job

was to catalogue the mistakes. Every
time the Chief so much as glanced at

the volume, he moaned a weak moan.
One whole seption of it was head-

ed : “Casting Office, Fiascoes.” That
section contained an embarrassing

chronicle of objects necessary to the

plot being born dead, the Office hav-

ing failed to provide Actors on time.

Since a recent change in Casting per-

sonnel, the number of incidents had
multiplied alarmingly.

Further, on several occasions,

when the terrarium showed signs of

becoming unbalanced, in an excess of

enthusiasm Casting had poured in a

plethora of the missing element. One
entry read : “Bugs—1869—summer-
land mass : Kngland—arrival of flies,

ladybugs, fireflies, et cetera, in ex-

cess of requirements.” Casting had
sent in wave after wave of them,

millions upon millions of them—even
going so far as to lx>rrow some, of

completely different makeup, from
another Play.

The technical effects staff, only

peripherally responsible, nonetheless

had to rectify those blunders in ad-

dition to more of their own making.

The entry read : “Ashes— 1863—
summer-land mass ; Africa—recti-

fied e.xplanation, Krakatoa.”

On that occasion, the a.shes had
descended over a large area, drifting

in from an explosion on a nearoy
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planet. The explosion, itself, had
been the consequence of canal dig-

ging on the surface. At first the

Author had been contented merely

to cause various astronomers in the

Play to report the canals
;
but later,

for some as yet unexplained reason,

long after the Play had begun, he

insisted upon their physical presence.

The technical effects staff had inad-

vertently permitted the ashes to drift

over the acting stage, and, in order

to explain them, the Author was
forced to divert his plot to permit a

semitorpid volcano to be exploded.

The Critics chuckled. And even

many of the Actors insisted upon
noting that the facts were inconsis-

tent with the explanation : the ashes

having begun to appear some time

before the eruption of the volcano.

The Author continued, however, to

deliver the explanation through the

most noted authorities in the Play,

and it was eventually accepted by

the Actors. But it had been a bad

time, and the Chief of the staff caught

all kinds of remarks from the Di-

rector.

There were thousands of other

entries of like but less startling and
universal nature.

But the most pressing problem of

all—indeed, the most appalling prob-

lem—was that of the stage machinery

itself.

The settings had been, by and

large, jerry-built, and they were be-

ginning to come apart at the seams.

The Critics were sneering whenever

objects fell upon the acting stage

that could not—by any stretch of the

imagination—be explained by the Au-
thor’s system of laws. They had in-

creasing occasion for sneers
;
and it

depressed the morale of the techni-

cal effects staff.

One day the Chief said to his as-

sistant, quite matter of factly, “I

won’t be able to get another job after

this one. Let’s face it.”

“Oh, come now. Chief, things

ain’t that bad.”

The Chief shook his liead. “Op-
timism is for youth. I’m too world
weary for it. Do you realize that my
overtime pay roll alone is almost as

much as they take in at the ticket

office? Something’s got to be done.

I don’t care any inore, for myself,

but something’s got to be done. Pve
got all my repair units out with or-

ders to keep the Stage from falling

to ])ieces—Pve told them, if they

have to, let the Actors watch them
work. What, else can I do ? And it’s

still coming apart. Pm afraid to ask

the Director to increase the staff—

Pm too far over budget as it is.

Something’s got to be done.”

“You ought to see him, anyhow,
Chief. Maybe he’ll think of some-

thing.”

The Chief had a faraway look in

his eyes.

“Chief! Answer me!”
“Uh? Oh. Yes, yes. It’s a very

good idea. I must do that very thing,

this very day.”

What were the Critics saying?

The Critics were saying very un-

kind things.

Or— that is to say—after the Lead-
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ill},'' Critic issued an opinion, the

I ,esser Critics eclioed it;.

‘'Discerning;; no other purpose, this

Critic is forced to assume that the

Author is aiming at utter boredom,

and from what we remember of his

last altempt, we are encouraged to

note llial he has elevated his aim
considerably.”

“It is diriicult to determine the

part least deserving condemnation.”

‘‘However, it must be admitted,

that, discounting the ability to act,

the Actors leave very little to be de-

sired.”

‘‘'Fhe Play soars to ever new
heights <if ctirnage. The Author kills

oft his characters in incredible

droves. If he ap])lies himself stead-

fastly to the task, it is to be hoped

that he runs out of characters before

he runs out of audience. But this, I

fear, appears unlikely at the present.

due to the unusually high mortality

rate of the latter.”

‘‘Real people, of course, could

never act sb stupidly. There is no
development of plot, if there was
any plot to begin with— At times,

the whole thing—approaches a farce.”

“Melodrama.”

“One could scarcely insist that

truth and justice always triumph;

but to have it happen once or twice

might not, perhaps, be overdoing it.”

“Confusion, inanity and folderol.

We can scarcely see how the Author
will attempt to tie in all the diverse

elements at the conclusion—if he has

time to try.”

“It has now gone on for a good

while, degenerating steadily in defi-

ance of probability. We expect to be

the last to leave but we are not pack-

ing a lunch.”
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“It leaves something to be de-

sired.”
a

“So you see, it’s desperate. Even
the rotation mechanisms are off sev-

eral seconds.”

The Director looked at the Chief

of the technical effects staff. He then

looked at the Ijackers of the Play.

The backers shook their heads

gravely. “This is very serious. We’re
losing money every day.” “What
has the Author got in mind?” “Yes,

we’ve certainly got a right to know
that.”

“I really don’t know,” the Di-

rector said. “He’s supposed to lie a

genius.”

“Well, why isn’t he here ?” “If we
could talk to him, maybe we could

decide something.” “You know we
hate to go over the Author’s head

if we can help it. Maylie he knows
how this thing is going to end.”

“Maybe he’s got a way to start it

making sense.” “Maybe he’s got an

ending that’ll suck ’em in like a

vacuum.”

“I’m. sure he has,” the Director

said, “if you’ll just be patient. He’s

a genius.”

The Chief said ; “I’ve still got to

have more repair men.”

“We’re hack to that again.” “How
can you ask us to sink more money
into this rat hole unless we know
what the Author’s got in mind?
“Where is the Author, by the way?”

“He,” the Director said, “is vaca-

tioning in the Play.”

“Well— !” “Can you get him out

here ?”

“The Critics won’t like it a hit,”

the Chief said.

“Who cares.” “Nobody reads

them.” “Yes, we’ve got to have the

Author. That’s all there is to it.” “In

common fairness, wc have to talk to

him. I mean, we wouldn’t want to

call in a Play-doctor without talking

to him fir.st.”

“A . . . Play-doctor ?” the Di-

rector .said. “He won’t like that. He
won’t like it a hit.”

“Maybe we won’t have to, after

all.” “Maybe he’s got an ending

that’ll suck ’em in like a vacuum.”

Rockwell Hartlcih, HI, scion ot

the Boston Hartleihs, awoke. 1 le had
been endowed with a curiotis consti-

tution. Anyone else in the world

would have had a hangover, had
anyone else in the world been fool

enough to consume, as much—and as

great a variety—alcoholic beverages

as Rockwell Hartlcih, HI, had the

previous evening. He, of course, had
no hangover at all, and he , felt as

fresh as a May niorning.

He yawned luxuriously, stretch-

ing his silk clad arms high aliove his

head, fingering the distant bed jiost.

He got up.

He phoned Millicent.

“Hello,” he said brightly.

There was an answer of vowels,

painfully vocalized.

“I .see you got home all right,” he

said. “This is Rocky. Can I pick you

up this afternoon? For a drive?”

“Oh? It’s you, my dear boy,” came
the answer. “What can you mean
waking up decent people at this
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lioiir? Wliat would your family say—
if lliey were alive? 1 suggest that

you take a cold shower and go right

to bed. Phone me hack about six.”

“Rut, Milly-”

“Now, now', little mair. You do

what I said, or I shall he ver)' nasty

with you.”

“Really, Millv, it’s such a beauti-

ful day-”
“l.islen, hang uj) that jihone so I

can gel me some sleep.”

lii'ing a geullemau, he hung up

the phone.

lie sli])])ed on a dressing gowm
and lit a long cigarette after first

carefully inserting it in a long, black

cigarette holder. Tde .sat down.

The smoke w'as unusually good.

Rut, in the moniiiigs, il was always

unusually goo<l. 1 le blew lazy clouds

at the ceiling.

After a wdiile, he rang for the

butler.

“James,” he told the man, “I .shall

need the car at ten o’clock, h'or

breakfast, 1 think I’ll have two eggs,

half a dozen rashers of bacon, a pot

of thick, black colfee, three slices of

light toast, marmalade. .Strawberries

and cream, feet's see. 'I'he eggs about

two and one half minutes, I think. 1

guess that’ll be all— Oh, yes! Rring

me in the Transcript, will you?”
Settled comfortably with last

night’s pa))cr, he turned immediately

to the comics—comidetely ignoring

the news, in fact, being indifferent to

it at all times, and the market re-

]>orts, being, in fact, iu<ie])endent of

them at all times, lie chuckled hap-

pily at the comics. He was not no-

torious for his .sen.se of humor, hut,

with some di.scernment, he always

pointed out, “At least I’m happy
with it.”

Midway through the comic sec-

tion, he suddenly became aware that

something was standing behind his

back. I.azily, he rolled over.

“Come along,” the repair man
said.

“Come along? Nonsense, my man.
Pm perfectly content right here. It

is fantastic to think that I should for

one moment consider going any-

where with you for any reason wdiat-

soever.”

“Dear me,” the repair man said,

and reached out with his hooks.

Rockwell llartleil). III, put up
(piite a fight.

“The audience,” the repair man
pleaded, between pants, “remember
the audience.”

When James returned wdth the

breakfast tray, his handsome }'Oung

master was no where in evidence.

The Author came through the

memory blackout. He was in the Di-

rector’s office. He shook off the re-

])air man’s hooks and found himself

still wearing the Inxly of Rockwell
Hartleih, HI. He looked around the

office, saw the assembly.

“Well, get me out of here.”

Obligingly, the repair man cracked

him behind the ears with a hammer,
and Rockwell Hartleih, HI, slumped
to the floor as dead as a mackerel.

The Author stepped out of the body.

“Now, gentlemen, I assume some
dire event—one of the uttermost of
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consequences — some calamity, in

short—has caused you to interrupt

my vacation. I’ll he glad to take care

of it right away, and then I really

must rush off to bed. I find myself

strangely fatigued.”

“Well,” the Director said, “you
.see, there is—”

“Ah, sir, we merely desire—”

“That is, ah . . . some of our best

steady-goers have tdready quit us.

They say, frankly, it’s nonsense, the

Play, and you’ve got in deeper than

you intended, and you can’t possibly

get out or make sense of it.” "Oh,
yes, the gate is falling off astonish-

ingly.” “And vve thought, if you'd

kindly tell us the climax—” “You see,

the .setting is coming apart, and be-

fore we . . . ah . . . invest more
money—”
“The climax, gentlemen? ^\’hy,

gladly. Rut gentlemen- is it to l)c

conceived that you lack faith? You
don’t think—.t/ft'c/y you don’t think—

that I don’t know where my own
Play is going?”

“Well,” the Director said, “they

do say it lacks any dramatic ... ah

. . . cohesiveness, and every time you

get stuck, you just have another

war.”

“Wars,” the Author said, drawing

up to his full height, “illustrate my
the.sis

!”

“Oh?” “And that thesis?” “Yes,

what is that?”

“Can you gentlemen — of strong

minds, I dare say, and sound bodies

—think for one single little instant

that I have none?” His voice fell

craftily. “Do your minds entertain
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the ab.surd notion thiit I am merely

parlaying my Play along? Stretching

it out, prostituting Art for financial

gain? Living off ymt like a con-

scienceless parasite? llojiing for an

ins])iration ?’ I lo])ing to sntitch lioth

thesis and climax out of the :iir when
you h;ive stixid all of my procrastina-

tion that yott intend to stand? Do
you really think that?” His voice

had sighed to an emotion heavy

whisper.

“Dear me, no.” “Of cour.se not.”

“Rut really we nutst know the cli-

max.”
“I see. As long as there is not the

least iota of .sus|)icion—and if I

thought there were, I shottid leave

you flat, gentlemen : 1 have my pride.

As long, I say, as you continue to

trust me implicitly, as an Author
must be trusted, I shall tell you the

ending— Rut, genllemen, it oecurs

to me, in fairness to till of us, so that

you may better tqipreciate its full

power, T believe I will draw up an

outline for you. T think much better,

late at night, gentlemen, and I as-

sure you, in outline form my thoughts

are always as beautifully lucid as a

theorem in mathematics. I’ll bring it

in, .say, next week. How’ll that be,

gentlemen ?”

“Ah . . . well—” “No, I’m afraid—”

“We really must insis! on it tomor-

row.”

The Author was taken aback.

“Three days from now, gentlemen.

That is the absolute earliest that I

can have the summary^ of the final

installments. The absolute e.arliest.”

“Tomorrow.” “Yes, we must
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have it tomorrow.” "We want to call

in a Play-doctor as soon as we can,

if we have to.”

“A— Genllemen, did you say Play-

doctor? Can you, my friends, real-

ize the imj)ort of that noun on a

playwright’s ears? (ientlemen ; day

after tomorrow.”

“No!” "Tomorrow!” “Just a few

scribbles — anything making some
sense out of the Play.”

“If I iiad more time— Please, gen-

tlemen, consider—”

"If it’s not liere, we shall turn it

all over to the Play-doctor.”

“I told you so,” the Director said.

‘AVe’ve trusted you all along,

haven’t we?” “We’re sure it’ll he a

fine ending.” “I’m sure it’ll he an

ending that’ll suck ’em in like a

vacuum.”

The Author sat down at his de.sk,

pulled out his script digest, thumbed
through it rapidly, and shook his

head.

“1 am ;imazed,” he said, turning

to his .Secretary, "at the fecundity of

my imagiii.itiou. .Surely such a mind,

so rich, so fertile, should lx‘ able to

make some sort of sense out of it.”

“I should certainly think so, sir.”

The Author stood up. “I do seem
to have got just a bit involved. I’er-

ha])s I shouldn’t have tried to put so

much in the Play. With a few less

element;?. I'm sure 1 could figure out

something.”

“It is very com])le.x, sir,” she said,

“what with all kinds of vvairs and all

kinds of intellectual movements, and
all kinds of philosophies, and all

kinds of emotions and things. But

it’s very powerful, sir, even if it isn’t

going any place.”

“True,” the Author said, “a mas-

terpiece beyond a scruple of a doubt.

A veritable treasure chest of sig-

nificancies—if I could only under-

stand them.”

He toured the room, observing

articles of furniture with a critical

eye. At length he said, “My grand-

father, on my mother’s side, was a

willful man. One day, in a fit of

picjue, occasioned when his whiskers

got into his soup while he was try-

ing to drink it from a howl, the old

gentleman set fire to his beard. The
heard being moist, it only sizzled and
si)uttered. Whereupon grandfather

domsed it into a can of highly inflam-

mable li([uid with the most lamenta-

ble results. On that unhappy day,

my father said to me : ‘Let that be a

lesson, son. When you grow a beard,

never try to light it.’
”

“Yes, sir?” the Secretary said,

hopefidly.

“I attempted to resist temptation

by refusing to cultivate a beard. Now
would you care to watch me burn
this script?”

“Of cour.se, sir,” said she.

“If you will just bring me some
material that I can pour over it,

which, upon the application of fire,

will turn it into an incadescent heap,

we shall proceed.”

The Secretary complied.

When the script was crackling

merrily, the Author began to smile.

The flames threw weird shadows
on the walls : and stinging smoke bil-
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lowed out, filling the room. A brief

summary of a long Play turned

brown and withered, and blackened

and collapsed upon itself. A vagrant

breeze, from one open window,

stirred the ashes fretfully.

“That,” the Author said with

finality, “is that.”

“But, sir, I don’t quite see how
that helped you think up an ending.”

“I was getting very tired of this

particular Play,” he said, ignoring

her, “and not very proud of it,

either, to speak the facts. I never

did think it was one of my better

Plays.” He crossed the room and sat

down.

“I was alwa}'s weak on Science.

One shouldn’t write about some-

thing one knows nothing of. I fear I

shall never learn that, however. If I

hadn’t made the whole system so

absurd . . . oh, well— What’s past is,

after all, past.”

“You can think of something,

sir.”

“No, my dear girl, it is too late,

now. Pve only until tomorrow. Pm
resigned. Making any sort of sense

out of it would he imjxissihle.”

“You’ve said, yourself, sir, that

you’re always doing the impo.ssihle,”

she reminded him.

“Quite true. But Pve alsh said that

it takes until day after tomorrow.

^Vell, would you care to have dinner

with me?”
“Pd rather not, tonight, sir. T can

see one of your nasty moods coming
on.”

“Perhaps you’re right, there. But
we Arti.sts are continually set upon
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by Worries. It’s enough to make us

nasty. Imagine being forced to un-

derstand your own work! 'fhat, as

any fool knows, is the job of the

Critic.”

“You’ve always come up with

something, sir. Every time.”

“Thank you,” he said. "Yes, my
dear, your insight is acute : Pm start-

ing to feel positively vile.”

He left the room.

Once out of the house, he went

directly to his club where, among
others, writers were wont to as-

semble.

“Hello, old man,” said :i writer,

rushing to the door to greet him

with outstretched hand and bland

smile. “I hear the)’’re al>out to call

in a Play-doctor on you. Tsch-tscli.

1 know how you feel. Ila])pened to

me when 1 was just st.arting out.

Coiddn’t write a line for the longest

time afterwards.”

“I’ll have an ending,” the Author

snajqicd. “In fact, Pve got an end-

ing, right now.”

“Oh—” the writer said, his smile

evaporating. “That’s fine. 'I'hal’s just

fine. There’s nothing 1 like to see

better than amjther writer’s suc-

cess.”

“That’s what I like .about this pro-

fession,” the Author said. “Our
esteem for our colleagues’ success.”

He went to his table and sat down.

He ordered a drink.

Over the drink, he shook his head

sadly at no one. He sat for a long

time.

Suddenly he jumped up, kicking
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over his chair. “I knew 1 wouldn’t

fail me,” he said aloud. He rushed

into the foyer.

I le buttonholed the first person he

saw.

“I’ve got It!” he said. “It came to

me in a—” Then, remembering him-

self, he said ; “That is to say, I

would sincerely desire your reaction

to an ending I intend to use in my
Play. I’ve been mulling it over for

some time and I want an honest

opinion from a neutral observer.”

'riien the Author began to talk

rapidly and excitedly. In the pres-

ence of ideas, he discarded syntax.

“Look! You heard they said my
Play waSxchaos? Well, I admit it.

Sure it is. That’s the point ! And my
science is all screwy? That’s the

whole point, don’t you see? Natu-

rally, if it weren’t, I wouldn’t of

wrote it that way.

“Look ! You know how it runs . . .

the whole thesis is . . . the mind in-

troduced into a hostile environment,

hn environment that demands con-

tradictory things . . . that creates

ideals and then destroys them. Don’t

3'ou see ? Well ! I show that even

there the mind triumphs. I show

how it triumphs through sheer per-

severance. How, out of utter ab-

surdity, it will eventually come to

overlay some sort of system of physi-

cal laws that will actually work!

“And then . . . then I show how
the mind realizes that there can be

an overlay of social laws that will

work even in a hostile environment

. . . that will work ! I don’t pretend

they’re right, hut they work. And
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then they really look for those laws

and find them, just like they found

the physical laws. And how they ig-

nore precedent and orient themselves

by them !”

He paused for breath.

“And the past ties in—that’s the

beauty of it! How, for them, evil

was really necessary before good
could be. How evil gives insight and
creates need, out of which—in answer
to which—good arises ! How, since

evil and chaos are indissolubly

united, good can only come from an
awareness of order, and how that

awareness can come only after trying

first one thing and then another, in a

long, heartbreaking search!

“Look! Can’t you see the ending?
They rise above their whole history

to find truth and justice where there

really is none. They look back on the

horrors of their past, and they know
that tomorrow will finally be dif-

ferent !

“I can see them singing and
laughing and happy. I can see their

smiling faces and hear their songs

ringing clear and joyous. It’s beau-

tiful music : and there is a golden

sunrise— The birds are singing, too

. . . everything is singing. The Actors

have tears in their eyes out of the

sheer joy of living. And slowly, as

the curtains falls, comes sweet per-

fumes of spring—universal spring-

creeping out to the audience ! I can

see the audience weeping in sym-

pathy.”

“I can’t, Buster,” the man said. “I

don’t know you. I never heard of
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3^our Play. T think you’re nuts. I

never go to the Theater.”

“.
. . The ultimate triuni])h of per-

severance !” The Author smiled, hav-

ing com])leted his reading to the

backers and to the Director.

For lucidity, it had been a non-

pareil presentation. Everything had

been fitted into its proper place ;
di-

vergent actions had been shown to

draw the thesis into proper ])erspec-

tive. Psychological rationalization

had achieved its greatest triumph.

It was met with stony silence.

After an uncomfortable period, the

Director said, “Ah . . . quite— Most
ingenious. Oh, very fine indeed. A
trne master])iece. But—”

“Surely—?” the Author s;iid, look-

ing around him at llinly profiles.

“Surely, gentlemen—”

“Quite good.” “Astonishingly

fine.” “However ... it seems, j)er-

haps ... I mean—” “Yes, don’t yon

think it’s going it a bit too strong?”

The Author shook his head slowly.

“Gentlemen, modesty forbids me to

speak out on tbe obvious merits of

this solution. But 1 think the facts

themselves pre.sent such a prepon-

derance of weight to it that only a

dizzard could fail to see in it the

hand of one of the greate.st Artistic

geniuses in our generation.”

“I’m afraid it’s such a sordid |)lay,

it demands a sordid ending,” said

the Director.
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“But that’s the whole point — it

doesn’t
!’’

“Really, whatever effect you’ve

built up,” the Director said, “would

be destroyed. I’n: afraid that’s the

way we feel about it.”

“I see it,” the Author said calmly.

“I see it all now, very clearly. Say

no more. You, sir, are throwing me
to these wolves.” He waved at the

backers, and his voice became indig-

nanl. “I laving despaired, cravenly,

of success, you think to ingratiate

yourself with these I’hilistines and

disown all affiliation with true Art.

You, sir, cannot possess the moral

courage of a beast. Knowing that

Art’s breeding ground is oiijiosition,

at the first sign of it, you desert the

l>aimer. One, in short, sir, as I re-

marked so a|)tly in my Play, cannot

have enough contempt for that sort

of thing. But I bear you no malice,

sir, holding small minds beneath my
notice.”

“Now. Now.” “While the ending

of yours is everywhere admiral)Ie—

”

“You see, we liave already consulted

a 1 ’lay-doctor.”

“Ah ha! Anticipating a corpse,

you have summoned a scavenger.

Finding no corpse, to salvage your

self-esteem you desire to provide

one.”

“Please, in fairness—” “You don’t

quite understand.” “The situation—”

“Bah!” said the Author. “I shall

never again affiliate myself with you

in whatsoever a capacity.”

“True.” “That is very likely.”

“While regrettable, that appears as a

definite possibility at the moment.”

"I really think,” the Director said,

“your idea is fine. But, under the

circumstances-”

“Art does not recognize adversity,

nor its allies.”

"What we want tO'Say is, as fine

as your idea is, we’re sure the Crit-

ics would not approve.” “Yes, good
as it is, it could be a target for at-

tack.” “The fact of the matter is,

whatever you do, the Critics will be
sure to pan it.”

“You force us to tell you the un-
pleasant truth,” the Director said.

“You see, some of your remarks
about them have got back to the

Critics. Hereinafter, I’m afraid,

nothing you write will meet with an
enthusiastic reception.”

“And while it is too bad that we
simply can’t permit your name to

kill the gate, we really think the

Play-doctor has a better idea any-
way.” “And it’s cheaper; we won’t
have to repair any of the settings.”

“And it’ll suck ’em in like a vacuum.”

When he liad gone, the Director

let out a long sigh. “Such a pity
;
he’s

a genius, you know.”
“Terribly sorry.” “Awfully hard

on him.” “But after all, we must
think of ourselves.”

“Now,” the Director said, “if

you’ll wait just a moment, I’ll call in

our advertising man, and then we
can get to work on the new ending.”

The advertising man came im-

mediately. He was full of bounce.

He walked briskly to the center of

the room. “How do you do?” he

said, bobbing his head in the direc-
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tion of the backers. “I’ve already

been briefed. No sense in wasting

your time and mine going over it

again. This is an ending that will

shock people to their very bones. We
intend to play it up that way, em-

phasize the horror angle. ^Not give

away much of the actual ending, you

understand, but just enough hints to

whet the appetite.

“As you know, it will not be Art.

But we know all about Art, don’t

we? It will be—frankly—blood and

thunder. There will be plenty of ex-

citement. We will aim at the masses,

the little fellow in the galleries.”

“Let the Critics go hang.” “No-

body reads them.” “We’ve got an

ending that’ll suck ’em in like a

vacuum.”
“Exactly,” said the advertising

man.
“Now, if you have no suggestions,

I will show you the first draft of our

literature. You see here, the red

border—”

The clients were buzzing with ru-

mors until the millions of casting

offices and the millions of reception

rooms gave off a sound not unlike

that given off by a giant hive

crammed with angry bees.

In one of the offices there were

five clients. The sixth materialized

from the stage. He stepped down
from the exit platform.

“Whew!” he said. “That was a

rough one.” He signed in. “Please
!”

he said. “No more like that one!”

The clerk said, “I’ll see what I

can do.”

The sixth client crossed the room
and joined the others. “It’s rough

out there,” he said. “And I think it’s

going to get worse.”

“Then you’ve been on stage for

some time?” one of the others said

sympathetically. “You haven’t heard

what’s going to happen?”

“No. What?” the sixth said.

“Starting tomorrow,” the client

said ominously in answer, “all the

jobs go on extra pay.”

The sixth client blanched. “No!”
he hissed in unbelief, and then,

hoarsely, he whisj^ered. “You mean
it’s going to gel llial bad? I don’t

believe it!”

“But it’s true, though. 1 know for

sure. I was in the wings just a little

bit ago, and you know what ?”

“No,” the sixth said weakly.

“What?”
“All the repair men are gyne!” the

client announced in Irininph.

“That can’t be right,” said the

sixth, shaking his head in numb puz-

zlement. “They can’t take them
away. Why, if they did, the whole

stage would begin to fall apart.”

“That,” said yet another client,

“seems to be the whole point.” lie

lowered his voice. “In fad. I’ve been

told in strictest confidence by a man
who should know that they’re even

calling in a wrecker crew, too. To
help it along!”

“And the ads! You should see

them ! They’re really not giving out

all the details of the ending either.

It’s enough to make your flesh

crawl.”

“You really mean . . .
you mean.
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tliey’re actually going . . . no. That

would be the che.'ipest kind of sen-

sationalism ! 1 can’t believe it. They
coiddn’t expect us to go through that.

They just couldn’t. If nothing else,

we’ve got our reputations to thinkof
!”

“Oh, hut you haven’t heard the

worst—”
“I . . . I don’t think I can stand

any more. It’s ])ositively fiendish al-

ready. I'd rather not know— "We
don’t have to ])ut up with it! Con-

sider our Art. I tell you, no self-re-

S])ecting Actor ought to stand for it
!”

One said, “That’s why it’s all go-

ing to be extra ]jav from now on.”

Another asked, plaintively, “But

what can we do?” And a third said,

“After all, it is good money, you’ve

got to admit that.”

'I'he sixth slumjied down mo-
rosely. “I’m heat,” he said. “Let’s

face it—we’re all heat. They’ve got

tTS and they know it. We’ve got to

work.”

The clerk’s buzzer sounded, and

the clients all rusheil his desk and
jostled each other at the railing.

After a moment, the clerk called

out a name. 'I'he one client re-

mained
;

the others slunk hack to

their seats.

“Can’t y<iu give me a hint?” the

client asked the clerk.

d'he clerk shook his head ; he

reached over and ])ulled forward his

])ay roll sheet.

The others watched closely as the

client signed out.

“Well,” one of them said, “I won-
der what that poor devil’s going to

he?”

The rest looked blank. “I’m afraid

to guess,” one finally answered.

“Maybe he’s going to be an insect

of some kind. Those are pretty good

roles, usually.”

“Or maybe a fish, or a bird—or

even a cat or a dog.”

“He wouldn’t mind what’s going

to happen then. Not so much, I

mean. It doesn’t mean so much to the

background pieces.”

Another client cleared his throat.

“But imagine being born right now
as a—”

“Don’t ! Please, have you no
mercy? It’s too horrible to think

about. Don’t even mention it.”

One of the other clients jumped
up. “That does it I That does it!
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They can’t hire me for that sort of

hing! I’ve got my pride. I don’t

leed a job that had
!”

He stalked out of the office.

After he had gone, the rest

lunched forward with relief. It made
heir chances of gettjng work just

hat much better.

The Director looked across his

lesk at the Lawyer.

The Lawyer cleared his throat.

‘No,” he said, waving his hand in a

lervous gesture. "No, we aren’t le-

gally liable. That’s taken care of.

t’^ou see, the Actors sign out of their

)wn free will. We’re not responsible,

n that sense.”

“Well,” the Director said, “I’m

jlad to hear that, anyway. At least

hat’s one thing solved. But now,

ibout this union business. Could we
ilap an injunction on them?”
The Lawyer frowned. “Frankly, I

loubt it. You can’t force a man to

ict.”

“Well, then, if we go on keeping it

piiet, could they sue us?”

“They could. But, then, if you
iidn’t keep it quiet, you couldn’t get

\ctors. I’m afraid. How much
ongcr will the Play run ?”

“Not long.”

“In that case,” the Lawyer said,

‘I’d risk it, if I were you. We can

probably beat the suit. Just go on

<eeping it quiet. Don’t let it leak

lUt.”

“Yes, we must keep it quiet.” “We
;an’t have the union strike.” “We

can’t have the Actors quit.” "Not
while were sucking them in like a
vacuum.”

Three uniformed men stood liy the

exit platform.

“Get ready,” the clerk said. “Here
he comes—”
“No!” the clerk corrected sharp-

ly, after rechecking his records.

“This one’s O.K. lie was a spar-

row.”

The Actor materialized. 1 Ic looked

dazed. Without ;i word, he walked

out of the office.

There was ;i wait.

“No!” the clerk said e.xciledly.

“This is it! Here comes one that

was a human.”
The Actor materialized. He struck

out blindly. One of the uniformed
men went down and out.

With a blood curdling shriek, the

Actor bolted for the corridf)r.

“Stop him! .Sto]) him!”

A guard threw himself out of the

way just in time and then started off

in hot pursuit. His feet pounded
hollowly.

A second guard saw the raving

Actor coming. He made a Hying

tackle, and the Actor went down
solidly.

The guard sat on him. The Actor

was still screaming disconsolately.

The second guard came up ; he

was panting. He shook his head

sadly.

“These horror plays,” he said,

“are sure tough on Actors.”

THE END
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EXPERIMENTUM CRUCIS

BY ANDREW MACDUFF

The e.xpcrinicnt was one that was simple enouf'h, just aivaiting contact

between the right peoples. But Torth didn't choose to be among them—
Illustrated by Cartier

Torlli rose to conceal his iinpa-

lience at the tone of the argument.

He turned away from the Earthman
and summoned a slave to heap up

the cushions more comfortably.

‘'Dtinno why I sto])ped here!”

Donnelly complained again. “You
got nothing worth trading. Still, it

ain’t fun to go twenty light-years an’

not land on anything!”

He stared disgustedly at the

painted picture-diagram hung on the

wall by Torth’s orders. He appar-

ently saw nothing of interest in

Athazt’s satellites — Prittanok, the

colonized moon, Riast, Trox, and

the mysterious (lanidi—depicted re-

volving about the planet.

Torth regarded him silently. 7

wonder why I ever bothered to learn

your language, Dahn-el-ee, he

thought. Was I mistaken in liking

the first few Earthmen zvho came to

AthaatF

“You wouldn’t understand,” Don-
nelly continued. “You Athazatans

never got any place but that first big

moon . . . what do you call it

again ?”

“Prittanok,” answered Torth la-

conically, directing a bored glance

out the wide, low window at the

craggy mountains beyond the har-

bor and landing field.

He twitched one of his short an-

tennae at the servant, who departed

as silently as he had crept in. Torth
wanted to go check up on the morn-
ing’s trading, but seated himself

again.

He wondered at the animosity

growing within him. After all, he

and the Earthman were not unrec-

oncilably different in looks. The
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visilor had skin of a pinkish brown
in place of fine, dark-green scales

;

and his limbs ended in five stubby,

jointed members rather than seven

deft tentacles. Also, Tortli was
aware, he was nnpleasanlly warm to

the touch. Nev’crtheless, in general

configurationTthev rei^resented com-
parable results of independent evo-

lutions.

Maybe I dislike being unable to

read his expression. Tortli decided.

By Athaztan standards, the

Earthman’s face was fleshy and

crowded. He had no antennae, save

for flat, crinkled appendages at the

side of the head where Tortli had

air vents. Only the smallness of his

mouth made Torth conscious of the

fanged gash across the smooth oval

of his own face.

“You never landed on anv of your

other three moons,” said Donnelly.

“Nor any of the four planets besides

Athazt.”

“What need?” parried Torth.

“Our astronomers report they are

all either sterile or frozen. Except

for Prittanok, there is nothing to at-

tract us.”

He wondered idly whether that

were quite accurate. For seven

years, Athaztan scientists had been

arguing about Ganph.

The Earthman lolled back on his

cushions. Torth remembered how
quickly he could move in Athazt’s

gravity, despite his clumsy appear-

ance, when he wanted to. His lazi-

ness must be due to boredom, not

fatigue.

“What ails you ?” Donnelly de-

manded. “You have the means for

space travel, all right. Why no am-
bition ?”

Torth rippled his hand-tentacles

together in a rising motion that

would be noncommittal in any lan-

guage.

“Perhaps the Department of Ex-
]iloration has not made the rewards
great enough,” he suggested.

“You mean they actually have re-

wards posted for reaching tho.se

moons ?”

“Ten thou.sand kaft. on which one

might live very comfortably for an

Athaztan year, for landing on Ritist

or Trox—that is to say, ‘Two’ .and

‘Three.’
”

The Earthman expelled air from
liis mouth in a shrill whistle.

“And for reaching Gan[>h, the

farthest, twenty thou.sand. 'I'lierc are

like awards for s|)onsoring such e.x-

peditions.”

“What does Ganph mean —
‘Four’?”

“No, it means ‘Unknown.’ We do

not yet have as much knowledge of

it as of the others, even the planets.”

“Oh, far out and sighted not too

long ago?”

“That is about the case,” Torth

agreed, with only slight reservations.

He welcomed the interruption of

his televisor chime. Gliding over to

the instrument, he switched it on

and saw the visage of one of his

underlings.

“That shipment of tunic from

Kajif is trouble,” the latter reported

with a worried expression. “All de-
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fectivc, and cheaper materials than

we paid him for.”

“The bandit!” murmured Torth. ’

lie hissed thoughtfully, first from

his right-hand air vent, then from

the one on the o|)posite side of his

neck.

“Well, 1 shall rememher Kajif,”

he replied after a pause, “hut the

first thing to do is save what kajt we
can. Ship the lot up to Prittanok.

They will buy anything there. W

e

may even he able to raise the price,

which would give Kajif a fever.”

lie switched off and wandered to

the wide window. Vines and shrub-

bery .'dong the neat street leading to

the main .section of the sprawling

port city were turning a gentle blue

in the spring season of Athazt, but

his mind was on Kajif. |dow that

slippery robber was two deals up on
him, and Torth did not relish in-

roads upon his hoard of kaft.

'

“How much do you know about

Ganjih ?”

He had almost forgotten the

wearisome Earthman, who had been

so unimpressed with the goods

Torth had to offer. He was not too

certain of the location of this star

Sol, but the technology of its dis-

tant planet must be far advanced. No
use trying to sell them gadgets.

“Little is known definitely,” he

said, gathering his thoughts. “Also,

an astronomer could tell you better

than I. Ganph travels about Athazt

in a retrograde direction, taking

about twelve of our days, and at a

distance which I find difficult to

translate offhand to your scale. It is
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quite small, probably little larger in

diameter than the city out there, and

some rather rare radiation has been

detected about it.”

Donnelly sat up as if interested at

last.

“What kind of radiation?” he

asked.

“I am not a scientist,” Torth re-

torted.^Nor am I accustomed to the

scientific terms of your language. To
put it roughly, I suppose you might

say Ganph is radioactive.”

“Radioactive !” Donnelly bounced

to his feet with an excess of muscu-
lar power. “Why didn’t you say so ?

That might be worth lookin’ into. I

certainly ain’t seen anything else

around here worth my hauling it

back to Sol.”

“It is true there is a reward for

landing on the small moons,” said

Torth thoughtfully. “Naturally, it

was not intended . . . that is, with a

star ship like yours, Dahn-el-ee, it

would be a game for cubs.”

“What of it?” demanded the

Earthman truculently. “If I take off

and touch all three on one little trip,

I got a good claim.”

“True,” admitted Torth, hissing

quietly to himself.

“And you said they put up the

same amount for the sponsor.

What’s he supposed to do ?”

“Build the ship, pay for supplies

and equipment, and so on,” Torth

told him.

“Well?” asked the Earthman,

looking at him with what he sus-

pected was intended to be a mean-

ingful expression.
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“You are hinting that I . . . back

such a flight?” asked the AthazLan

slowly.

“Sure! Won’t cost you a single

kaft—I’ve got the ship. If an Athaz-

tan backs the deal, your government

ain’t likely to object about the re-

wards, are they?”

Torth' walked dehl)erately over to

his cushions and sat down. lie felt

that there was something more here

than simple enthusiasm for progress

and exploration.

“No,” he answered. “I suppose

not.”

Torth tried to recall his earlier

talk and remember when Donnelly

had first shown interest in Ganph.

Had it not been—? Yes, when radia-

tion had been mentioned. And two
days ago, the Earthman had in-

(|uired about obtaining radioactive

metals. But the prices at which

Torth had offered to .sujrpl)^ them

had been too high, and the quanti-

ties too small.

“Of course,” he said aloud, “there

may be other profits. Should you

discover any valuable ores, for in-

stance—”

“Oh, well, I might take just a

quick look,” said Donnelly, waving

one of his big flat hands in a sweep-

ing gesture.

Even Torth, used to prying mean-

ings out of entirely different visages

and bodily motions, could tell that

the Earthman was disturbed by the

question. He apparently forgot to in-

quire about Ganph’s retrograde mo-

tion, the only case known to the
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Athaztans. Tortli debated explain-

ing it as the result of Ganph’s hav-

ing been captured seven years ago

from the comet it w^as trailing.

“The government would naturally

reserve a jtortion,” he added.

“And who gets the rest? Assum-
ing I do find anything?’’ asked IDon-

nelly intently.

“A large part would lie divided

lielween memliers of the ex]x;dition

—ill this case, just 3'ou—and the

sponsor.’’

“Huni])li! d'lie more you tell, the

more it shrinks. Maybe I’ll just stop

off on my way out-system.”

He went over to the picture

Torth’s slaves had hung on the wall,

walking lightly desjiile his bulk. He
sludied it carefully, 'forth made a

shrewd guess as to what went on in

the Karthman’s mind.

“Your star ship is very large,” he

murmured. “And Ganph is a small

moon.”
Donnelly ])ivotcd to face him.

“.So?” he challenged.

“So if you were to search Ganph
thoroughly and use your machinery

on it, you might he able to carry

away a great percentage of any valu-

able ores, tax free. Is robbing us in

your mind, Dahn-el-ee?”

'fhe I'.arthman’s face shaded to an

even more reddish color.

“Of course not !” he denied loudly.

“But you seem to lose interest in

the ‘progress’ you have been re-

proaching us for lacking.”

“Well ... it just don’t look like

such a good deal as T thought. Not
enough in it for me.”

By Prittaiiok’s poles! thought

Torth. He is preparing to bargain

me down. The ignorance, the inso-

lence of him!

“Forty thousand haft?” he a.sked

aloud. “Even if you must use it to

]xirchase our inferior products to

carry away, it would still he like

picking up the money to one with a

shi]) like yours.”

“Yeah . . . well, I dunno—

”

Should I let him cheat me? Torth
asked himself. Even for “scientific

progrcs.s" ? But he is just begging in

his olmo.rious way for a chance to

settle all arguments about Ganph.
IEhat ivould they say of me?

Donnelly had paced to the win-
dow, and turned to look back at

Torth.

“ft would lie a nice little profit for

you, though,” he said pleasantly

enough, “considerin’ that you really

ain’t doin’ anything.”

“Except arranging the legal de-
tails and making it possible for you
to collect.”

“Well, yeah. Rut that don’t cost

you anything. It ^enis to me that

maybe the rewards to the sponsor
oughta cover that.”

And if I say no, thought Torth, he
will either steal whatever he can

find, or refuse to go at all—which
might really he best. No! I would be

perfectly justified in sending him at

his terms; it is his plan.

“Well . . . forty thousand kaft,”

he murmured. “As you say, clear

profit. It would make up for a' loss I

had today.”

“Well, then?”
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“You would not mind putting

your mark on a brief document be-

fore you take off? To make sure I

get at least the forty thousand? I

should hate to do all that talking and

then learn that you were your own
sponsor

!”

Torth hoped to imply that his

disappointment might have unpleas-

ant consequences, and was satisfied

that he had succeeded.

“Sure,” agreed Donnelly. “Bring

it on. Then T’ll get going. T can he

clear ten minutes after I get to my
ship.”

Torth summoned the attendant

outside the chamber and sent him for

a secretary. As soon as the latter ar-

rived, the trader dictated a short

statement. He translated the agree-

ment to Donnelly, and they both

burned their marks into the thin

leather. After unplugging his elec-

trical stylus, the secretary departed

with orders to he discreet. Torth had

a ground car brought around to his

private gate for Donnelly, where-

upon they parted.

When he was alone, a slave

brought him warm lizard soup and

he settled down to wait.

Presently, through the window, he

detected activity out at the landing

field. Some time later, it ceased, and

he saw the Earth ship rise through

the air.

I wish I knezv zvhat he has for a

drive, he reflected. The Athaztans

still used rockets.

WTen the Earth ship was out of

sight among the blue-gray clouds, he
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forsook the window for his televisor.

“Get me the Department of Ex-
ploration,” he ordered his operator.

“Get the Director himself if you

can.”

It took a few minutes, hut in the

end he identified himself to the

Director.

“I have the honor to announce,”

Torth said after the required ex-

change of amenities, “that I am
sponsoring a flight to Kiast, Trox,

and Ganph.”

“To land on them?” asked the

Director. “Did you say Caiif>hf”

“That is correct. Believe me if

you choose, hut T found someone
eager to try it. He is already on the

way.”

“On the way?” The Director

looked doubtful.

“Yes. That is why T must request

to have astronomers assigned to ob-

serve Ganph immediately. I expect

it to he first.”

“Well, I suppose I can do that,”

said the Director. Pie wriggled his

antennae uneasily. “Ganph . . .

well ! Are you ready to offer proof

of your sponsorshi]! ? In case of re-

wards, I mean?”

Torth held up the agreement in-

scribed on the legal leather. Pie said,

“I am always meticulous where

money is concerned.”

The Director hissed with both air

vents.

“Quite so. But you know the cur-

rent scientific opinion ! It has been

all but proved.”

“Why, as to that,” said Torth,
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“there are but two ]iossil)iIities. Tliis

document takes care of one.”

Me paused briefly, thinking of

bow be had been scaled and gutted

if that one turned out to be the

actuality.

“Either way,” be continued, “it

will end the tirguments.”

The Director nodded reluctantlv.

“And on the other band,” finished

Torth, rippling bis band tentacles to-

gether, “if your physicists arc right,

and Ganph really is negative matter,

there will he a beautiful flare-up to

prove my claim.”

He switched off the set and
glided over to the window. He stood

there a few moments, though he
knew it was half a day too soon,

gazing speculatively up at the sky.

Till-: I'.Nn.

IN TIMES TO COME

Tlie cover yarn ne.Kt month is anotlicr of H. Beam Piper’s excellent Paratime

stories—"Temple Trouble.” Operating imdcr cover as the paratimers had to, to prevent

the peo])les of other time tracks from finding them, imposed certain restrictions on the

things they could do in tlie way of commercial exploitation. Particularly when the

paratimers behind a widely accepled “religion” started getting into trouble from a new
fanatic cull ! I .ols of miracles up their sleeves, of course, with the techniques they had

available. But Iheir sleeves were rigidly strapped down by their own paratime laws!

Knowing you can win, by exerting no more effort than the waving of a few fingers

over push buttons, and not being allowed to . . . that’s the kind of times that try men’s

souls

!

.'Vnd then there’s a long novelette by a new author, ‘‘A Stitch in Time,” by Sylvia

Jacobs. Uncle Sam W'as looking for a crystal ball—predicting accurately what will hap-

pen if you follow a given course of action could be somewhat useful in a not-too-stable

world—but what he got was something (luite otherwise. It reduced high-powered sci-

entists to bahhiing baby-talk, and drove government agents into ministering to the

Eskimos. And that hecanse it worked so well it didn’t do what they wanted and forced

them to stop using it 1

llm-m-m—time effects can be confusing, at that!

The Euitou.
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HIGH THRESHOLD

BY ALAN E. NOURSE

Adaptability— including mental adaptability — is essen-

tial. This time they had a problem; all they needed was

someone who’d look at it and report — but that reipiired

something more than human adaptability seemed to ajjord!

Illustrated by Orban

They cut the current the instant

he began, switched off tlie main

pumps, and l)roke into the vault. 1 lalf

dragging him from the chamljer, they

tried to slap him into silence as his

piercing screams cut into the thick

atmosphere and deadened against the

heavy walls, but he stood cowering

and shrieking, his white face twisted

beyond recognition, his eyes bulging

and fear-ridden. Finally a quarter of

morphine quelled the original attack,

and he sat blubbering in the chair,

totally incoherent in a desperate at-

tempt to communicate, until he sud-

denly choked and vomited, and fell

forward on the floor. Five minutes

later there was no pulse nor blood

pressure. Fie was quite dead.

McEvoy twisted the small round

object f*om his clenched fist and ex-
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amiued it under the arc light—an
eiglit cenlimeter l)all of rul)l)cr,

smoolh and slick on Ihc outside.

With a penknife he sliced through

the outer layer to reveal the Fuzzy

down that lined the interior. 1 1 e

snorted and tossed the ball to Fritz.er.

“There’s your tennis hall,” he said.

Dr. Marks was examining the

body, his balding head extra jiink,

his hands trembling.

“What’s the word. Doc?” .asked

McEvoy.
“Aortic rupture. I’ossibly .auricu-

lar collapse, hut I doubt it. The man
simply died of fear.”

McEvoy clenched a heavy fist and

scowled. “What I thought. Same
wretched thing as all the rest. What
about it, Fritzer?”

The small sharp-faced man across
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Ihc room pulTt-d his pipe ahsenti}’

and tossed the ])enili:ir tennis hall

into the air a time or two, slarins( at

the body on the floor. "We can’t go
on like tliis, 3mu know.”

"I know we can’t”—McEvoy ran a

hand Ihrongh his sandy liair—"hut

we’ve got to go on .somehow. We
can’t let this .thing slide by — it’s

right in front of ns. Right at our
fingertips. And we can’t touch it!

Can’t even get near it, it seems. We
ca)i’/ i|nit now, I'ritz, just because—”

"Just heeause evervbodv dies?”

b'ritzer’s blue eyes flashed sharply at

Mclfvoy. There was something ruth-

less in the man’s tireless drive, he
thought, something almost inhuman.
“You’re the one that talked ’em into

it, McEvoy. ’Nothing to worry about,

lad, it’s all fixed this time,’ you said.

Good old Mac, always the persuader.

So now he’s dead. How would you
like to go in there next time, Mac?”

".Not I,” said McEvoy, glancing
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quickly away from the body on the

floor. “Not after that, not I.”

“The simple fact remains, Dr. Mc-
Evoy, that you’ll have to close it

down.” The director tamped his pipe

and applied a careful match to the

coal. “We just can’t have any more
accidents of the sort we had this aft-

ernoon. They’re out. If the Institute

doesn’t close you down, the Federal

authorities will.”

McEvoy was silent for a moment.
Finally he spread his hands per-

suasively. “Sir, a careful considera-

tion of all points has brought us to

several definite conclusions. We’d at

least like to present them.”

“Dr. McEvoy, the evidence in my
hands indicates that since you started

this work in November, 1973—that’s
just six'months ago—no less than live

of our top-rank investigators, the

very best we have, have been killed

working on your problem, and you

have nothing, absolutely nothing, in

the way of a solution to offer for it.

Those men would better be alive.

The. only definite conclusion I can

reach is that you’re playing with

something you can’t manage, and I

think it’s time to call a halt.”

McEvoy squirmed in his chair.

“You’re right—we’ve lost five men,

and I frankly wouldn’t care to be

the next. But we do_ have something

to offer for it, at any rate. Tell him

what we figured this afternoon.

Doc.”

Dr. Marks shuffled his feet and

cleared his throat. An odd sort of

person for a psycho-physician, this'

little, pink, balding man, but a top

man in his field—a broad field, and an

exacting one, in such a place as the

Institute. “I think I may have a solu-

tion at least to the investigation prob-

lem,” he said. “We’ve been able to

trace a definite pattern in this thing,

and it makes sense. In each case a

man has gone into the vault after the

cube had materialized. In each case

he was alone, and was instructed as

well as possible in the technique of

observation. Since we are not sure

with just what we are dealing, we
can’t instruct any man, exactly, re-

gariling what In Innk for—he’s just

told to investigate in any way |)os-

sible the effect we have at li.and. And
in each of the five cases he’s come out

staring mad, and died within hours.

I guess Thompson was even sedated

(|uickly enough to last until he got

home, but as soon as the sed.alion

wore off he went tike the others.

Every one of them died of the same

thing. There were no external marks,

and no indication of injury. Ulti-

mately, each of them died of shock.

Or fear. Or both.”

The doctor cleared his throat. “I

believe we’re dealing solely with a

matter of adjustment. Apparently

these men have been faced with

something that they’ve never met be-

fore. Something completely foreign

to their experience, and something

with which their nervous systems

cannot cope. They’ve run into some-

thing so startling, or frightening, or

stupendous, that their minds saw no

escape but total and immediate

breakdown. It was adjust or col-
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lapse, and being unal)le to adjust,

they collapsed, and the shock was too

much for tlieir systems. So they died.

Of fear, if you will—there’s nothing

else to blame.”

The director toyed with his pipe.

“And your recommendations. Dr.

Marks? Shall we ju.st keep feeding

good men to this thing?”

“Not (|uite. As I said, it’s a prob-

lem in adjustment. We need a man
with a high adjustment threshold—

a

very high threshold. We need a man
with a cast-iron nervous system, a

nervous system that can adjust to

anything, regardless of impact or ex-

citation of any sort, (jive us that

man, and I’d agree to another stab

at it.”

The director knocked out his pipe

and placed it in his j)ocket with

finality. “Well, Mac?” he said gently.

McEvoy smiled. "Down in the re-

cording vault,” he said ([uietly, “we
have a cross-index file. 1 think I’ll

spend a sleepless night or two down
there.”

Ned McEvoy took the ball from

his briefcase and laid it on the desk

before the thin man with the pince-

nez. “What does that look like to

you. Dr. Bamford?”
The man examined it closely, and

looked up smiling. “It looks like a

tennis ball that someone has turned

inside out,” he replied.

McEvoy chuckled. “And how
would you go about turning a tennis

ball inside out. Dr. Bamford?”
“Can’t say I know, offhand.” He

looked quizzically at McEvoy.

“What can I do for you, doctor ?”

“You’ve heard the old story of the

goats that were carried across the

Andes on muleback—and all died of

fright ?”

“Of course.”

“Well, we have the same prob-

lem in my laboratory. Only we have

men dying of fright.”

Dr. Bamford’s eyebrows went up.

“Adjustment?” he ventured.

“We think so. .About six months
ago we ran into a peculiar snag in

the work I was supervising. The In-

stitute of Physics has been con-

cerned for several years with prob-

lems involving extremely low tem-

peratures—nearly absolute zero tem-

peratures. The work we originally

planned called theoretically for an
a])proach within six decimals of com-
plete cessation of molecular motion.

That involves a temperature of one
millionth of one degree Kelvin. And
we reached it.”

McEvoy fingered his collar nerv-

ously, and shifted his weight in the

chair. “Matter of fact, we did even

better. Our pumps began acting up
as we approached a thousandth of a

degree. What happened, we think,

was a reversal of the Franklinson

effect in the extremes of high tem-

perature, where the temperature

nearly doubles quite suddenly with

a tremendous molecular expansion.

Our temperature took a sudden star-

tling drop.”

“I’m not quite sure I follow you,”

said Dr. Bamford. “From one degree

Kelvin, just where does the tempera-

ture drop?”
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McEvoy scowled. “A good ques-

tion,” he said. “I don't know, to be

quite frank. Zero Kelvin is a relEytive

and hypothetical point at which all

molecular motion ceases. Below zero

Kelvin, if such were possible, one

could reasonably e.xpect negative

molecular motion. That may have

been what we obtained
;
we don’t

know. But we certainly observed a

change. The tungsten Idock we were

treating simply evaporated. Van-
ished. The temperature recording de-

vice vanished. All we could see in

the vault was a small glowing hole in

the corner of the room where the

block had been. Nothing in it. Dr.

Bamford — nothing. And the hole,

seen at a distance, appeared very

suspiciously like a—hypercube.”
The doctor was silent for a long

moment. “Shades of Satan,” he mur-
mured cpiietly. “You investigated—?”

“We surely di<l. We’re still try-

ing. It looks as if we have a four-

dimensional projection in our three-

dimensional space—a corner, or an

edge, of four-dimensional space.

We’ve tried everything, and we’re

getting nowhere. So far w'e’ve lost

five crackerjack technicians investi-

gating. We’re no better off than

when we started.”

“What about this?” The doctor

pointed to the tennis hall.

“One characteristic of this thing

we are able to investigate. Pretty

good evidence, I think, that we have

a reverse Franklinson effect. A sriiall

area of really—not temperature, that

implies positive molecular motion—
\mu might say untemperature where
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molecular motion is present, but

negative. That tennis ball was quite

ordinary when it was placed in the

area of this hypercube. It came out

the way you see it. I have a pencil

that I inserted halfw'ay into the area

—and it came out with a thin layer

of graphite all around a solid wooden
core. We drojqted a mouse into it,

and . . . w'ell, it was something of a

mess. And it was still alive—”

Dr. Bamford toyed with the odd
tennis ball for a moment. “And your

investigators can’t look at it, or vx-

amine it—this little area of S])ace,” he

said at length. “Or if they do look at

it they can't adjust to what they see,

or describe it. It frightens them, or

shocks them, into physical and men-
tal breakdown. Right?”

Mclivoy sighed. “Right. Now it

appears to us that it is just what you
mentioned : adjustment. Our investi-

gators have undergone a terrific

overload, somehow—crossed their ad-

justment thresholds, and couldn’t go
on. We need a man with a high ad-

justment threshold—very high. We
need a tough nervous system, tough-

er than any we’ve seen before. Such
a man might he able to investigate,

and at least come out alive.”

The doctor walked over to a filing

cabinet in the corner. “Do you know
what we’ve been doing in this lab-

oratory?” he asked.

“Vaguely.”

“Patterns of adjustment. Given a

new or altered environment, one man
can adjust and survive while another

breaks down and withdraws to avoid
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fac':’.';' ill'' new circuni.stances. Why?
More important, just what is the

mechanism of adjustment? How does

an individual manage to change his

thinking to cope with a new environ-

mental siluatk)!! ? And why can one

mind work the change when another

can’t? That’s what we’ve been work-

ing on.”

Mclivoy touched a lighter to his

cigarette. “And your results?”

The doctor shrugged his shoul-

ders. “We have answers to the c[ues-

tions, all right. Evidence indicates

that they are right. Consider a man
in a situation where a portion of his

environment is suddenly and consist-

ently foreign to his experience. In his

mind is data whicli he has used for

survival in his old familiar environ-

ment. In the old environment that

data used in computations gave the

right answers. Hut in the new en-

vironment he gets the wrong an-

swers. The data is no good, and the

wrong answers noticeably hinder his

survival.

“'rhere are two things he can do.

He can refuse to think out or under-

stand the reason for the false data,

continue to attempt survival on the

wrong-answer data, and end up with

anything from a mild neurosis to a

paranoic withdrawal, depending on
the nonsurvival value of the wu'ong

answers he is getting. Or he can take

the wrong-answer data, recognize it

as such, and simply chuck it in a dead

file as ‘no good under these circum-

stances’ and proceed to search for

new data. Relating the recognizable

part of his environment to the unrec-

ognizable part, be accumulates new
data with which to compute

;
as soon

as all the wrong-answer data is out

of the way, and as soon as all neces-

sary new data is collected, that indi-

vidual is adjusted. Physiological and
endocrine adjustments follow on the

heels of the mental adjustment, if

the new environment requires it, or

if the individual’s physiology allows

it. But wherever it is possible to re-

late an unknown ((uantity in environ-

ment to already known ((uantities,

the mental adjustment is theoreti-

call}' possible.

“Some people are able to make the

necessary switch quickly and easily

;

others stumble, get wrong answers to

begin with, end up with even more
dangerously wrong answers and data

than before, and become so confused

and frightened that their analysis

shuts down, and adjustment is im-

possible. The adjustment threshold

is high or low according to the ability

of the individual to relate the un-

known to the known, to make some
sort of com])utational sense out of the

environment he is in.”

“What you mention,” said Mc-
Evoy, “is an environment only partly

changed. What would happen if such

a high-threshold person were sud-

denly faced with a completely foreign

and totally incomprehensible envi-

ronment? No relation of any sort to

anything in his previous environ-

ment. No place to stand. What would
he do then ?”

Dr. Bamford took the tennis ball

from the desk and examined it for

several moments before answering.
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Then he looked up sharp]}'- at Mc-
Evoy and said, “I wouldn't care to

be responsi1)le, myself.”

McEvoy’s face fell. “No chance of

success ?”

“Oh, I didn’t say that. Take a per-

son with a very high threshold, with

a keen analytical mind, and he might

find something in the incomprehensi-

l)le environment upon which to work.

You’d be amazed at the overload the

human nervous system can, take

without cracking.We’ve tried every

type of laboratory-induced neurosis

we could devise on our workers—
ever try living on a forty-hour day?

It’s an experience. N'aried tempera-

tures, disorientation, ])ersistent and

irritating noise effects, distorted spa-

tial environment, negative transfer,

induced successive dilemmas—every-

thing. We’ve weeded out dozens.

When one worker cracks we treat

him and send him home. And some
don’t crack—”

“We need such a person.”
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“We have such a persoh. Just

about the most perfectly adjustable

nervous setu]) we’ve worked with—

fully co-operative, intelligent — just

about what you might be looking for.

But I wouldn’t care to be responsi-

ble.”

McKvoy nodded e.xcitedly. “Would
he be willing to try this with us?”

Dr. Bamford smiled. “She might.

Why don’t you :isk her?”

(iail .sal in the consulting room,

composedly lealing through a fashion

magazine when Mclivoy was intro-

duced. She was a pretty girl, well

groomed, with an easy smile and a

most ca])tiv;itiiig air of unconcern

about her. “1 low old are you, Gail?”

iMcKvoy iiupiired.

“/Mmost nineteen,” she grinned.

“Dr. Bamford says you might have

aiK)ther test for me.” She leaned

back in her chair, completely at ease,

and watched Mclivoy curiously as

she lighted a cigarette.

Mcb’.voy didn’t grin. “Maybe we
have. We want to warn you, it may
be a hard one. We want you to real-

ize what you may' be getting into.”

'I'he girl yawned. “O.K. Let’s have

it.”

“We have a small cube we want
you to observe for us. It isn’t like

iinytbing you’ve ever seen before,

:m() you may have difficulty, for it

may atTecI you in a totally unforeseen

mantier. We think this cube—it just

bangs all by it.self in space and glows

a little—may be a three-dimensional

slice through a four-dimensional

s]);ice. It doesn’t look like anything

at all, and we haven’t been able to

look at it squarely
;

it seems to avoid

us. Several men have been driven
completely mad—just by looking at it.

You’ll find it a large order, 1 think,

but you might make it. Of course we
want your whole-hearted co-opera-
tion.”

d'liQ girl stared at him in disbelief.

“You meaii you just want me to go
into ;i room and look at a box or
something? What’s in it for me?”
McLvoy l(K)ked annoy'ed. “Why,

whatever you think it’s worth, of
course—”

Oh, I wouldn’t have any idea,”

the girl interrupted innocently, her
eyes wide.

Mchivoy smiled. “How would ten
thou.sand dollars suit you?”

Gail looked carefully at her red
fingernails, and her indifferent eyes
became suddenly shrewd. “For get-
ting my mind jogged all over the
]tlace? No soaj), mister. A hundred
thou.sand might sound more like it.”

McEvoy swallowed hard and
looked helplessly at Dr. Bamford.
The doctor merely smiled.

“All right,” said McEvoy finally.

“One hundred thou.sand, when you
produce—”

“Before I go in,” the girl inter-

rupted placidly.

“All right, before you go in. But
remember—this little ‘box’ 3'ou’re go-

ing to look at is a rather dangerous
thing. It might effect you most
strangely—”

“So do shock treatments,” she cut

in dryly. “Mister, after all the gar-

bage I’ve had thrown at me in the
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past five years, I think I could take

anything. You name it.”

“Yes,” said McEvoy, sourly. “I

think you could.”

Dr. Marks fidgetted and wiped his

hands nervously on his pants.

“Looks all right to me, Mac. I only

hope we have what we want.”

McEvoy, his hair mussed and his

pants rumpled, breathed a quiet sigh.

“You hope so, huh? At that price,

we’d better have. Doc, if this doesn’t

go across. I’m going in there next

time. There must be some way—”
Fritzer scowled. “You just think

you’re going in there,” he said. “You
really aren’t, you know. This girl is

the last, and that’s straight from the

top. If she goes—” he spread his

hands eloquently.

Gail stood up and fluffed her skirt.

“Haven’t you finished my coffin

3^et?” she asked sourly. “Honestly',

you’d think this was an ordeal or

something. Isn’t it about time to

start ?”

McEvoy flipped the intercom

switch impatiently. “How about it

Franky? Got it about down?”
“Take a look, Mac. It should be

clear down.”
McEvoy slipped open the vault

and peered in. The room was dark

except for a small glowing area about

three feet from the floor on the far

right-hand side of the chamber. “All

right, Gail,” he said quietly. “Ready ?

It’s all yours. Keep us posted on the

intercom regularly. Keep it on all the

time.”

She went into the room, and the
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latch clicked heavily behind her. Mc-
Evoy took a seat at the intercom,

placed pad and pencil before him,

and clenched his fists.

“Well, I’m in here,” said the girl.

“Now what? Just go over and look

at it ?”

“That’s right. Just look. Approach
it carefully.”

“It’s about six inches square—al-
most square—and it glows like phos-

phorous.”

There was a forty-second silence.

“How’re you coming?” asked Mc-
Evoy.

“This is ver_y odd ... it’s ... I

can’t descrilje it. Ihit 1 think . . .

wait a minute—”
Long silence.

“Gail!”

No answer. “Gail! By all that’s

holy!” MclCvoy slammed down the

master switch and made frantically

for the vault door, kicking a chair

aside as he went. The latch on the

door caught and held tight under his

urgent attack, and he banged it in-

effectually with his fists, the urgency
of immediate action driving through

his mind. “Gail! Hold on! ^Ve’re

coming !”

The last thing she heard was Mc-
Evoy’s voice, and the banging on the

door. Then suddenly she’d slipped

—inside. The deathly stillness settled

over her like a blanket. No sound.

No possibility of any sound. She

could barely breathe.

She wanted to scream, but she

knew she couldn’t, for no screaming

was possible here. She could see
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aljout her, clearly, but with no com-
prehension. A foreign place, if it wa.s

a place—alien, incomprehensible. Her
mind twisted, and fear began creep-

ing up her legs and arms—but she

had no legs and arms, really. There
was nothing here, nothing to gra.sp,

to anchor her against the whirling

tide of hopeless revulsion and with-

drawal.

Ihit of course there was something.

SHE WAS ALIVE! What more
did she need ? She was here, her

mind was working, her bodily func-

tions were continuing. She was alive,

she was here, obviously—

That was her anchor

!

Her mind centered and narrowed

along that single line. Throw out all

other data, start fresh—not just some,

not part, but everything. She was
alive, she was here, and this unbe-

lievable place was here, too. They
were coexistent. File out all other

data, dead-file it. The effort was stu-

pendous, but she began, slowly, to

understand.

There was substance here, matter,

solidity. She was—different, some-

how
;
her body was not right. Part

of it was gone, and part was distorted

and situated several feet away. The
vault was gone, of course, and there

was dead stillness, but she could see

the corner around which she had

come to get here. Mustn’t go back

the way she came. Any other way?
Of course ! Anywhere she wanted to

she could turn the—corner—and be

back.

The twists and angles were not

right, the way they should be. Three

perfectly parallel lines which met
each other at ninety-degree angles to

form a perfect square with seven tri-

angular sides—

It couldn’t be I

“Whv not? It is. I’m here. It’s

here. ADJUST TO IT !”

The data, the new data, cleared in

her mind. This would make no sense

to anyone when she went back. Her
own practiced mind was reeling to

maintain control
;
she knew that no

one else could adjust to this. Mc-
Evoy? She laughed to herself. No
wonder his workers went mad. She
would remember, she could rejx^rt,

hut her report would make no sense

to McEvoy or anyone else. She alone

could investigate, but even she would
never be able to correlate the uni-

verse outside that little glowing cube,

where McEvoy was, and the one-
inside, where she was. They had the

minds, the analytical power, but the

data in their minds could never be

attenuated as she had attenuated

hers, and even she couldn’t do any-

thing with what she observed. The
only human mind that could actu-

ally investigate this place and cor-

relate it with the universe outside

would have to be a perfect analytical

mind without any data!

Where in the universe could she

find a human being with a perfect

analytical mind, sharp, unhindered,

high in computational potential, with

absolutely no conscious data con-

tained in it? The answer came to

her with blinding clarity, and she

knew the answer to the investigation
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problem. And tlie .solution to the

threshold.

A new-born baby

!

Start him from birth, first on one

•sidej then on the other. Let him

grow up, first inside, then outside.

Two sets of survival data. Two mu-
tually incomprehensible worlds. He
would live in either with equal ease.

And he would learn to relate them

one to the other.

Then the investigation could be-

gin.

Gail collected herself and looked

for an entrance back to the outside.

McEvoy must never know now, lie

must be carefully and fully educated

to the idea. Authorities would have

to be won over. She knew that this

was McEvo3’’s last chance. If she

could prevent him from finding out,

for a while, his investigation of the

cube would have to lie dropped. Until

she could prepare the way.

Paranoic withdrawal would aji-

pear logical, to McEvoy. Infuriating,

but logical. It would block him, for

the time being. And if he tried to

force her—she could simply turn the

corner and come back here. Inside.

She wouldn’t need an entrance any

more, for any place could provide an

entrance, and she knew now where

to look.

She chose an entrance near the

place where she had come through.

As she turned the corner, she heard

the banging on the door, and Mc-
Evoy’s frantic voice shouting, “Gail

!

Hold on! We’re coming!”

McEvoy saw her standing in the

far right-hand corner of tlie rnum,

staring at the glowing sjiace which

had faded as he watched it and
blinked out.

“Gail, are you. all right?”

She didn’t answer him. She didn’t

even see him. Her eyes were fixed

on a point in space in the center of

the room, and she merely stood and

breathed quietly.

They carried her into the control

room, and finally bent her legs to sit

her on a chair. Dr. Marks snapped

on his pocket flashlight. After a few

moments of examination he sighed

di.sgustedly. “Tyjiical,” be multiax'd.

"Complete, absolute jiaranoic wilh-

drawal.”

He lifted her arm and released it

;

it remained suspended in midair as

she gazed expressionlessly ahead.

“Cataleptic trance. Call it what you
will. She’s out.”

“You mean she’ll go like the

rest?”

“Oh, no. She wont die. She’ll just

be like this for weeks, maybe months,

maybe until she, dies. She’s just with-

drawn from our world entirely.”

McEvoy stared at her, unlteliev-

ingly, his ruddy face turning ])ur-

ple. “You mean you think she has

the solution?”

“Of course she has the solution!”

Marks snapped. “Her mind has ap-

parently just decided that what she

saw she isn’t going to tell—”

“Why, you cheat !” McEvoy
snarled, whirling on the girl. “You
sneaky little cheat !” Ele slajjped her

sharply across the face.

For a brief instant anger flooded
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her blank face ;
her eyes darkened,

and the suspended hand tightened

and clawed viciously at McEvoy’s

face, 'f'hen just as suddenly she re-

gained her fixed stare.

Mclfvoy groaned in pain and

grated his teeth. "Better get her into

a strait jacket,’’ he growled. “She’s

like a mad cat.”

“flood idea,” agreed Dr. Marks.

We can put her down ill number
three culiicle until we decide what to

do.”

Down in the cubicle the girl sat on

the bunk, staring at nothing, motion-

less, barely breathing. “What can we
do?” asked McEvoy.

“We c;m try to break the Cata-

lepsy, somehow. She undoubtedly

has the answer—the whole solution

to our problem, locked up in 'that

brain of hers. She got it, all right,

and decided to withdraw. Tomorrow
we’ll start some shock on her and

see—we might just possibly jolt her

out of the catalepsy and still retain

her memory. Just possibly—”

They left her sitting on the bed,

and walked out in the hall. As he

was about to close and lock the cubi-

cle door McEvoy took a last glance

inside, and let out a strangled shout.

The cubicle was empty.

THE END
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PROTECTED SPECIES

BY H. B. fYFE

When men arrived on the planet, they foutul ruins, and a fetv hard-to-

see aliens. And they decided to protect the species — which ivas a

mistaken idea based on inadequate understanding of the facts.

Mlustrated by Welker

The yellow star, of which Torang
was the second planet, shone hotly

down on the grou]) of men viewing

the half-built dam from (he heights

above. At a range of eighty million

miles, the effecl was (|uite Terran,

the star being somewhat smaller than

Sol.

For Jeff Otis, fresh from a hop

through space from the extra-bright

star that was the other component

of the binary system, the heat was

enervating. The shorts and light

shirt supplied him by the planet co-

ordinator were .soaked with perspira-

tion. Fie mop])ed his forehead and

turned to his host.

“Very nice jof), Finchley,” he com-

plimented. “It’s ea.sy to see you have

things well in hand here.”

Finchley grinned .sparingly. He
had a broad, hard, flat face with

tight lips and mere slits of blue eyes.

Otis had been trying ever since the

previous morning to catch a reveal-

ing expression on it.

He was uneasily aware that his

own features were too frank and

open for an inspector of colonial in-
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stallations. l*'or one thing, he had

too many lines and hollows in his

face, a residt of l)eing chronically

underweight from s])ace-ho])ping

among the sixteen ])lanets of the

binary .system.

Otis noticed that Finchley’s aides

were eying him furtively.

“Yes, h'inchley,” he re])e:ited to

break the little silence, “you’re do-

ing very well on (he hydroelectric

end. When are you going to show me
the capital city you’re laying out ?”

“We can fly over there now,” an-

swered Finchley. “We have tentative

boundaries laid out below tho.se pre-

colony ruins we .saw from the ’cop-

ter.”

"Oh, yes. You know, I meant to

remark as we flew over th:it they

looked a good deal like similar rem-

nants on some of the other planets.”

He caught himself as Finchle)ds

thin lips tightened a trifle more. The
co-ordinator was ohviou.sly trying to

be patient and polite to an official

from whom he hoped to get a good

report, hut Otis could see he would

much rather he going about his husi-
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ness of hnildint;’ up the colony.

lie conid hardly hlame J^’inchley,

he decided. I t was the fiftli planetary

system Terraus had found in their

expansion into space, and there

would be bigger jobs ahead for a

man with a record of successful ac-

coniplishnients. Civilization was
reaching out to the stars at last. Otis

su])posed ill,at he, too, was some sort

of ])ioneer, altliough he usually Was
loo Inisy to feel like one.

“Well, I’ll show yon some photos

later,” he said. “Right now, we—
Say, why all that jet-burning down
tlicre?”

In the gorge below, ihen had

dropped their tools and seemed to,

be charging toward a common focal

point. Excited yells carried thinly

up the cliffs.

“Ape hunt, probably,” guessed

one of Finchley’s engineers.

“Ape?” asked Otis, surprised.

“Not exactly,” corrected Finchley

patiently. “That’s common slang for

what we mention in reports as To-
rangs. They look a little like big,

skinny, gray apes
;
but they’re the

only life large enough to name after

the planet.”

Otis stared down into the gorge.

Most of the running men had given

up and were straggling back to their
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work. Two or tliree, brandishing

pistols, continued running and dis-

appeared around a bend.

“Never catch him now,” com-
mented Finchley’s pilot.

“Do you just let them go running

off whenever they feel like it?” Otis

inquired.

Finchley met his curious gaze

stolidly.

“I’m in favor of anything that will

break the monotony, Mr, Otis. We
have a problem of morale, you know.

This planet is a key colony, and I

like to keep tlie work going

smoothly.”

“Yes, I suppose there isn't much
for recreation yet.”

“Exactly. I don’t see the sport in

it myself but I let them. We’re up to

schedule.”

“Ahead, if anything,” Otis ]da-

cated him. “Well, now, about the

city?”

Finchley led the way to the heli-

copter. The pilot and Otis waited

while he had a final word with his

engineers, then they all climbed in

and were off.

Later, hovering over the network

of crude roads being leveled by

Finchley’s bullclozers, Otis admitted

aloud that the location was well-

chosen. It lay along a long, narrow
hay that thrust in from the distant

ocean to gather the waters of the

same river that was being dammed
some miles upstream.

“Those cliffs over there,” Finch-

ley pointed out, “were raised up
since the end of whatever civilization

used to be here—so my geologist tells

me. We can fly hack that way, and

you can see how the ancient city was
once at the head of the bay.”

The pilot climbed and headed over

the cliffs. Otis saw that these formed

the edge of a plateau. At one point,

their continuity, was inarred by a

deep gouge.

“Where the river ran thousands

of years ago,” Finchley explained.

They reached a point from which

the outlines of the ruined city were

easily discerned, h'rom the air, Otis

knew, they were undoubtedly plainer

than if he had been among them.

“Must have been a i^rctty large

place,” he remarked. “Any idea what
sort of beings built it or what hap-

pened to them?”

“Haven’t li;id lime for that yet,”

Finchley said. “Some hoys from the

exploration staff ])oke around in

there every so often. Best current

theory seems to he that it belonged

to the Torangs.”

“The animals they were hunting

before ?” asked Otis.

“Might be. Can’t say for sure, hut

the diggers found signs the city took

more of a punch than just an earth-

quake. Claim they foun'd too much
evidence of fires, exploded missiles,

and warfare in general—other places

as well as here. .So . . . we’ve been

guessing the Torangs are degener-

ated descendents of the survivors of

some interplanetary brawl.”

Otis considered that.

“Sounds plausible,” he admitted,

“but you ought to do something to
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make sure you are right.”

“Why?”
“If it is the case, you’ll have to

stop your men from hunting them

;

degenerated or not, the Colonial

Commission has regulations about

contact with any local inhabitants.”

Finchley turned his head to scowl

at Otis, and controlled himself with

an obvious effort.

“Those apes?” he demanded.

“Well, how can you tell? Ever try

to contact them?”

“Yes! At first, that is; before we
figured them for animals”’

“And ?”

“Couldn’t get near one!” Finchley

declared heatedly. “If they had any

sort of half-intelligent culture,

wouldn’t they let us make some sort

of contact?”

“Offhand,” admitted Otis, “I

should think so. How about setting

down a few minutes? I’d like a look

at the ruins.”

Finchley glared at his wrist watch,

but directed the pilot to land at a

cleared spot. The young man brought

them down neatly and the two offi-

cials alighted.

Otis, glancing around, saw where

the archaeologists had been digging.

They had left their implements

stacked casually at the site—the air

was dry up here and who was there

to steal a shovel ?

Fie left Finchley and strolled

around a mound of dirt that had

been cleared away from an entrance

to one of the buildings. The latter

had Ijeen built of stone, or at least
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faced with it. A peep into the dim
excavation led him to believe there

had been a steel framework, but the

whole affair had been collapsed as if

by an explosion.

Fie walked a little way further and
reached a section of presumably taller

buildings where the stone ruins

thrust above the sandy surface. After

he had wandered through one or two
arched openings that seemed to have

been windows, he understood why
the explorers had chosen to dig for

their information. If any covering or

decoration had ever graced the walls,

it had long since been weathered off.

As for ceiling or roof, nothing re-

mained.

“Must have been a highly devel-

oped civilization just the same,” he

muttered.

A movement at one of the shad-

owed openings to his right caught

his eye. He did not remember no-

ticing Finchley leave the helicopter

to follow him, but he was glad of a

guide.

“Don’t you think so?” he added.

Fie turned his head, but Finchley

was not there. In fact, now that Otis

was aware of his surroundings, he

could hear the voices of the other two
mumbling distantly back by the air-

craft.

“Seeing things !” he grumbled, and
started through the ancient window.
Some instinct stopped him half

a foot outside.

Come on, Jeff, he told himself,

don’t be silly! What could he there?

Ghosts?

On the other hand, he realized,
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there were times when it was just as

well to rely upon instinct—at least

until you figured out the origin of

the strange feeling. Any spaceman

would agree to that. The man who
developed an animal sixth sense was

the man who lived longest on alien

]:>lanets.

He thought he must have paused

a full minute or more, during which

he had heard not the slightest sound

except the mutter of voices to the

rear. He peered into the chamber,

w'hich was about twenty feet square

and well if not brightly lit by re-

flected light.

Nothing was to be seen, hut when
he found himself turning his head

stealthily to peer over his shoulder,

he decided that the queer sensation

along the back of his neck meant

something.

Wait, now, he thought swiftly. /

didn’t see quite the whole room.

The flooring w'as heaped with

wind-bared rubble that wmuld not

show footprints. He felt much more

comfortable to notice himself think-

ing in that vein.

At least, I’m not imagining ghosts,

he thought.

Bending forward the necessary

foot, he thrust his head through the

opening and darted a quick look to

left, then to the right along the wall.

As he turned right, his glance was

met directly by a pair of very wide-

set black eyes which shifted inward

slightly as they got his range.

The Torang about matched his

own six-feet-two, mainly because of

elongated, gibbonlike limbs and a
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similarly crouching stance. Arms and

legs, covered with short, curly, gray

fur, had the same general proportions

as human limbs, but looked half

again too long for a trunk that

seemed to be ribbed all the way
down. Shoulder and hip joints were

compactly lean, rather as if the d'o-

rang had develojred on a world of

lesser gravity than that of the human.
It was the face that made Otis

stare. The mouth was toothless and
probably constructed more for suck-

ing Ih.'in for chewing. But the eyes

!

I'hey projected like' ends of a dninh-

bell from each side of the narrow

skull where the ears should h:i\-e

been, and focused with obvious mo-
Ifility. Feering closer, Otis saw tiny

ears below the eyes, almost hidden

in the curling fur of the neck.

He realized abrui)tly that his own
eyes felt as if they were bnlging out,

although he could not remember hav-

ing changed his expression of casual

curiosity. Flis back was getting stiff

also. He straightened up carefully.

“Uh . . . hello,” he murmured,
feeling unutterably sill}' but con-

scious of some impulse to coin|)ro-

mise between a tone of greeting for

another human being and one of

pacification to an animal.

The Torang moved then, swiftly

but unhurriedly. In fact, Otis later

decided, deliberately. One of the long

arms swept downward to the rub-

ble-strewn ground.

The next instant, Otis jerked his

head back out of the opening as a

stone whizzed past in front of his

nose.
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“Hey !” he protested involuntarily.

There was a scrabbling sound from

within, as of animal claws churning

to a fast start among the pebbles.

Recovering his balance, Otis charged

recklessly through the entrance.

“I don’t know why,” he admitted

to h'inchley a few nrinutes later. “If

1 slopped to think how I might have

had my skull hashed in coming

through, 1 guess I’d have just hacked

off and yelled for you.”

Finchley nodded, but his narrow

gaze seemed faintly approving for

the first time since they had met.

“Fie was gone, of course,” Otis

continued. “I barely caught a glini])se

of his rum]) vanishing through an-

other window.”
“Yeah, they’re pretty fast,” put in

Finchley’s pilot. “In the time we’ve

been here, the boys haven’t taken

more than half a dozen. Got a stuffed

one over at headquarters though.”
“

1 1 ni-m-m,’’ ni u r m u r e d Otis

thoughlfully.

h'rom their other remarks, he

learned that he had not noticed

everything, even though fa(;e to face

with the creature. Finchley’s men-

tioning the three digits of the hands

or feet, for instance, came as a sur-

prise.

Otis was silent most of the flight

back to hetukjuarters. Once there, he

disappeared with a perfunctory ex-

cuse toward the rooms assigned him.

That evening, at a dinner which

Finchley had made as attractive as

was possible in a comparatively raw
and new colony, Otis was noticeably

sociable. The co-ordinator was grati-

fied.

“Looks as if they finally sent us a

regular guy,” he remarked behind

his hand to one of his assistants.

“Round lip a couple of the prettier

secretaries to keep.him happy.”

“I understand he nearly laid hands

on a Torang up at the diggings,” said

the other.

“Yep, ran right at it bare-handed.

Came as close to bagging it as any-

body could, I suppose.”

“Maybe it’s just as well he didn’t,"

commented the assistant. “They’re

big enough to mess up an unarmed
man some.”

Otis, meanwhile and for the rest

of the evening, was assiduously busy

making acquaintances. So engrossed

was he in turning every new con-

versation to the Torangs and asking

seemingly casual questions about the

little known of their habits and ])os-

^ible past, that he hardly noticed re-

ceiving any special attentions. As a

visiting inspector, he was used to at-

tempts to entertain and distract him.

The next morning, he caught

h'inchley at his office in the S])rawl-

ing one-story structure of concrete

and glass that was colonial head-
quarters.

After accepting a chair across the

desk from the co-ordinator, Otis told

him his conclusions. Finchley’s nar-

row eyes opened a trifle when he
heard the details. His wide, hard-

muscled face became slightly pink.

“Oh, -for— ! I mean, Otis, why
must you make something big out of
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it? The men very seldom bag one

anyway !”

“Perhaps because they’re so rare,”

answered Otis calmly. “How do we
know they’re not intelligent life?

Maybe if you were hanging on in the

ruins of your ancestors’ civilization,

reduced to a primitive state, you’d be

just as wary of a bunch of loud

Terrans moving in!”

Finchley shrugged. He looked

vaguely uncomfortable, as if debat-

ing whether Otis or some disgruntled

sportsman from his husky construc-

tion crews would be easier to handle.

“Think of the overall picture a

minute,” Otis urged. “We’re pushing

out into space at last, after centuries

of dreams and struggles. With all the

misery we’ve seen in various colonial

systems at home, we’ve tried to plan

these ventures so as to avoid old mis-

takes.”

Finchley nodded grudgingly. Otis

could see that his mind was on the

progress charts of his many projects.

“It stands to reason,” the in-

spector went on, “that some day we’ll

find a planet with intelligent life.

We’re still new in space, but as we
probe farther out, it’s bound to hap-

pen. That’s why the Commission
drew up rules about native life forms.

Or have you read that part of the

code lately?”

Finchley shifted from side to side

in his chair.

“Now, look!” he protested. “Don’t

go making ine out a hardboiled van-

dal with nothing in mind but ex-

terminating everything that moves
on all Torang. I don’t go out hunt-
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ing the apes
!”

“I know, I know,” Otis soothed

him. “But before the Colonial Com-
mission will sanction any destruction

of indigenous life, we’ll have to show
—besides that it’s not intelligent—

that it exists in sufficient numbers to

avoid extinction.”

“What do you expect me to do
about it?”

Otis regarded him with some sym-
pathy. Finchley was the hard-bitten

type the Commission needed to over-

see the first breaking-in of a colony

on a strange planet, but he was not

unreasonable. He merely wanted to

be left alone to handle the tough job

facing him.

“Announce a ban on hunting To-
rangs,” Otis said. “There must be

something else they can go after.”

“Oh, yes,” admitted Finchley.

“There are swarms of little rabbit-

things and other vermin running

through the brush. But, I don’t

know—”
“It’s standard practice,” Otis re-

minded him. “We have many a pro-

tected species even back on Terra

that would be extinct by now, only

for the game laws.”

In the end, they agreed that Finch-

ley would do his honest best to en-

force a ban provided Otis obtained a

formal order from the headquarters

of the system. The inspector went
from the office straight to the com-
munications center, where he filed a

long report for the chief co-ordi-

nator’s office in the other part of the

binary system.
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It took some l^ours for the reply

to reach Torang. When it came that

afternoon, he went looking for Finch-

ley.

He found the co-ordinator in-

specting a newly finished canning

factory on the coast, elated at the

completion of one more link in mak-
ing the colony self-sustaining.

“Here it is,” said Otis, waving the

message cojjy. “Signed hy the chief

himself. ‘As of this date, the apelike

beings known as Torangs, indige-

nous to planet number and so forth,

are to be considered a rare and pro-

tected species under regulations and

so forth et cetera.’
”

“(iood enough,” answered h'inch-

ley with an amiable shrug. “Give it

here, and I’ll have it |)Ut on the pub-

lic address system and the bulletin

boards.” »

Otis returned satisfied to the heli-

cojiter that had brought him out

from head(|uarters.

“Back, sir?” asked the ])ilot.

“Yes . . . 110 ! Just for fun, take me
out to the old city. I never did get a

good look the other day, and I’d like

to before I leave.”

They flew over the jrlains between

the sea and the upjutting cliffs. In the

distance, Otis caught a glimpse of the

rising dam he had been shown the

day before. This colony would go

well, he reflected, as long as he

checked u]) on details like preserving

iKitive life forms.

Ifventually, the pilot landed at the

same s])ot he had been taken on his

])revious visit to the ancient ruins.

Someone else was on the scene to-

day. Otis saw a pair of men he took

to be archaeologists.

“I’ll just wander around a bit,” he

told the pilot.

He noticed the two men looking

at him from where they stood by the

shovels and other equipment, so he

paused to say hello. As he thought,

they had been digging in the ruins.

“Taking some measurements in

fact,” said the sunburned blond in-

troduced as Hoffman. “Trying to get

a line on what sort of things built

the place.”

“Oh?” said Otis, interested.

“What’s the latest theory?”

“Not so much different from us,”

Hoffman told the inspector while his

partner left them to pick up another

load of artifacts.

“Judging from the size of the

rooms, height of doorways, and such

stuff as stairways,” he went on, “they

were pretty much our size. So far,

of course, it’s only a rough esti-

mate.”

“Could be ancestors of the To-

rangs, eh?” asked Otis.

“Very possible, sir,” answered

Hoffman, with a promptness that

suggested it was his own view. “But

we haven’t dug up enough to guess

at the type of culture they had, or

draw any conclusions as to their psy-

chology or social customs.”

Otis nodded, thinking that he

ought to mention the young fellow’s

name to Finchley before he left To-
rang. He excused himself as the

other man returned with a box of

some sort of scraps the pair had un-
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earthed, and strolled between the

outlines of the untouched buildings:

In a few minutes, he came to the

section of higher structures where he

had encountered the Torang the pre-

vious day.

“Wonder if I should look in the

same spot ?” he muttered alpud. “No
. . . that would be the last place the

thing would return to . . . unless it

had a- lair thereabouts—

”

He stopped to get bis bearings,

then shrugged and walked around a

mound of rubble toward what he be-

lieved to be the proper building.

Pretty sure this was it, he mused.

Yes, shadow’s around that zvindozv

arch look the same . . . same time of

day—
He halted, almost guiltily, and

looked back to make sure no one was
observing his futile return to the

scene of his little adventure. After

all, an inspector of colonial installa-

tions was not supposed to run aroimd

ghost-hunting like a small boy.

Finding himself alone, he stepped

briskly through the crumbling arch

—and froae in his tracks.

“I am honored to know you,” said

the Torang in a mild, rather buzzing

voice. “We thought you possibly

woidd return here.”

Otis gaped. The black eyes pro-

jecting from the sides of the narrow

head tracked him up and down, giv-

ing him the unpleasant sensation of

being measured for an artillery salvo.

“I am known as Jal-Ganyr,” said

the Torang. “Unless I am given in-

correct data, you are known as Jeff-

Otis. That is so.”
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The last statement was made with

almost no inflection, but some still-

functioning corner of Otis’ mind in-

terpreted it as a cjuestion. He sucked

in a deep breath, suddenly conscious

of having forgotten to breathe for a

moment.
“I didn’t know . .

.
yes, that is so

... I didn’t know you Torangs could

speak Terran. Or anything else.

How-?”
Fie hesitated as a million cpics-

tions boiled up in his mind to lie

asked. jal-(lanyr absently stroked

the gray fur <if his chest with his

three-fingered left hand, sr|uatling

patiently on a flat rock. Otis felt

somehow that he had been allowed

to waste time mumbling only by
grace of disciplined politeness.

"I am not of the Torangs,” said

Jal-Ganyr in his whecv.ing voic('. “I

am of the Myrhs. Yon would pos-

sibly say Myrhii. I have not been

informed.”

“You mean that is your name for

yourselves ?” asked Otis.

Jal-Ganyr seemed to consider, his

mobile eyes swiveling inward to scan

the Terran’s face.

“More than that,” he said at last,

when he had thought it over. "I

mean I am of tlie race originating at

Myrb, not of this planet.”

“Before we go any further,” in-

sisted Otis, “tell me, at least, how
you learned our language 1”

Jal-Ganyr made a fleeting ges-

ture. His “face” was unreadable to

the Terran, but Otis had the im-

pression he had received the equiva-

lent of a smile and a shrug.
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“As to that,” said the Myri), “I

possildy learned it before yon did.

We htive observed yon a very long

time. Yon would tmbelieve how
long.”

“P)Ut then—” Otis paitscd. That

mnst mean before the colonists had

landed on this ])lanet. He was half-

afraid it might mean before they had

reached this snn system, lie ]uit aside

the thought and asked, “I'nt then,

why do yon live like this among
the ruins? Why wait till now? If yon

had commnnicated, yon conld have

had onr help rebuilding—”

He let his voice trail off, wonder-

ing what sounded wrong. [al-Oanyr

rolled his eyes al)ont leistirely, as if

disdaining the snrronnding ruins.

Again, he seemed to consider all the

im])lications of Otis’ questions.

“We picked np yonr message to

yottr chief,” he answered at last. "We
decided time is to commnnictile with

one of yon.

“We have no interest in rehnild-

ing,” he added. “W’e have concealed

quarters for ourselves.”

Otis found that his lips were dry

from his nnconscionsly having let his

month hang open. He moistened

them with the ti]) of his tongne, and

relaxed enough to lean against the

w:dl.

“Yon mean my getting the ruling

to |)roclaim yon a protected species?”

he asked. “Yon have instruments to

intercept such signals?”

“I do. We have,” said Jal-Ganyr

simply. “It has been decided that yon
THE

have expanded far enotigh into space

to make necessary we contact a few

of the thoughtful among yon. It will

possibly make easier in the futnre

for onr observers.”

Otis wondered how, much of that

was irony. He felt him.self fln.shing

at the memory of the “.stuffed speci-

men” at head([narters, and was pe-

culiarly relieved that he had not gone

to see it.

I’ve had the luck, he told himself.

I’m the one to discoz'cr the first

kiiozvn intelligent beings beyond

Sol!

Aloud, he said, “We exjtccted to

meet someone like yon eventually.

Hnt why have yon chosen me?”
The question sounded vain, he re-

alized, hnt it brought tmcxpected

results.

“Yonr message. Yon made in a

little way the .same decision we made
in a big way. We deduce that yon
are one to understand onr regret and

shame at what happened between
onr races . . . long ago.”

“Between— ?”

“Yes. For a long time, we thought

yon were all gone. We are pleased

to see yon retttrning to some of yottr

old planets.”

Otis stared blankly. .Some instinct

mnst have enabled the Myrb to in-

terpret his bewildered expression.

He apologized briefly.

“I possibly forgot to explain the

ruins.” Again, Jal-Ganyr’s eyes

swiveled slowly about.

“They are not onrs,” he said mild-

ly. “They are yonrs.”

END
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NOTES ON

NUCLEAR RADIATION

BY EDWIN N. KAUFMAN

To date, the best— the only— protection against nuclear radiations

seems to be more nuclei, and niore distance. The old technique of

“Be where they aint — and have somethin else in the ivayl”

Although many articles have Ijecn

published recenfly regarding radio-

active materials none cover the subject

as to the effects that can be expected

from nuclear radiation on animals

and human beings. Some of the

terms most commonly used in the

radiation laboratory must be known
or otherwise some of the significance

of the article is lost. However, even

without a complete understanding of

the terms used, I believe the article

will prove of great interest to any sci--

ence fiction fan.

( 1

)

Roentgen — pronounced Ren •

Kin. The unit dose. The quantity of

X or gamma radiation to liberate one

esu of charge per unit volume of

standard air in a hypothetical air-

wall ionization chamber. Over the

range of wave length used in radio-

therapy the energy absorbed per

gram of human soft tissue is suffi-

ciently accurate to that absorbed per

gram of air, thus providing a suitable

standard by use of an air chamber.

When the material is skin or bone

the energy absorption is erroneous,
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except for this, it is common prac-

tice to state that the Roentgen cor-

responds to an energy absorption of

eighty-three ergs per gram of tissue

or the production of 1.61 X 10^" ion

pairs per gram of tissue.

(2) Rem. A’oentgen Kquivalent

Man, Mouse or Mammal. A quantity

of energy absorbed which produces

an equivalent effect biologically re-

gardless of the character of the incir

dent radiation, i.e. alpha, beta,

gamma, neutrons, et cetera.

(3) Rep. A’oentgen /equivalent

Physical. A measurement to include

neutron irradiation, beta radiation,

and any radiation which produces

ionization in Tissue. Generally there

is no confusion in writing “Roent-

gen” instead of “Rep” when the lat-

ter is clearly implied.

The average radioactive studies or

applications mainly involve materials

which are alpha, beta, and gamma
emitters. Generally speaking, any
Health Survey Meter capable of de-

tecting these three radiations is cali-

brated in Roentgens per hour and no
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danger is involved in utilizing R/IIR
a3 th^, basis for all tolerance dosage.

A, very serious point that MUST be

remembered is that many portable

survey instruments do not detect

alpha radiation effectively or at all,

and the same applies to detection of

beta particles.

Alpha particles have a positive

charge equal to that of two electrons.

They travel very short distances in

the air but are extremely dangerous

as they can produce serious skin

burns.

Beta radiation consists of high

speed electrons—identical to electron

flow in cathode ray tubes. The beta

radiation is of higher intensity, than

alpha, and therefore travel farther

through the air. As the distance

traveled, and the energy is higher

than that of the alpha particles, it is

much easier to detect. Beta radiation,

like alpha, is stopped by the skin

thereby producing severe skin burns

upon overexposure. More of this

later.

Gamma radiation at the short

wave lengths produce skin burns—
soft Xrays—while the higher wave
lengths—hard Xrays—are equivalent

to radium and produce deep internal

burns.

Neutrons are usually not found,

except ill special cases, outside of the

operation of Cyclotrons and Atomic
Piles—Reactors. Detection methods

and effects are not included in this

article.

Radiation hazards exist in three

forms. (1) External radiation. (2)

Ingestion and deposit of radioactive
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materials in the body. (3) Radio-

active gases.

An important point which well

might be made at this point is en-

titled the “Reversibility of Effects.”

By this is meant the return of a tis-

sue to its previously normal state

after exposure is discontinued. This
is dependent iqxm the regenerative

properties of the tissue. The brain

and kidneys and other vital organs

have NO REPAIR MECHANISM.
Repair is by the formation of scar

tissue—which DOES NOT take over

the original function. The skin, blood,

et cetera are regenerative but for tbe

effect to be reversible it must not

produce injury .beyond the limits for

normal capacity to regenerate. Re-

peated radiation damage, followed

by repair, will eventually exhaust the

reserve for regeneration. Thus after

radiation injury—like skin burns—
followed by regeneration, a repeti-

tion of the injury must be avoided.

Even bone marrow, which is the

body’s blood supplier, will eventually

exhaust its recuperative powers after

excessive radiation, with fatal anemia

following.
*

Radiation sickness is the term

generally used after an overexposure

to radiation. The effects consist

mainly of general lassitude and head-

aches. This effect .passes usually

within a few weeks. Over a period of

time, continual overexposure warn-

ing signs are : loss of the normal skin

ridges of the fingertips
;
loss of hair

on the back of the fingers and the

hand; cracking, brittleness, or ridg-

ing of the fingernails
;
a loss of nor-
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mal sensitivity
;
and abnormal dry-

ing of the skin. Very late evidence of

injury a])pears as skin thickening

with the aj>pearance of wartlike

growths. A special serious sign of

damage is ulceration, from breakage

or- abrasion of the skin, which fails

to heal. This turns to cancer in many
cases, usually proving fatal.

After an e.xcessive dosage a time

la])se of ten years or more may occur

before cancer ap|)cars. Clencrally

speaking radiation dosage of this

magnitude will never occur in the

small laboratory, as it requires either

Xray machine operation or the han-

dling of large quantities of radium,

carelessly handled, to cause these

severe results.

The hazard of mutation occurring

due to exi)osure to radiation, by

either male or female, is not well

known. There is still considerable

di.sagreement on the subject. Many
of the experiments on this subject

have been on mice and fruit flies;

and it has Ijcen ])roven that there is

no positive relationshi[) between hu-

man beings and animals on many
phases of tolerance dosage. Evidence

seems to point out, however, that no

great danger exists. Mutations with-

out radiation generally appear at the

rate of one in twenty-seven hundred.

It has been calculated that an ac-

cumulated dose of 300 r in the female

will increase this rate one in two

hundred thirty. These mutations will

not necessarily occur in the children,

but in the child’s children. It should

he i)ointed out that 300 r is quite a

bit of e.x'posure and that a time fac-
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tor enters into the subject, especially

with men. The mutation occurring

will be a “standard” mutation, or a
common one generally occurring in

the family.

The effect of radiation on the re-

productive organs is mainly in ste-

rility occurring, rather than a dam-
age to the sexual mechanism. Perma-
nent sterilization of the female re-

quires 400 to 600 r delivered to the

ovar}a In man 800 to 1000 r deliv-

ered to the testes. This method of

sterilization is an extremely danger-

ous one, generally occurring by acci-

dent only.

The radioactive gases which are

occupational hazards are the manu-
factured radioactive gases ; xenon,
argon, krypton and iodine vapor.

Natural radioactive gases are from
radium—Radon—and mesothorium.
Xenon has two hazards as it radi-

ates beta and gamma in the atmos-
]ihere as well as being dangerous to

inhale. The other gases mentioned
are mainly dangerous on inhalation-

iodine vapor being absorbed by the

thyroid, after inhalation, being a spe-

cial problem. One danger of radium
handling is that should the platinum

shell it is incased in become broken

the radon gas it is producing will

escape. The radium may be sealed

into a glass tube to prevent further

escape of the radon gas. One milli-

gram source of radium will produce
sufficient dosage of radon gas to be

dangerous, with prolonged breath-

ing, in an inclosed room over a pe-

riod of days. The tolerance dose
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should be .01 rep per day. An in-

take of 0.3 rep per day over long

periods of time will definitely cause

cancer of the lungs, according to one

authority. As usual there is disagree-

ment over this point. Another au-

thority can very definitely show by
logical facts and figures that this

can not take place. The other au-

thority, on the other hand, has the

facts and figures of the death of

miners engaged in mining radioactive

ores.

The ingestion of radioactive ma-
terials is an extremely dangerous

occurrence. The majority of all in-

gested radioactive material ninety-

eight percent is excreted, hut the re-

mainder is deposited in the body. In

the case of radium, the deposit is in

the hones. The bone marrow at-

tempts to keep pace with the tissue

and blood destruction produced by

the continued alpha bombardment
but if any quantity of radium is pres-

ent-several MICROGRAMS — the

continued bombardment leads to

bone marrow exhaustion and fatal

anemia.

The tolerance dosages which are

in existence provide for satisfactory

safety tolerances for exposure over

long periods of time, such as working

in lalxjratories or the operation of

Xray machines. Should a larger dose

than the tolerance dose—per day—be
received a calculation should be made
of the dose received divided by the

daily tolerance dose and for that

number of days no further exposure

to radiation should occur.

The tolerance dosacje levels now in
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usage are as tabulated below:

X and gamma radiation :

0.05 R per day (Old rate

0.1 R?DAY)
50 milliroentgen per day.

Beta radiation (external) :

0.1 rep per day.

Radioactive gases (radon) :

0.01 rep per day.

Radium deposited in the body :

0.1 MICROGRAM.
Note: 1.0 R is 1,000 milliroentgens.

Therefore 0.1 R is 100 milliroent-

gens, et cetera.

The actual maximum rate — in-

tensity—that the body can receive

versus a low rale with the exposure
in R being the same is not known.
It is believed that the controlling

factor in radiation damage is the in-

tegrated ex])osure.

The maximum roentgen do.se that

can be taken at any one time, fol-

lowed by no cxijosure for a (>eriod of

years is not known. Cancer is usu-

ally killed by narrow beams of radia-

tion with an exposure of approxi-

mately 300 to 4,000 r in the time of

a few weeks to a year. It is believed

that the entire l>ody can receive XO to

120 r in a few weeks time without

permanent damage ; however very

definite effects would he noticeable

at the time. This do.sage is at least a

five-year quota dose. It has been es-

timated that 250 to 400 r would be a

fatal dose to humans. An interesting

point to bring forth is that fluoro-

scopic examinations generally re-

quire an intensity rate of 3600 R/Hr.
A thirty-second exposure—as a pa-

tient—is a 30 r dose. Start adding
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The protection afforded by a 11/2 inch lead storage container tor a one milligram

radium source is as follows: The radiation at 1 1/2” (3.81 cm) is 1270 mt/hour (see

formula in text). A lead storage container 1 1/2" provides an eighty-nine percent

radiation reduction. Neglecting the tact that the radium intensity of 8200 mr/hr is at

one cm, the radiation outside the storage chamber would be approximately 140 mr/hr.
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them vip you patients ! A erytliema

dose, producing- a perceptiljle redden-

ing of the skin, requires a dose of

100 to 1500 r depending upon the

wave length and type of radiation.

Some notes on cancer and beta

radiation :

The mechanism by which a normal

cell changes into a cancer cell is not

known. Cancer of the skin may be

produced by ( 1 ) Irradiation at low

intensities over a long period of time
;

or (2) Irradiation at high intensities

for a short period of time. Irradiation

of the skin by ultraviolet as well as

by nuclear radiation will cause skin

cancer.

In the author's opinion it might be

well to investigate diatherm}^ irradia-

tion as a possible source of the in-

crease in cancer over the past few

years. In either of the above ca.ses

the cancer does not appear for a

period of at least months and usually

many years. In the case of the high

intensity e.vposure marked tissue de-

struction occurs very shortl}' after

the irradiation. The injured tissue

does not heal at all or does so very

slowly over a period of many months,

leaving a permanent scar. The cir-

ctilation of blood through this area

is very poor. Should the wounds
heal no cancerous growth may oc-

cur for many years. A cancer growth

is usually set in motion by acci-

dental injury of the issue previously

injured. When cancer is caused by

continuous low intensity radiation,

tissue changes take place very gradu-

ally, and are generally not percepti-
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ble. ]‘-ventually the tissue is dam-
aged, circulation interfered with, and
when an injury to the area occurs

the tissue is no longer capable of pro-

ducing normal cells for repair of the

damage and therefore cancer occurs.

Breast cancer is generally treated

with about a 3,000 roentgen dose.

This dose may be severe enough to

produce, in itself, cancer of the lungs

or skin but such does not seem to I)e

the case. It, however, should be
noted that the majority of all such
persons generally are deceased with-

in ten years.

Before the Atomic pile, or reactor

as it is named, beta radiation was
not a problem, medicinally speaking.

Today it is possible to receive severe

radiation burns as strong sources of

beta radiation exist. Beta radiation

inflames the eyelids
;
the eves water

and become sealed shut. Loss of hair

occurs as well as ulceration of the

skin. If the dose of beta rays is in-

tense, death occurs in a short period

of time. Partial recovery from some
effects occur from lower dosage, but

the recovery is not permanent, death

following shortly. Should the dosage

be insufficient to produce death, then

several months later the eyes develop

a pronounced permanent opacity. Ir-

radiation of the eyes by ultraviolet or

high-frequency radio waves— 12 cm—
will also cause opacity.

The lethal dosage required to kill

fifty percent of the animals within

forty-five days is as follows : mice,

4700 rep
;

rats, 7500 rep
;
guinea

pigs, 7800 rep
;
rabbits, 20,000 rep.

Calculations show a lethal dosage for
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man of al)out 60,000 rep. The total

energy absorbed to produce fifty per-

cent killing is directly proportional

to the weight of the animal. Dosage
below that required for death short-

ens the normal life s])an considerably.

On the basis of absorbed energy

gamma rays are 1.75 more lethal

than beta rays. .Sublethal dosage t)f

beta produces tumors, in many cases,

in mice and rats but none in guinea

])igs or rabbits. This is as good a

time as any to repeat that many of

the statements made in this article

are subject to disagreement, some in

a minor way and a few in tnajor

ways. If I don’t ])ut this clause in,

I’ll surely hear from :i number of

readers

!

Now for a few ]iractical notes;

The average small lalwratory will

not use any one (piantity of radio-

active material of over one to ten

milligrams of radium or equivalent

radiation hazard. A formula of great

use with any one working with

radium is the following: One milli-

gram of radium, in e(|uilibrium, in

one half mm of platinum at one

centimeter radiates 8.4 roentgen per

hour or 8,400 milliroentgen per

hour. The actual intensity varies ac-

cording to the authority between 8.2

to 8.5 roentgen ]>er hour. This (|uan-

tity of radium — one milligram — is

relatively .safe, although exposure at

one centimeter for one half minute

is a day’s dosage. The important

thing to remember is that the DIS-
TANCE from any source of radia-

tion is the safest shield from radia-

NOTI’S ON NUCLEAR RADIATION

tion. With radioactive sources the

intensity decreases by the square

as the distance increases. CON-
VERSELY the intensity increases

by the square as the distance de-

creases and in a matter of INCHES
low radiation intensities can be dan-

gerously high. This is shown on the

chart entitled Tolerance Dosage Vs.

Distance.

Before any radioactive material is

handled by cither technician or en-

gineer he should be fully familiar

with some form of Health Survey
Meter or other radioactive protective

device. Generally these instruments

arc either portable Geigers or elec-

trometer detectors.

The GEIGER TUBE DETEC-
TOR is the most sensitive portable

radiation detector manufactured. The
range of detection generally provided

is 0.2 mr/hr, 2.0 mr/hr, and' 20 mr/hr.

Thus when the detector is reading

full scale on the 20 mr/hr range an

exposure time of two and one half to

five hours per day is permissible. The
portable Health Survey or Mining
Geiger Detector zvill not detect alpha

particles and some Geiger portables

zvill not detect alpha and beta. Lab-
oratory monitoring Geigers will in

general detect some alpha, beta and
gamma. Geiger tubes have limited

life, sometimes as low as one hun-
dred hours of use. The average tube

will count 10* times before becoming
erratic.

The portable ELECTROMETER-
DETECTOR—commonly called the

Cutie Pie—consists of an ionization

chamber generally made of a piece of
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plastic tubing — with the interior

coated with a conducting coating. A
sub miniature vacuum tube designed

for extremely high grid resistance

values on the order of 150,000 to

1,000,000 MEGOHMS, collects the

ions liberated in the ionization cham-
ber thus providing an input d.c. volt -

age, biasing the tube to a different

plate current. The tube actually acts

as more of a high-impedance to low-

impedance transformer device, as the

tube has practically no gain. A meter

in the plate circuit is calil)rated di-

rectly in roentgens per hour. The
electrometer detector although not

as sensitive as the Geiger detector

will detect alpha, beta, and gamma;
although some detectors are manu-
factured for beta and gamma detec-

tion only. This detector is to be pre-

ferred for measurement or detection

of X and gamma radiation gnd for

general health surveys. The ranges

generally provided are 50, 500, 2500

mr/hour. A few instruments pro-

vide a 2.5 mr/hour range.

Personnel working in laboratories

where dangerous quantities of radio-

active materials or radiation is pres-

ent wear picture film badges or pen

type ionization chambers. Portable

alarm exposure meters have been

constructed small enough to place in

a coat pocket or clipped to a belt.

When the permissible tolerance dos-

age is reached an alarm bell begins

ringing. This type of protection

is preferable to the film badge or

pocket ionization chamber, because

otherwise the overexposure is not

prevented nor known until the end

of the day.

Considerable literature on instru-

ments, portable and otherwise, may
be obtained from Technical Associ-

ates, 3730 San Fernando Road,

Glendale, California and from

Tracerlabs, Boston, Massachusetts.

The Atomic Energy Commission is

selling literature on all phases of

nuclear radiation. Generally the in-

formation is of no value to anyone

desiring to construct equipment, Init

is fascinating to any one interested

in the various engineering fields. The
average pamphlet sells for ten to

fifty cents—no C.O.D.s. The address

is ; Documents Sales Division, P.O.

Box 62, Oak Ridge, Tennessee.

Table of

ROENTGENS/HOUR Vs. DISTANCE

Source: One Milligram radium
Note: For larger or smaller quantities of

radium the following formula will

give the dosage rate.

Milliroentgen/Hour = 8200 X “W

D“
W is the radium weight in mg
D is the distance in centimeters

CM INCHES Milliroentgens /Hour

1.0 — 8200

2.54 1.0 1270

5.08 2.0 318

7.62 3.0 142

10.16 4.0 80

12.7 5.0 51

25.4 10. 12.7

38.1 IS. 5.65

50.8 20. 3.18

THE END
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BY JACK WILLIAMSON

n hon children play with matches, it’s dangerous. But
when older, more experienced people put ideas

in their heads, it can be even more dangerous . . .

TUI', MAN TROM OUTSIDE.

FROM OUTSIDETHE MAN

Illustrated by Orban
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The (iiiarantine station lay hidden

in a crater on the face of the moon
that Earth never sees. Dummy cra-

terlets of inflated faliric disguised the

small field where the yearly supply

flier landed, and all the other in-

stallations were sunk deep in a lone-

ly peak within the dead ring-moun-

tain.

The lieutenant saw the explosion

on Earth, from the lookout center^

there. He stood beneath a thousand
feet of lunar rock, but that .savage

hurst of gamma radiation had trig-

gered relays in the orbital spy cells,

and they transmitted a dozen views

of that fateful flash and the ominous
cloud that mushroomed and faded

above it.

He hurst into the commander’s
office, breathless with the news.

“An atomic exjdo.sion, sir!” he

gasped. “On Sol HI—in the south-

western desert of North America.”

The commander was a cold, un-

bending man, a competent officer hut

hard to know. The ])sionic trans-

lators rendered his name as Bowman,
hut its original clicking consonants

were unpronounceable. Though he

was only eighty, his straight black

hair was already silvered at the tem-

ples and his thin dark face was deep-

ly lined as if with age. He kxiked up
at the younger officer with an air of

absent inquiry.

“So it’s you, lieutenant?’’ His
quiet voice became mildly reproving.

“Weren’t you taught how to ap-

proach your commanding officer?”

The lieutenant turned first white

and then pink with fury. He was too
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new in the service to recognize the

problems of discipline at this remote

outpost, thirty light-years and more
from regional headtjuarters. He had

already come to regard this silent,

icy man with a secret antagonism,

which exploded in him now.

“I was taught—sir.” He saluted

stiffly, hut his incredulous resent-

ment echoed in his voice. “Do you

want me to ring and wait for your

official permission to tell you that

I’ve .seen an atomic blast?”

“I do.”

“A uranium fission reaction!” A
hitter amazement siiook him. "Don’t

you know what that means, sir? It

means that the.se people havi- reached

a very dangerous crisis in their dc-

velopment—or else that .somebody

has giv-;n them dangerous illicit in-

formation from outside.”

“Leave the room.” 'I'he command-
er’s voice h.'id liftc(I very slightly.

“Come back ])ro|>erly.”

The lieutenant shook his head un-

believingly, an'l stumbled hack into

the corridor. I le pau.sed a moment
there, struggling to control his an-

ger. He had honestly tried to under-

stand the commander, hut tliey came

from different worlds. .Mthough

they could talk easily enough, with

the tiny psionic translators they wore

like hearing aids. Bowman’s hawk-

nosed, black-])igmcntcd face seemed

as forbiddingly foreign as his life

was strange.

The commander lived inside him-

seE. His mental horizons were ap-

parently limited to the service direc-

tives for the o])eration of a Class E
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oiitstation. lie was oheyed and even

respected, hut he had no friends.

While the younger officers fretted

through their dull tours of duty and

went eagerly hack to civilization, he

had stayed on here at his own re-

quest.

The lieutenant couldn’t under-

stand why, hut he dismissed that pri-

vate mystery with a shrug of puz-

zled annoyance. All that mattered

now was the life or the death of the

new civilization coming to hirth on

this planet they watched. He tried to

smooth his face, and set his finger on
the announcer hutton.

The tiny convex screen heside the

door instantly showed the command-
er’s impatient face, and his voice

snapped from the speaker.

“Yes?”
“Lieutenant Woods, asking per-

mission to report, sir,” he said hus-

kily. “With reference to the atomic

e.xplosion ohserved on Sol III.”

“Come in, lieutenant.”

lie walked inside, came to atten-

tion, and saluted. The commander re-

turned the salute with a mechanical

correctness, hut left him at attention.

He stood painfully erect, hating the

hlack tyrant at the desk.

“So the first fission homh has ex-

ploded here?” The commander
shrugged. “W'hat arc we to do about

it?”

The lieutenant caught his hreath

unhelievingly.

“[ was taught, sir, that the lihera-

tion of atomic energy is one of the

most dangerous turning points in the

Title M.\N KKOM OUTSIDE

history of any planet.”
^

“But Sol III is not an important

planet,” the commander said coldly.

“The natural resources are worth-

less. The people are nondescript sav-

age.s, rcmarkahlc for nothing except

the variety and virulence of the

malignant viru.ses and germs they al-

low to ravage them.”

“Any planet is important to me.”
Resentment f|uickcned the lieuten-

ant’s voice. “Especially this one, be-

cause our own ancestors are sup-

posed to have taken to space fronr

here, fifteen thousand years ago.”

“I doubt that theory.” The com-
mander straightened impatiently.

“Even if the Atlantean culture did

arise here, the.se squalid savages have
left no trace of it. I see no reason for

much concern over anything they

do.”

The lieutenant tried to quiet his

angry breathing.

“I’m new here,” he answered qui-

etly, “hut I had supposed it would
he our duty to investigate that e.x-

plosion promptly and then take the

necessary steps to protect these peo-

ple.” ,

“What .sort of steps ?” '

“In cases where dangerous clan-

destine technological information ha.s

been received from outside,” he said

carefully, “I believe the Covenant.s

provide that it should he discredited

or suppressed.”
|

“It’s true that an outsider has re-

cently been operating on this plan-

et.” The commander’s flat dry voice

showed no feeling. “In fact, I have
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spent sev^eral years on the planet my-
self, assigned to the case as an un-

dercover agent. You’ll find my re-

ports in our files. Unfortunately, the

outsider escaped.”

“To reveal the secret of nuclear

fission ?”

‘‘You are still at attention.” The
commander’s lean jaws tightened hi

reproof. ‘‘The reaction you saw is

the logical climax of some centuries

of indejiendent progress. The energy

equation was published here forty

years ago, hy a mathematician named
Einstein. I investigated him. Ife is a

native, and he derived the ecpuition

for him.self.”

The lieutenant shifted his weight

uncomfortably and straightened

again, lie knew he ought to kee])

silent, hut he couldn’t help blurting

impuLsively

:

“Can’t we do something, anyhow—
sir? Even though these people did

stumble on the secret by themselves,

can’t we help them learn to use it?”

“We can’t.” The commander’s

black face stiffened. “You ought to

know that.”

“Why not?” He frowned with a

troubled astonishment. “Isn’t Sol

III our responsibility, sir? Now that

these people have come to the time

when atomic energy will either lift

them out of barbarism or else" de-

stroy all they’ve accomplished—can’t

we help them at all?”

“We can’t,” the commander re-

located. “I have been ovatching the

struggles and the blunders of these

])cople lunger than you have lived. I
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try to remember that what they do is

none of my business.”

“Isn’t it?”

The conunander studied him
thoughtfully. “Why do you think we
are stationed here?”

“Fundamentally, to assist these

people ill their climb toward civiliza-

tion.”

“Fundamentally, you are wrong.”
The commander’s voice turned brit-

tle witli impatient. ‘‘The Ouarantiue
.Service exists to enforce the Cove-
nants Ilf Non Cunlacl. The Cove-
nants were set np to jirevent the

damaging collisions of cultures at in-

compatible levels of social evolution.

Our duty here is to ward off all cul-

tural contact with the outside. That
is :ill. Whether these jieojile u.se

atomic energy to reach the stars or

to commit race siticide, we can’t in-

terfere. Understand ?”

“I sujipose so.”

Yet the lieutenant held on to a

privtite reservation, which the com-

mander must have .seen.

“I’ve been watching yon, Womls.”

The jirohing eyes of I’ovvnian were

cold and keen as a sctilpel. "Though
you came here with an excellent rec-

ord, your attitude is di.sappointing.”

Pale with resentment, the lieu-

tenant held himself erect and silent.

“We’re all uprixited peo]ile, in the

service,” the austere officer con-

tinued. “Each change of post carries

us a dozen or a hundred years ahead

in relative time, and there is no

turning back. Every one of us has

given u]) his home and his friends
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and his family.' Tliough the service

offers compensations, they must be

earned.”

The lieutenant stood listening with

a frozen impatience. He had left his

own native place and time with a

painful sense of loss. Vega IV' had

been a good planet, a hundred years

ago. His father had begged him to

take over the family’s prosperous

shipping firm. There had been a girl

who begged him to stay. Against all

that, there had been only his im-

jjerative desire to join the great or-

ganization that guarded civilization.

He had volunteered—and he thought

of tliat hard decision with a pang of

cruel disillusion now. *

‘‘Do you want to stay in the serv-

ice?”

J'linching from the harshness of

that question, he said he did.

"Then you had better watch your-

self.” 'fhe dark eyes searclied Ihm
dis])assionately. “Have you ever

known a man broken from the

service ?”

“I don’t think so.”

"{ have,” the commander said.

‘‘They are pathetic figures. We still

have our demanding duty and our

own small world of men and women
dedicated to it. If you lose those,

you’ve nothing left. The service will

pay your way back to the place where
you joined, but you are still lost in

time. There are no fliers to the past.”

“I understand,” the lieutenant an-

swered.

,Yet he had not entered the serv-

ice for his own benefit, and he left

the commander’s oftice still deter-

mined to investigate the atomic ex-

plosion he had seen. He was as-

signed to routine clerical work, but

he began to
,

spend his spare time

searching the files -of the case the

commander had mentioned.

Thirty years ago, those records

showed, a patrol flier commanded
by Bowman had found a shipment

of cultured viruses cached on Pluto,

The malignant microorganisms had
l)een gathered on Earth, obviously

for military u.se on some planet

whose people were not immune to

them.

Such a bold violation of the Cove-
nants demanded vigorous action. The
w'eb of spy cells was widened. An-
other patrol flier was .sent out to in-

tercept any outlaw craft approaching

the cache on Pluto. Bowman, then a
lieutenant, volunteered for the dan-

gerous undercover mission to trap

the outsiderVstill presumably operat-

ing on Earth.

That effort had run through

twenty years, but no unidentified

craft had ever disturbed the spy cells.

The trap on Pluto had not been

sjjrung. Bowman and the; other

agents sent to Earth had brought

back voluminous reports but no out-

sider.

The lieutenant neglected his meals

and his sleep for nearly two years,

exploring those reports. He finally

found the clues he wanted, and took

them at once to the commander’s
office.

‘Lieutenant Woods, asking per-

mission to report, sir.” This time he
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was carefully correct. “I have found

promising- leads in the outsider case

that don’t seem to have been fol-

lowed up. I request permission to

carry my own investigation to Earth,

as an undercover agent.”

“That matter was dropped ten

years ago.” The commander scowled

at him with an annoyed impatience.

“Where did you find these new
clues ?”

“In the files, sir.”

The black man’s annoyance

changed to a guarded watchfulness.

“Where in the files?”

“In your own reports, among
others.” The lieutenant’s knees and

voice were trembling, but he went

on stubbornly. “Chiefly in those from

the Soviet tribe.” He caught his

breath. “I believe an outsider has

been advising the tribal council

called the Politburo, probably as a

member of it.”

“Impossible I” The commander
seemed almost angry. “Where is any

evidence of that?”

“It appears first in the recorded

psionic translations of the unpub-

Itehed writings of the native revolu-

tionist named Lenin.”

The commander’s dark face

thinned and hardened. “Do you think

Lenin was an outsider?”

“I think he was taught by one.”

“But he wasn’t even a scientist.”

“Not a physicist,” the lieutenant

said. “He didn’t invent the fission

bomb. But he did ijitroduce methods

of violent revolution unknown on

Earth before. In some of his private

waitings aI)out the science of revolu-
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tion, I found direct quotations from
the interstellar histories I studied at

the service academy.”

“History repeats itself.” The black

man shrugged impatiently, “A mil-

lion decaying empires have lieen top-

pled by a million revolutionists. Is

it very remarkable that a few- of

them happened to develop similar

methods ?”

“B ut there - are other clues,” the

lieutenant insisted. “Such as the de-

vious shifts of tribal economic and
military ])olicy. One by one, they

mean nothing. Taken all together,

they do show outside inllnence.”

“I doubt it.” The conimauder’s

voice had lifted harshly, “'I'liat out-

sider must have stopped here to arm
himself wdth an illegal biological

weaiKin, Imt I can’t believe he stayed

long. The planet is too backward
and filth}' to be a very desirable

hide-out.”

“An accident, ])erhaps,” the lieu-

tenant suggested. “He must have in-

tended to rejoin his confederates on

Pluto, but I suppose our search

scared them off. He was left ma-
rooned, and he had to make the best

of it.”

The commander shook his head,

unconvinced.

“Anyhow,” the lieutenant per-

sisted, “I believe these leads are

worth investigating. May I have the

assignment, sir?”

The commander was evasive. He
wanted time to review the files him-

self. He challenged minor points. He
proposed to send a more experi-

enced agent. He even hinted at last
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tluit he could consider recominend-

iiiij tlie lietilciiant for promotion and
transfer to a more desirable station.

Out raffed, the lieutenai.t refused

to l)c l)rihcd. I'.ach new delay height-

ened his .suspicion that Bowman had
stayed on liere to keep something
covered up. He was careful to make
no reckless charges, hut he renewed
his pleas unlil finally the black man
yieldcfl.

“All right, Woods,” the command-
er said. “I'll send you down to Sol
Ilf.” Ble.akly, he added, “If you ex-

pect to stay in the service, you had
better bring liack }'our elusive out-

sider.”

'i'wo years Later, the lieutenant

stood agjiin at attention in Bowman’s
plain, gray-walled oflice. lie had
spent that interval f)ii Earth. A neu-
trionic flier had landed him by night

on the frozen tundra of northern

Asia, clothed and equipped for his

mission, lie h.ad carried a portable

psionic telc])hone with which to call

the st.ation when he was ready to be

jiiclaal up, but he had never called.

'I’wo more agents had been landed at

Last, to track him down and bring

him back.

“Well, lieutenant?” Bowman
looked him u]) and down with black,

s.ardonic eves. “Did you find the out-

sider?”

“I’m not certain.”

The. lieutenant was thinner and

visibly older. His eyes were red-

rimmed with strain and restless with

a puzzled unease. He held himself

erect, but his flushed skin and his
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liurried breathing showed his agita-

tion.

“But I did find something else,”

he added quickly. “Something more
important now. A danger to the

birth of freedom on this planet.”

“Due to outside influence?’’

“Indirectly, yes.”

“What is 'it?”

“An accidental atomic explosion,

about to happen.”

“W'e’ye observed quite a number
of fission explosions during the past

four years,” the commander said.

“None of them has been unduly dis-

astrous—or set off liy outsiders,

either.”

“But this one is different,” the

lieutenant insisted. “I’m afraid it will

extinguish this young civilization—

unless you let me go back and pre-

vent it.”

“You have been on Sol III too

long alread}u” Disrqiproval hard-

ened the commander’s dark face,.

“You had better give me an excel-

lent excuse for your long absence,

unless you want to lie charged with

desertion.”

“But I didn’t desert!” The lieu-

tenant wet his lips nervously. “I sim-

j)ly found such a desperate situation

that I couldn’t leave, even to report.”

1 lis voice shook urgently. “You must
let me go back, sir—in time to stop

that tragic accident!”

“I’m afraid you’ve forgotten the

Covenants.” The commander scowled

at him severely. “But let’s hear aliout

this coming explosion.”

“I landed in Soviet territory,” he

began. “I was expecting to find the
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outsider hiding among the rulers of

that tribe, but I failed.”

He saw the commander’s satisfac-

tion, and lifted his head defiantly.

“I did penetrate the walled group

of council huts called the Kremlin,”

he went on quickly. “I found enough

evidence of outside influence—even

in the methods the present chief,

Stalin, is using to crush the last spark

of freedom from his own tribe.

“The guilty outsider was already

gone, but I soon found clues to nfake

me think he had left the Politburo to

lead a resistance group. This small

group is the only active opposition

left. It operates deep inside the con-

tinent, where the police aren’t quite

so alert as at the frontiers. It is or-

ganized around a few nuclear physi-

cists, who are working furiously to

build a hydrogen bomb— I thought

one of them would surely be my
man.”

“But he wasn’t.” I'he command-
er’s lips tightened oddly. “How did

y'ou find this underground group ?”

“The first clues were the secret

police reports of shortages at the

plants where Stalin is trying to make
fusion bombs—with processes his

spies have stolen—for a surprise at-

tack on the American tribe. With our

methods, I was able to find the miss-

ing items and the men using them—
but not the outsider.

“All the plotters are natives—most
of them Communist party members,

Red Army officers, and factory man-
agers. They are furnishing the sup-

plies. The physicists have set up a
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number of scattered, hidden labora-

tories. They are gathered now in a

cave in the mountains of central

Asia, ready to assemble their first

hydrogen bomb.

“They plan to destroy the Kremlin

with it. They ho|)e to kill Stalin, the

entire membership of the Politburo,

and other key leaders. After the ex-

plosion, they intend to lead a gen-

eral rebellion.”

Frowning, the commander shook

his head. “I see no reason to regret

the destruction of the Kremlin.”

“It is in no danger,” the lieuten-

ant said grimly. “I was able to en-

ter that cave and examine the in-

complete fusion bomb. Its builders

are natives, and they have made a

fatal error. Unless their mistake is

corrected, the bomb is certain to

explode ])remalurely. ft will wipe

out the Icadershi]) of the resistance,

and leave Stalin free to .sma,sh the

American tribe with his own atomic

attack.”

“Perhaps.” The commander
shrugged impatiently. “But what can

we do about it?”

“We can supply just one bit of

essential information.” The lieuten-

ant’s voice lifted resolutely. “I was
preparing to do that — establishing

myself as another nuclear physicist,

a refugee of the Cerman tribe—when
your men arrested me.”

“Then they were just in time.”

The commander nodded grimly.

“These people invented their own
atomic bombs, and we’ve no right to

interfere. As for you, I’m afraid the

charges against you must include at-
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tempted conlr.-ivention of the Cove-

nants.”

“But vve must interfere,” the lieu-

tenant insisted huskily. “Even
though the atomic homi) may be a

native product, the Soviet methods
for its use are partly borrowed from
outside. Isn’t that excuse enough?”

“It isn’t. One crime does not ex-

cuse another.”

“But I’m afraid the American
tribe can’t survive an atomic attack

conducted by outside methods.”

“Whatever happens, we can’t med-
dle again.” The commander’s l)lack

head thrust forward bleakly. “These
people must stand or fall by their

own efforts alone.”

“They’ll hdl !” Forgetting that he
was at attention, the lieutenant

stepped anxiously forward. "Un-
less—”

“Attention!” The commander
peered at him sternly. “You are re-

lieved of. all duty at Sol Station, ef-

fective now. You will remain in your
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quarters, under arrest, until the next

supply ship calls. You will return

aboard it to Den’ebola Base, to re-

ceive whatever discipline your dan-

gerous misconduct requires.”

Trembling, he gulped and shook

his head protestingly.

“In view of your youth and your

intentions,” the commander con-

tinued, ‘T am going to recommend
clemency. I hope your punishment

will not Ije unduly severe. In any

case, these people will have time to

solve their atomic problems without

your interference. Thirty-two years

of relative time will pass before you
dock. In that time, these people will

either learn to live with atomic en-

ergy or else die by it.”

“But, sir—” he muttered hoarsely.

“Please-”

“That is all,” the black man
rapped. “Report to your quarters.”

He half turned and swung back

again. His fists had clenched uncon-

sciously. He wet his pale lips and
caught his breath to speak.

“Silence !”the commander shouted.

“Any further insubordination will

prejudice my recommendation for

clemenc\'. You had better go qui-

etly.”

He stood peering at the gaunt

man, as if he hadn’t heard. His thin

hands opened and shook and knotted

again. Sweat broke out on his face.

For a moment he was about to

obey, but abrupt defiance checked

him.

“I’m not going yet,” he whis-

pered breathlessly, “because we’ve
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something 6lse to talk about.” He
saw the black hand sliding toward a

button on the desk. “Don’t call any-

body—unless you want the whole

service to know you are the out-

sider !”

“I? The outsider?” The com-

mander’s voice rose angrily. “You
can’t frame me.”

Yet his face had turned a sickly

gray, and his thin hand drew back

shaking l)efore he had touched the

button.

“1 don’t need to frame you.” The
lieutenant stood watching Ins symp-

toms of collapse with an uneasy ela-

tion. “I’ve facts to show that you

began meddling illegally with the

internal affairs of this planet nearly

fifty years ago.”

"What facts?” he gasped faintly.

“The fact that no arrest was ever

made.” 'I'he lieutenant ste|)])ed warily

toward him. “Although that search

would certainly have caught any out-

sider, except one of us.

“The fact that you were command-
ing the two-man patrol flier that

discovered the cache of malignant vi-

ruses on Pluto—where you yourself

had left them.

“The fact that you had already .

done undercover work on Sol III at

that time—and no doubt collected the

viruses there.

“The fact that you volunteered

very promptly for numerous under-

cover missions to Sol III-you must

have been the outside member of the

Politburo, at the very time you were

pretending to hunt yourself

!

“The fact that yo!i have stayed on
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at Sol Station long after you might

have had some more desirable post—

so that you could carry on your

criminal aid to the Soviet tribe, in

direct violation of the Covenants.”

The lieutenant paused to get his

breath, grinning without mirth.

“Are those facts enough?” he

rasped. “If they aren’t. I've others—

enough to round out the picture.

But I’m willing to forget them all,

even now, if you will ask for a trans-

fer to another station—and let me
prevent that explosion.”

“I . . . I can’t-”

The words were choked and hope-

less. The commander had slumped

miserably at his desk, looking sud-

denly feeble and tired and very old.

He rubbed at his eyes, in a bewildered

way, and then sat fumbling nerv-

ously with the psionic telephone and

the other little objects before him.

“Make up your mind.” The lieu-

tenant’s voice lifted sharply. “Unless

you let me go back. I’ll report those

facts. I believe you already know
what it means, to be broken from the

service and lost in time. Is that what

you want?”

The black man twisted in his

chair, almost as if in physical pain.

“My mind is nrade up.” Despera-

tion shuddered in his voice. “And
you aren’t going back.”

His shaking hand fell to the butt

of his neutrionic pistol.

The lieutenant started forward and

checked himself helplessly. Dis-

armed since his arrest, he stood

empty-handed against that silent

gun. His mind could already feel

the freezing flash of it, which killed

by transforming heat into impalpa-

ble neutrinos. This twisted monster,

who had guided the blood-stained

rulers of the Kremlin for thirty

years, wouldn’t hesitate at one more
murder.

“I’m still your superior,” the com-
mander was rasping hoarsely. “I

Mmn’t tolerate—”

An orange light halted him, e.x-

ploding in the crystal dome of the

psionic telephone. A tiny voice called

from the instrument, urgently

:

“Lookout to commander !”

“Go ahead. Lookout.”

The orange signal faded, and the

image of the Lookout’s head ap-

peared in the dome, doll-sized but

visibly excited.

“A hydrogen fusion explosion,

commander!” his small voice cried.

“It was apparently set off by a plu-

tonium fission detonator, but the re-

action was a thousand times more
violent than the fission explosions we
,observed on Bikini.”

“Where—” the lieutenant whis-

pered huskily.

The commander echoed, “Where
did it happen?”

“In Central Asia, sir. Evidently

the American atomic monopoly is

broken. I think these savages are

going to be showing us some ac-

tion !”

The commander nodded heavily,

and the crystal dome went clear

again.

“So this is what you’ve done?” In
his savage anger, the lieutenant for-
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got
,
the ncutrionic pistol. "You

wouldn’t let me reveal just one fact

to aid these people—but you have,

spent fifty years systematically cor-

rupting and destroying them.”

The commander merely shook his

head, as if overwhelmed with weari-

ness and pain. His restless hand had

risen from the gun.

“That was the blast I wanted to

stop,” the lieutenant continued bit-

terly. “Now it has wiped out the last

island of freedom in Soviet terri-

tory. In time, it will sweep human
liberty from the planet.”

He paused to shake his head, with

a puzzled scorn.

“What I can’t understand is why
you did it,” he whi.spered harshly.

“You have sacrificed your own ca-

reer to stay on at this dull little post

—for what ?”

The commander straightened,

breathing heavily. His sick eyes

looked up for an instant, and fell

back to the desk. Aimlessly, his nerv-

ous hands fumbled with the tele-

phone. His grayish face twitched.

He looked anguished and danger-

ous.

A new panic swept the lieutenant.

He had seen the risk in his hasty

accusations, but the pressure of that

struggle for a planet had left him no

time for caution. He was defenseless

now. Watching the tortured man
slowly draw the gun, he waited si-

lently to die—and gasped with sur-

prise when he saw the weapon
pushed out toward him across the

desk.

“Take it,” the commander’s dry

voice rasped. “If you want to kill

me, go ahead. It’s true I’ve broken
the Covenants. My meddling has

done ghastly damage, and I’m ready

enough to pay fo,r it. For your own
sake, however, I think you had bet-

ter let me explain the miscalculations

that made me an unwilling partner

of Stalin. Perhaps I can save you
the same error.”

The lieutenant moved to pick up
the gun but thought better of it. He
straightened uneasily, frowning at

the haggard man.
“Ifxplain,” he .said, “if you can.”

“My blunder was the same one

you have been trying to make.” The
commander nodded with a weary re-

gret. “I failed to understand the wis-

dom of the Covenants. I didn’t know
that people can’t be helped.”

“I know they can’t,” the lieuten-

ant whispered harshly'. “Not by Stal-

inism !”

“Listen to me—please!”

The coinmandcr’s w'ounded voice

W'as so moving that he nodded si-

lently.

“This was my first station,” the

broken man began. “I came here at

about your age, brimming with your

own blind eagerness to hel]> these

unfortunate peojde climb the difficult

path to civilization.

“My tragic blundering began

when an archaeologi.st arrived here

on the supply ship from Denebola

with permission from head(|uarters

to make an undercover expedition to

Sol HI to look for the ruins of At-

lantis. He expected to find them in

Central Asia.
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“He had to be accompanied by an

officer trained in undercover work,

and I volunteered to go with him—

I

was already interested in these peo-

ple. When our preparations were
complete, we were landed one night

on the steppe near the large village

of Kazan.

“We established identities as ex-

plorers from the American tribe, and
spent several months at the village

university, looking in vain for his-

torical records of the Atlantean cul-

ture, before we went east to the site

we were to excavate.

“Altogether, we were on Sol HI
nearly a year. We didn’t find Atlan-
tis. If our interstellar civilization

sprang from Sol III at all, I know
it wasn’t born in the miserable mud
huts we uncovered.

“The living natives we met were
still wretched enough. Most of them
had recently been owned, like the
land, by a decaying aristocrac}?, and
they were oppressed by the corrupt
bureaucracy that surrounded the
Czar—the autocratic hereditary chief

of the tribe.

“I was as deeply disturbed as you
would have been b}^ the contrasts of

squalid poverty and unearned wealth,

and as painfully shocked by the

cruel injustice we saw everywhere.
I wanted to do something about it,

and unfortunately I did.

“It happened while we were trav-

eling across the Yenisei Valley on
our way back to Kazan. Difficulties

with the primitive transportation

system delayed us in a frontier ham-
let there, and I met a native who

had the same desire to remedy those

wrongs. SiS!'

“I spent a whole night talking to

him, at the filthy little inn. ^ HC' was

extraordinary enough, even'
;
then^a

short vigorous man, with a powerful

head. His commonplace features

were brightened by piercing eyes.

You seldom find a native—or an out-

sider, for that matter—with his en-

ergy and intelligence.

“He was then less than, thirty, but

he had already dedicated his life to

the liberation of the working class.

He had been arrested and impris-

oned for a year before his exile to

that remote province, and his be-

loved older brother had been killed

for activities against the Czar.

“That night—never reall}' think-
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ing what I was doing— I violated the

Covenants. I was fascinated by the

alnlity and earnestness of that young
rebel, and moved by the drama of his

unequal struggle for the freedom of

his people.

“I failed to see the danger in him.

He was full of a naive philosophy

he called dialectic materialism,

which forecast the fall of his op-

pressors and the rise of a classless

society. Utter nonsense. That same

battle for freedom has been repeated

many million times, on several mil-

lion planets, and it has never yet

ended with the automatic withering

away of classes and the state. Even
with my own smattering of inter-

stellar history, I could see the flaws

in his philosophy and the fatal weak-

ness in any jrlan of action based upon

it.

"And I forgot myself. Not so far

as to let that native rebel guess that

I was an outsider, hut I did tell him

a few of the simplest general prin-

ciples of war and revolution that I

had learned at school. He seized

upon the ideas with an eagerness

that disturbed me a little, even then.

“He thanked me, when we left the

inn at dawn, for a very stimulating

conversation. The archaeologist and

I went on to meet the flier, and he

stayed to overwhelm his enemies

with the weapons I had giVen him so

carelessly—ideas more deadly than

neutrionic bombs.”

The lieutenant whispered sudden-

ly, “Was his name—”
“Lenin.” The commander nodded

bleakly. “He is dead long ago, hut

those ideas - are still alive. They are

sweeping the planet like a conflagra-

tion.”,

“My friends; in the cave were try-

ing to put out that blaze with their

hydrogen bomb,” the lieutenant said

bitterly. “They could have succeeded,

if you let .me; alone long enough to

give dhem that one liint.”

“I don’t think so.” The gaunt

black man shrugged heavily. “I tried

for many years to undo what I had

done, and only made things worse.”

The lieutenant k)oked at him
searchingly.

“So that was your business at the

Kremlin ?”

“I arranged to go back, by idant-

ing that cache of viruses on Pluto.”

'fhe commander nodded unhaj^jiily.

“
I borrowed the identities of men in

the Kremlin to advocate moderation

within the tribe ;ind reconciliation

with the .peoples still free. Hut .Stalin,

the cynical chief who followed Lenin,

merely used, those ])eaceful policies

to screen ;his ruthless .schemes for

enslaving the whole planet.”

The haggard man sank wearily

hack in his chair.

“The lesson was h.ard,” he whis-

pered, “but I learned it at last. Free-

dom cannot be bestowed; it must be

earned. Even the best-meant efforts

to grant it as a gift are commonly
blighting.”

The lieutenant stood silent for a
time, grappling with that idea.

“But sup}X)se I had helped per-

fect that hydrogen bomb,” he iiro-

tested at last. “Wouldn’t it have
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to see the wisdom of the Covenants,

and I’m willing to risk a forecast for

the future of Sol III.”

The lieutenant waited hopefully.

“The free tribes of America have

not yet been seriously corrupted by
what I told Lenin that night,” the

commander said. “They are equipped

to detect this last explosion, and it

should make them look to their own
defenses. If they are stimulated to

perfect a hydrogen bomb, it will be

something of their own, which they

can use without self-destruction.”

The lieutenant stood watching the

gun.

“I understand,” he whispered at

last. He picked up the gun and re-

turned it to the commander. “And I

. . . I’m guilty, sir.”

“And you will make the same

atonement I have made,” the stern

man told him. “You will renounce

civilization and your own career.

You will stay on here to watch

against the sort of men we used to

be and to see that the Covenants are

enforced.”

crushed Stalin?”

“Only to set up some more mon-
strous enemy of freedom in his

place,” the commander answered,

“l)ecause your friends in the cave

had already been contaminated with

those ideas I gave Lenin. The abso-

lute power of that weapon would

have stricken then with absolute cor-

ruption. You can find a thousand

examples of the process in interstel-

lar history^”

“I’m not an historian.” The lieu-

tenant caught himself staring at the

gun on the desk, and looked up un-

comfortably. “The plight of Sol III

is already desperate,” he mxittered.

“I don’t see how anything could

make it worse.”

“The outlook isn’t that black.” The
tired man smiled faintly. “Not if the

Covenants are faithfully enforced. In

spite of all the harm I did that night,

these people still have a reasonable

chance to create a free civilization.”

“I don’t see how.”
“I think I do.” The commander

nodded soberly. “I’ve been reading

a good bit of history, since I began
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BOOK REVIEWS

BY P. SCHUYLER MILLER

"Lancelot Biggs: Spaceman," by Nel-

son Bond. Doubleday & Company,

Garden City. 1950. 224 pp. $2.50

Nelson Bond lacks few of the

tricks of the born storyteller and

uses them all blandly and shamele.ss-

]y in this collection of eleven adven-

tures of his bumbling, gangling hero,

Third Mate L.ancelot Biggs and his

long-suffering fellow officers of the

rattletrap space freighter Saturn. "T

have a tlieory,” was Lancelot’s

original byword—later amended to

"First find the theory’’—if he always

seems to fall on his feet, it is prob-

ably because they are so big and his

head so light. Here, gathered from

hither and yon in a gumlx) of good

fun, are sucli “remarkable exploits”

—to quote tire title page—as Biggs’

destruction of a cargo of vegetables,

Biggs as a space-cook for a pirate,

the Biggs, uranium plate applied to

football, Biggs and the vacuole, the

velocity intensifier — like Sherlock
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Holmes Biggs is annihilated lialfway

through the book—antigravity, the

honeyed asteroid, the seed shipment

—but go on for yourselves, and have

fun.

"The Man Who Sold The Moon," by

Robert A. Heinlein. Shasta Publish-

ers, Chicago. 1950. 288 pp. $3.00

By this time it is no secret that

one of the major lours, dc force of

contemporary science fiction is Kol)-

crt A. Heinlein’s “future history,”

the interrelated series of stories

which are tracing the flux of human
culture through the Galaxy accord-

ing to a consistent pseudohistory of

Mankind during the next six or

seven centuries. Tn “The Man Who
.Sold The : Moon” Shasta has given

us the first of five
,

books in which

this incomparable series will appear
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essentially complete and in chrono-

logical sequence. But it is giving us

a good deal more, for the core of this

Brst book is the completely new title

story, which ranks with the very best

that Heinlein has written—a thirty

tliousand word “short novel” which
is tlie fascinating story of Delos Har-
riman and his - lifelong, doggedly

ruthless drive to reach the Moon.

Tn a book which o])ens with “Life-

I-ine,” continues with “Let There
Re Light”—a lighter-weight yarn of

the invention of the Douglas-Martin

sun-power screens which originally

a]>peared in another magazine—and
includes such landmarks as “The
Roads Must Roll” and “Blowup.s

flappen,” it is saying a good deal to

confess that this is utterl}^ and ir-

revocably Harriman’s hook. Fine as

“Destination Moon” is, what a tre-

mendous human document Holly-

wood might have created if the same
meliculous technical care had been

used on Harrimau’s ironic story!

The characterization, the force of

personality, the immense human
drive which the present film lacks

are all there, with the not-quite-tragic

ending in “Requiem,” which closes

the hook. What a part it would have

been for Walter Huston

!

As John Campl)ell points out in

his introduction, Heinlein is a mas-

ter of concealed technology. We have

no other writer who has worked out

the scientific minutiae of his settings

so fully or so unobtrusively. Yet

“The Man Who Sold The Moon”-
the story of a nonscientist—makes

clear the equally deft care with
which the human engineering de-

tails of each situation have been

thought through. For it was Delos

Harriman’s skill in human engineer-

ing which got the first rocket to the

Moon, which founded Luna Cityq

and which at last gave him a grave
there. And it is the lesson and theme
of the entire Future History, charted

out in the end paj^ers of the lioolc,

that it is the success or failure of

human engineering which will de-

termine the rise and fall of our ad-
ture and our race on Earth, on the

other planets, and in all Space and
Time to come.

"Shadow On The Hearth," by Judith

Merrll. Doubleday, New York. 1950.

277 pp. $3.00

Judith Merril’s warm, human nov-

el of the days following the atomic

bombing of New York is in the class

of hooks like “Nineteen Eighty-

Four” and “Earth Abides” which

will do science fiction a great deal of

good. Its characters are few : a young

Westchester housewife, her two

daughters, a maid, an on-the-make

neighbor in a civilian defense post, a

young doctor, a teacher whose warn-

ings of attack have made him suspect

as an enemy agent. The “shadow”
of the title is the knowledge that one

of the two children is almost certain-

ly the victim of radiation sickness.
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With every opportunity to indulge in

the gaudiest kind of melodrama, Miss

Merril has instead drawn her sus-

pense from conflicts of character and

personality. This is the kind of life

you may be living long before 1984,

if you are lucky enough to live just

beyond the circle of utter destruc-

tion.

"The Best Science Fiction Stories:

1950," edited by Everett F. Bleiler &
T. E. Dikty. Frederick Fell Inc., New
York. 1950. 347^pp. $2.95

These annual anihologies have

been the best of Fell’s growing list

of science-fiction books, thanks to the

literary taste and broad knowledge

of the field shown by its editors. The
current volume, with an introduc-

tion by Vincent Starrett, contains

thirteen stories from eight maga-

zines—a greater coverage than the

1949 anthology showed. Few AS-
TOUNDING Science Fiction read-

ers will quarrel with the choices from

this magazine ; Wilmar Shiras’

“Opening Doors’’—“In Hiding” was

the pinnacle of the first selection—

Henry Kuttner’s “Private Eye,” and

Clifford Simak’s “Eternity Lost.”

Few will object too bitterly to the

awarding of two places to the relia-

ble Murray Leinster and the remark-

able Ray Bradbury, and few will

want to miss Ted Sturgeon’s impish

“The Hurkle Is A Happy Beast.”
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Of course everyone will have pthcr

candidates which he prefers to the

editors’ choices : science fiction would
be in an unhealthy condition if se-

lection was obvious. But Bleiler and
Dikty are well on their way to doing
for this field what the O’Brien and
O’Henry anthologies have done for

short fiction in general.

"Beyond Time & Space," selected by

August Derleth. Pellegrini & Cudahy,

New York. 1950. 643 pp. $4.50

This scholar’s anthology, subtitled

“a compendium of science fiction

through the ages,” ranges from
Plato’s launching of the Atlantis

myth in the Fourth Century B.C.

down to Van Vogt, Padgett, J.eiber,

Sturgeon, Ileinlein, and Bradbury

as representatives of the forefront of

present-day writing. The first one

hundred forty-seven pages cover the

antiquities: Plato, Lucian, Sir

Thomas More, Rabelais, Campa-
nella’s “City Of The Sun,” Bacon’s

“New Atlantis,” Godwin’s “Man In

The Moon,” Holberg’s “Tree Men
Of Potu,” and the first Ifnglish trans-

lation of the great astronomer Kep-

ler’s “Somnium.” The modern trend

opens with Poe and includes most of

the giants, with exceqjts from 1 lodg-

son’s “House On The Borderland”

and Stapledon’s “Last And b'irst

Men” in lieu of short stories. Only

the out-and-out .space opera is miss-
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ing to make this fat but rather ex-

pensive collection truly representa-

tive of most of the growing pains of

our strangely young-old genre. A
good companion volume to Bailey’s

Study, “I’ilgrims Through Space

And Time,”

"Gather, Darkness!" by Fritz Leiber.

Pellegrini & Cudahy, New York.

1950. 240 pp. $2.75

By coincidence this mcmoral)lc

novel by Fritz Leiber, taken from

Astounding SCIENCE FICTION
of 1943, ajipear.s shortly after ])ubli-

cation of the book version of Robert

Ileinlein’s “Si.xlh Column.” In a

sense it re]-)resents the projection of

that book a little more than three

hundred years farther into the future

—to a time when the religion of mira-

cles built up by the scientists of I lein-

lein’s story has expanded into a self-

perpetuating Hierarchy, now facing

overthrow by the forces of its own
corruption. The priesthood of the

Great God has created a synthetic

W'itchcraft as a necessary but ficti-

tious op])osilion—and that witchcraft

is no longer fictitious and by no

means .synthetic, but a rallying-

groimd for e(|ually clever rebels

against the iron-clad Order. Readers

of this magazine will remember the

idealist jarles, the archpriest Goni-

face, the Black Man, the witch

JSh.'irlson Naurya, the hag mother of

Jujy—hut above all the author’s chill-

liOOK KICVJF.WS

ing invention of the little Familiars,

Russ, Dickon, and the rest. One of

the best of the recent pickups from
the magazines.

"Minions Of The Moon," by William

Gray Beyer. Gnome Press, New
York. 1950. 190 pp. $2.50.

The "Minion” yarns which graced

the declining years of the Munsey
Argosy would have been just another

series of “Tw'entieth-Centur)--man-

sleeps-six-thousand-years” fantastic

adventures hut for one thing—

Omega. This puckish, hammish dis-

embodied super-intelligence, last

survivor of a lunar race of whatsits,

intrudes himself on Page 16 and is

never very far offstage from that

moment on. Fie may be a drifting

voice, a perambulating skeleton, a

friendly bear, and he was probably

the Cheshire cat in “Alice in Won-
derland.” As for plot, Mark Nevin
is the guinea pig for a new anaes-

thetic, sleeps six thousand years, and

wakes up a hlue-hlooded immortal

in a world of assorted savagery and

traces of civilization. Finder Omega’s

needling he acquires a spouse, sets

himself up as chief of a Viking hand,

and wipes out two nasty Russian

super-brains who were giving Ome-
ga unwanted competition in the mas-

ter-minding field. You must meet

Omega

!

P. Schuyler IMillcr
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BRASS TACKS

Dear Mr. Campbell

:

'I'liis is by way of being a belated

"rave” and thank yon note for the

two de Camp articles, “The Mayan
F.lephants,” and “Why Do They Do
It?” Together these pieces should

mark some sort of goal line in the

history of the science of history, and

have attracted attention from non-

science-fiction readers who are his-

torians and archaeologists.

A gem in itself is the coining of,

the term “credophile” for a type of

person. As for Gladwin and his “Men
Out Of Asia,” I was glad to see it

get .so considered and yet so pene-

trating a panning. Gladwin argues

convincingly that such things as pot-
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tery, textiles, et cetera, are difficult

to invent' more than once, so con-

vincingly indeed that the logical

reader would conclude that they

never were invented by anybody in

the first place.

This is meant to fit into your letter

column, so I cannot enter the lists

at length on the “Diffusionist” issue.

For instance, China owes a great

deal more to the west in prehistoric

times than de Camp thinks it did,

apparently because be is not ac-

quainted with the latest research in

that field. I wish mainly to reply to

the rather juvenile criticisms aimed

at de Camp by F’. Sutherland Mack-
lem.
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It is ty])ical of the “credopliile”

arguments—and of the ultra-Diffu-

sionisls—that tliey take as their point

of de]iarttire some alleged “fact” that

ain’t true in the first place. Sitch in-

stances are the “paved roads” of

I^aster Island — com])letely non-ex-

istent—“I’hoenieian writing's” in the

U.S.A. — Indian scratchings — and
above all the “twenty-ton granite

plug” that “sealed off” the “So-called

King’s Chamber.”
( It is so-called be-

cause we speak luiglish and inscrip-

tions engraved by the builders there-

in plainly say that the chamber and

the sarcophagus were meant for King
Cheo])s. Has our critic studied se-

mantics or symbolic logic?) At any

rate, I made (|uite a fool of myself

once by asking to see tliis and other

alleged olijecls 1 had read about, and

was wearily told by the guides that

it would take several Great Pyramids

to contain all the marvels that cranks

have dreamed up for it. Many read-

ers
,
must have noticed that Mr.

Macklem says in two consecutive

sentences that the Pyramid has no

entrance passage, and that it has

!

His other “facts” are of no sound-

er substance. Certainly Zoser built

two tombs, ligypt originally was
formed by the union of a northern

and a southern state, and this led to

a sort of “binary” government, 'khere

were two crowns, two capital cities,

lv\'o treasuries, and two men for

every office. In early times this was
taken so seriously that the. kings al-

ways built two tombs, being actually

buried in one and having an “imagi-

nary” or symbolic burial in the other.

That is why Zoser was buried in the

old type of tomb when pyramids were

still experimental, and why Seneferu

built two pyramids after pyramiding

became a regular industry. As for the

alleged lack of “evidence” that vari-

ous kings were not buried in pyra-

mids or elsewhere — certainly even

Mr. Macklem has heard of the tomb
robbers. Pyramids were originally

meant for display, not safety, and
their entrances probably were left un-

sealed after the burials. But the rob-

bers—usually later kings—showed
that elaborate curses were no help,

and finally put ail end to pyramid
building altogether, to the great re-

lief of the taxpayers. There is iro

pyramid and no tomb without burials

or the record of burials—though not

always by the original builder—the

trouble being that they were used

and re-used to the vast confusion of

modern Egyptologists. Does anyone
think that all Egyptologists since

1798 have united in a plot to swindle

the whole world,?

Indeed this is an excellent example
of the clangers of knowing ju.st a

little but not much—like : “how can

a, rocket work out in .space where
there isn’t any air for it to push
against?”,.

Here’s one for the Diffusionists to

chew on : How, come every domesti-

cated animal and plant in the Indian

New World—with one dubious ex-

ception—was entirely different from
every plant and animal of the Old
World? Yet within a few years after

Columbus’ voyages, the Indians were
glad to ciiltiyate oranges and wheat,
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while corn, tobacco and potatoes

were introduced to Europe.

For me, while there is a de Camp
there will always be an Astounding

!

—M. Kenneth Gray, Minneapolis,

Minnesota.

Of cpurse, prezdous td 1900, men
couldn’t “invent” aninials or

plants!

Dear John

:

Mr. yincent’s optimism — ASF,
November 1950—alx)ut feeding an

indefinitely large world population is

like the fatuous attack which ap-

peared a couple of years ago' in Time
on the works of the conservationists

Vogt and Osborn, and seems to be

based on the same fallacies and su-

pernaturalistic animus.

The big fallacy lies in saying if “we”
would only exploit the world’s re-

sources efficiently everything would
be ducky. But who are “we”? The
peasantry of overpopulated Italy,

India, and China, to take the egregi-

ous examples? Who is to teach the

swarming and rabbit-breeding mass-

es of superstitious illiterates in these

populations the latest agronomic

practices, or to furnish them with

tractors and chemical fertilizers ? Im-
provements in methodology or in

capital equipment have to come from
the economic surplus produced in

these countries, and in a land where
population is limited -on the purely

Malthusian basis of starvation for

the marginal millions, there isn’t any

economic surplus to speak of.

Any improvement donated from

outside—by American aid, for in-

stance—is almost instantly swallowed

up in a further explosive increase in

population. And how shall you rem-

edy the situation when the people are

imbued with religious or cultural ob-

jections to limitation of population?

Somebody will have to do some fancy

Ixjotstrap levitation. Atomic bombs
are unpleasant, sure, but so are fam-

ines like the one currently restoring

the balance between resources and
population in China.

Vincent seems also to be wildly

optimistic in his figures of possil)le

world farm production
;
other figures

show all but three percent of the

world’s arable land already in use,

even though the use is often ineffi-

cient. Nor has Vincent considered

the rapid inroads now being made on
the world’s easily available metallic

ores and mineral fuels, or the deple-

tion of water supplies in marginal

areas. Irrigation of deserts means
further depletion of water, and colo-

nization of the Arctic, depletion of

fuels. And the ores and fuels won’t

grow back no matter how long you
wait.—L. Sprague de Camp.

Some people do seem to confuse

“better” zvilh “more mimcrons”
kiinian population.

Dear Mr. Campliell

:

My compliments for ruiming L.

Ron Hubbard’s article about “The
Analytical Mind.” To an advertising
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agency worker faced daily with the

grim business ideal of adjusting or

straitjacketing one’s creative think-

ing to the purported desires of the

hypothetical average man, this article

was a refreshing boost, fqr the basic

human denominator, the Individual.

The thought that one can manifest

individualistic capacities without

necessarily being grist for the booby

mill was inspiring after orthodox

psychological readings which largely

led one to assume that a colorless

normalcy is the standard of sanity.

I feel, incidentally, that reader

Winstead Doodle Weaver’s letter in

the same issue verges on the too, too

!

By being hypercritical about some-

thing science fiction writers have to

do if characters in their stories are to

he people and not > grammatical ro-

bots. I associate with more than one

top-level man, university caliber, who
can sling the English when needed

in all its classic purity, but who nev-

ertheless uses speech rich in “Nut”
and “Stinker” when at ease among
friends. True, the informal speech

of the far future would not be the

same as the informal speech of today

—but (a) the science fictionist can-

not know the informal speech of the

far future, and (b) even if he did

know it, he would still have to trans-

late it, into the informal speech of

today, to have his fiction understood.

—Helrnuth Bayer, 7828 South Ridge-

land Avenue, Chicago 49, Illinois.

And I’ll bet the spacemen come up
zvith some fine, zvide, but iinpre-

dfctable terms!

Dear Mr. Campbell

:

As a regular reader of Astounding

SCIENCE FICTION I should like

to offer a solution to the problem

given by Rudolph Powell Jr. of Ven-
ice, California as stated in the No-
vember issue of your magazine.

The problem concerns a club

whose members consist of those peo-

ple and only those people who are

secretaries of organizations of which
they are not members. Who will be

the secretary of that club? And the

answer is, obviously, that any mem-
ber of the club can become secretary.

There is no contradiction in assum-
ing that one person can both be sec-

retary of the club and also secretary

of some organization of which he is

not a member. And the club would
still consist of all those people and
only those people who are secretaries

of organizations of which they are

not members. .

I agree with Mr. Powell that

“Usually, if the reader attempts to

note and justify each step in situa-

tions like this, any seeming para-

doxes will forthwith be resolved.”—

Warren C. Haggstrom, M. B. 642,

University Village, 29th & Como
Avenues, Minneapolis 14, Minnesota.

Nice solution—but it does zveasel just

a tiny bit!

Dear Mr. Campbell

:

If you think it’s safe or proper to

talk back to a Phi Beta Kappa in

print, you might hang this on a Brass

Tack to demonstrate—with reason-
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able vcrisimilitiide—liow much dia-

logue can change in a few hundred

years.

COMPLAYNT OF THE GESTOUR
FYFE TO WINSTEAD DOODLES
WEAVEF, SOMETIME CLERK OF

STANNEFORD

(On occasiuim of his wishe in Drasse

Nayles that wordes yspoken in Astounding

tales be iinlylcc those of present spcche—

a dredful rekkelcsse tliyng to pretche!)

Mescenis ’tis nanghtc hut kindly flaterye

That placetli me in goodly compaignye

With suche as Hubbard, Piper, Jones,

Munro,
And Blish, and goliardeys de Camp also.

Een thogh thou chidest for the rudcliche

Manour of oure charactercs spechc.

And thogh I lie a sinallc “cum laude” atte

beste,

I trowc thou spakst some rcsoun with thyn

geste.

Me were leef koitde I endite trewe

In speche fyve hundred yeeres newe,

So much ychaunged from the wordes we
seyc

As oures front this of Geffroi Chaucers
day;

For Welle I wiste thou koudst under-

stonde—
Thogh low felawes scowl throghout the

lond

And seyen the storie taketh long to telle—

But thenne my nexte storie may nat selle

!

Whoso shal rede a tale moot fynd for

resouns

Evcrich a folk, of alle condiciouns.

Myn tale is made for al who rede;

They be nat fewe—and they have also

payde

!

-F. B. Fyfe

And what, jun our proofreaders

zvould have trying to look up those

zvords!

.

Dear Mr. Campbell

:

Another month shot! It is one of

my greatest regrets that Astounding

comes out only once a month, for

within a few scant evenings I have

read the morithly issue and must then

Oft Your Nearest Newssfand^ for only 2Sc I

' ’i
'
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webbed by d nation-wide riety/ork of rolling roads; where men reach for the moon— .

and get it! Get ybpr copy toddy/ • UV : t-

Also.available in 25c Signet Editions

1984 by George Orwell e BEYOND THE MOON by Edmond Hamilton
Write for our complete catalog of science fiction

The New American Library, 501 Madison Avenue
.. New York 22; N. Y., Dept. A S F
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wait impatiently until next month.

True, there are other sf mags, but

until recently, none approached ASF
for quality. And now that there are

two sf publications which I consider

worthy of cover to cover treatment,

I find my appetite even more sharp.

But this has all the signs of a long

letter, so I’ll get to business. Namely,

the AnLab.
1. “Follower,” by Eric Frank

Russell. Pure beauty of concept and
execution. And writing

!

2. “The Hand of Zei,” hy L.

Sprague de Camp. In the first in-

stallment, Sprague had me rolling,

with laughter. Now he has the plot

rolling. He’s doing O.K. It strikes

me that of all the various planets in

this general group of stories, Krishna

is the one most adapted for de

Camp’s sensible nonsense. The
Krishnans are so much, like people,

and yet so different

!

3. “Quixote And The Windmill,”

by Poul Anderson. Anotjjer fine job

of writing. Not much plot, but I

didn’t miss it. It was the sort of

story that can do without one.

4. “Tools Of The Trade,” by Ray-

mond F. Jones. No specific com-
ment, just a good story.

5. “In Value Deceived,” by FI. B.

Fyfe. Clever handling of viewpoint,

if not alien psychology.

6. “The Truth About Cushgar,”

by James H. Schmitz. Hate to give

it last place. It was a good story.

Please note that these ratings are

only comparative. Every last one was

a isuperior piece of work and in any

other issue, any one of them might

make first place. As far as stories are

concerned, one of your better issues.

As usual, the articles were inform-

ing. I’m acquiring quite an education

from them, learning more from them,

I feel, than I would if ordered to

learn.

Miller is constantly improving.

When he began, he had some diffi-

culty in drawing people, but no more.

A slight blooper in his full page illo

for the Jones story. Jones had the

spaceships resting horizontally rather

than upended as Miller pictured

them. Miller can draw a mean alien

too, Cartier? I drool. I like his

work. But do me a favor and shoot

Ward at sunrise, or any convenient

time. His drawings seem to lack that

certain something. Cover good, liut

not striking.

Just what and when is this

“change” you promised us for this

fall, and why “starting”? Is it some

long term plan?

Und noo ve kam to ze populaire

soobject: Dianetics. While techni-

cally, these remarks have no bearing

on Astounding, I have no doubt but

that Brass Tacks will be filled in

months to Come with remarks about

the controversy that has arisen.

Thus far, I have seen little evidence

on either side, and no conclusive evi-

dence at all. My investigation into

the subject has been limited to a

study of the material on said subject

in the various periodicals. So far, I

have not been able to make any real

decision on the merits of Dianetics. I

have, however, reached some minor

conclusions. •
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First, T l)elieve that Flubbard is

sincere in his claims, though at times

a bit tlaml)oyant. I feel that he is

convinced that he has what he be-

lieves 1o be conclusive evidence in

his ])ossession, and is constantly

gathering more authenticated ma-
terial from sources other than his

own research.

Second, that in due time he will

present this evidence to the public

and to the |).sychialric world, lie is

almost obliged to, after his state-

ment in the New York Times (Sep-

tember 9, 1950, p. 19).

Finally, that many of his most

vociferous opponents are ignorant of

the subject. Though the phrase,

“Know thy enemy if you would he

victorious,” is almost a cliche, it has

been largely ignored. In none of the

antidianetic statements has there

been any claim of a test of either

theory or therapy. At least, none in

the material I have seen, and I have

dug rather deeply. In addition, the

attackers have pulled some remark-

able boners. Dr. Erich Fromm,
throughout his blast, after clutching

Hubbard’s definition of “engram” to

his bosom, used the redundancy

“cellular engram.” He also seemed

to thiidv that by “denyer” Hubbard
meant an engram which caused one

to claim things were not true, rather

than a specific class of engram which

in the course of therajiy, denies its

existence and is, therefore, hard to

contact. Dr. Morris Fishbein seemed

to think that Dianetics involves an-

cestral memory. But the prize for

foolishness goes to C. Daly King,
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19. BhlST OF 49 2.95 1

20. BLACK FLAME —
Weinbaum .... 3.00

*

21. BOOK OF 1»TATH — *

Vogt .... 3.00
LAvST SPACE SHIP -

l>einstp.r 2.50
23. SKYLARK OF VALERON—

Smith .... 3,00

24. SPACEHOUNDS of IPC — Smith $3.00
25. JOHN CAllSTAIBS 2.50
26. FROM OFF THIS WORLD 2.95
27. OUT OF THE UNKNOWN— Vogt 3.00
28. WHEELS OP IP — De Camp 3.00
29. AND SOME WERE HUMAN — Delrey.... 3.00
30. MISI^ID CHARM — PhilUps 1.75
31. KING SLAYER — Hubbard 3.00
32. TRITON — Hubbard 3.00
33. INCOMPLETE ENCHANTER —De Camp 2.50
34. OMNIBUS OF TIME— Farley 3.50
35. SINISTER BARRIERS — Ru-ssel 3.00
36. DARKER THAN YOU THINIi. —

Williamson 3,00
37. MURDER MADNESS — Leinster 2.75

This OFFER NOT INCLUDED IN REGULAR
F.F.F. BOOK CLUB.

JULIUS UNGER, 6401 - 24th Ave., Bklyn. 4, N. Y.

PLEAS12 SEND ME BOOK NOS.
OR ANT ONE BOOK AND ONE FULL YEAR’S SUBSCRIP-
TION TO ASTOUNDING.

I Enclose NO C.O.D.

ADDRESS.
CITY
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Ph.D., who wrote, . . four ‘axioms’

are presented which for some ob-

scure reasons are called ‘dynamics’

but which certainly are not axioms
in the accepted meaning of the word,

for there is nothing self-evident

about them.” If Korzybski were not

already dead, that little classic would
have given him heart failure.

One comment on the subject of

evidence. What is necessary is both

experimental and clinical proof. I

have seen a number of statements of

“wondrous cures” but these I largely

ignore. Unfortunately, these reports

resemble remind me of “I’ve been

taking Snake Oil hair tonic for ten

years. It’s delicious, and it helped my
liver.”

Frankly, I hope Dianetics is

proved in value, for the daily news is

not very promising. We need some-

thing like Dianetics badly. — Dean
McLaughlin.

Validation fakes time; a book of dia-

netic case histories should appear

about the first of the year. It ivill,

necessarily, be preliminary in some

respects. One case of leukemia ap-

pears to be arrested; not less than

two years of time—for zvhich there

is no substitute—must elapse be-

fore we can-knoiv. But there nozv

are records in cases of psychotics,

one scheduled for prefrontal lo-

botomy, zvho is nozv .doing secre-

tarial work in a nearby town. But

it takes time to accutnulate, ar-

range and publish data.
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Dear Mr. Campbell:

As it happens, I am in a position

—by ESP—to answer Mr. Powell’s

question in the November ASF. It

is not generally known, but a mousy
little creature named Amelia was
elected secretary of this club, of

which Mary naturally became presi-

dent. The first task of the secretary

was to type

:

“I. The members of this club shall

be those people, and only those

people, who are secretaries to at

least one organization of which
they are not members.”
My time machine tells me that

Amelia is destined to keep this part-

time position until 1980, when she is

forced by old age to retire from her
job as secretary to the other club.—

George Whaples, Bloomington, In-

diana.

“Elementary, my dear Watson 1"

Dear Mr. Campbell

:

You “fret” me. Why does the first

letter in “Brass Tacks” each month
have to be so highly irritating? To
get reader reaction I suppose. Well, I

don’t like to write letters to the

editor
;
in fact I don’t like to 'write

letters, but here is my reaction to

the effusion of Horan, M.D. and you
won’t publish my letter because I am
going to indulge in some personali-

ties.

I worked for more than five years,

in a minor executive capacity, at one

of the U. S. Veterans Facilities in

ASTOUNDING SCIENCE-FICTION



.'uiDiher part of the country and had a^

splendid opportunity to observe psy-

cliiatry in action and its finished

products, the “i)eneficiaries” there at

the facility—and also the doctors, who
practice it. f have read “Dianetics”

and yon force me to say that it is the

sanest treatise on mental phenomena

I have ever had the treasure of read-

ing, and 1 have read plenty.

I hail often wondered why al-

most all “|)syclu)-doctors” were as

“screwy” as their ])atients, and had

charital)ly decided that it was prob-

ably just suiterficial habits and man-

nerisms which they had picked U]i

from constant contact with mental

patients ; hut “engrain restimulation”

is bolh logical and sufficient and a

much better explanation than my
own tentative hypothesis. And some
of Dr. Horan’s engrams have un-

doubtedly been restimulated by “the

kind of talk 1 hear from some of the

patients in the mental hospital where

I am taking psychiatric training.” He
admits that he is “very confused”

and his letter shows it ; and I would

think that was a favorable gleam at

least.

He — Dr. Horan — writes glibly

about “established techniriues, which

. . . are helping to restore to health a

great many persons with mental dis-

eases” :
and I have seen and worked

with many, many of these who have

been “restored to health” to the ex-

tent that they can be domiciled in a

DIANETiC INVENTORY FORMS
With Instruction Folder FOR ALL WHO AUDIT OR PLAN TO AUDIT

"I have found it to be extremely helpful to me in team training classes
as well 43S in private auditing." Charles Edward Cooke, H.D.A.

INVENTORY:
if Helps your ouditing generally by providing

an easy, convenient way of keeping your
pre-dear's data in good order.

if Helps you make quicker and more accurate
computations on a case.

if Provides a specific place for each pertinent

datum. When you wish to find it again, you
can do so without searching the entire case
record. This is especially valuable to those
who are processing a number of pre-dears
every day. As new data becomes available,

you know where to put It.

if Aids the smooth development of a grief dis-

chorge if available during the first session.

if Serves as a protection for you. Page one of
the Form contains a clearance which Is

signed by the pre-dear. This is particularly
important in these pioneering times.

if Saves time and space for both the Profes-
sional and Lay Auditor.

if Printed on good quality, durable ledger
paper for long-losting files. It is printed on
a wide sheet which, when the two outer
thirds are folded in, becomes an 8V2 by 11

size for easy filing.

if Adds professional dignity to the work of
the Auditor. When spread out flat, it serves
as a ready reference during auditing since
it shows at a glance the essential data on
anoten, grief, and dramatization phrases
(demon and valence).

INSTRUCTION FOLDER:
if Contains many suggestions for opening and

running the case in addition to directions
for taking the inventory.

if Useful to co-auditing teams who are taking
team training courses, simplifying the work
of the instructor.

if Printed on a two-page folder, 8V2 by 11

when folded.

Prices:

Terms: Cosh with order — Postpaid. Add 3% Soles Tox if ordered from Calif.

1 Inventory & 1 Instruction Sheet $ .50
10 Inventories & 1 Instruction Sheet 2.S0
25 Inventories & 3 Instruction Sheets 5.00
SO Inventories & 5 Instruction Sheets 8.75

100 inventories & 10 Instruction Sheets 15.00
000 Inventories & 100 Instruction Sheets 100.00

LAURENCE O. ANDERSON, H.D.A.*, 301 South Harvard Blvd., Los Angeles 5 , Californio

*L. O. Anderson received his Dianetic training at the Hubbard Dianefic Research Foundation,
Elizabeth, New Jersey.
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V.A. barracks where .someone else

will do all necessary thinking for

them, and where they will he cared

for as if they were primary-school

children. Also tiieir restoration to

“health” is just about as permanent

as a “permanent wave” in milady’s

hair; they have to he transferred

hack to a mental institution for re-

treatment at more or less frequent

intervals. The Veterans Administra-

tion is less o])timistic and more ac-

curate when they release their pa-

tients from the hospital; their state-

ment is that the patient has received

the “maximum benefit from hos-

j)italization.”

My observation long ago con-

vinced me that a great many—not all

—psychiatrists must have taken up
mental diseases because they were

not competent to diagnose or treat

an actual physical ailment. If a doc-

tor cannot diagnose an inflamed ap-

pendix until it ruptures, it is apt to

produce unfavorable comment, but

any diagnosis seems to be valid in

the nebulous haze of p,sychiatry. I

can .sympathize with Dr. Horan in

insisting on the value of his psychia-

tric training, hut I would like to

quote a sentence from one of “Old
Gorgon Graham’s” letters to his son.

“Jtist because a man has been a fool

for twenty-one }’ears, is no reason

that he should he a fool for twenty-

one years and fifteen minutes.”

You have my reaction. You’re

welcome.—C. H. Price, Jr., 423 Ala-

bama Street, Montgomery, Alabama.

comment!
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Dear Mr. Campbell

;

Your comment on the letter of

Doodles Weaver, is rather interest-

ing. We wish that you would com-
municate that message to some of

tho.se whose stories you have already

printed. When a well-known s-f au-

thor has to supply his potential read-

ers with a little pronunciation guide

before they can sit hack to enjoy his

four-part story, the created has be-

gun to control its creator.

It’s high lime that we had a little

less of some author’s linguistic niglit-

mares. The.se inevitably italicized

words constitute knots in the other-

wise smooth thread of the narrative.

At least, we think so.

As the male member of this team,

maybe I have the more legitimate

gri])e. After arduous hours at the

missile factory with a doctoral thesis

w'aiting for me, two sons to bathe

and ]mt to bed, and a slack of dishes

to dry, I seek relaxation, inspiration

and escape when I pick up a co|)y of

ASF. Frankly, it’s a pain in the neck

to have to keep stumbling over a

flock of abortive attempts to simulate

an extraterrestrial language. It’s a

terrific block to comj)!ele emi>albv, 1

assure you.

Or would Hubbard charge the

above to a bunch of ])renatal en-

grains? Nevertheless, I shmild like

to meet the man who sets your tvpe.—

Rob and Rae Davis, 71-01 Little

Neck Parkway, Glen Oaks \'illage,

Queens, New York.

Well, one inlcrcsliiif/ thbuj is that a

linotyfiist doesn’t have to read the
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FROM THE CLOSET TO YOUR LIBRARY!

Niiw you i‘4Mi <lust oil' ihn.sw back iBssuea of SCIENCE FICTION an<i place them where they belong —
Mil yuiir bookHhoJveM, in hiindsome, neatly titled, clothbmind volumesl

Cor fifty cents a volume (each containing two to four maga^iino issues) you can have your favorite

lietiou convenUuitly at luind, with serialized novels complete in one cover, and the shorter stories and
ju'licles as well!

1’here’K no science to botikbinding. and it's no fiction that, using professional methods, you can
quickly turn your Inaccessible liica of magazines into a uniform row of bwks which will be superior in
sinnly constniction. and will rival in appeiSranTO, the, manufactured editions now in your library.

It's easy, it’s Inexpensive, and you’11 be pieas.antly surprised at the little time required for each
voiniim. Hiinple instnictions take you quickly from the removal of staples to the placing of the completed
book in till! pic.srt supplied with your first shipment of materials.

Vi.iir c.hoieo of warm colors of grey, green or brown in a linen-linisii cover material. Uniform titles,

atinieiivcly printed, identify the serialized novel (or a featured story in volumes which contain no serial),
iho jnillior. ami llie Issues included. A list of back titles will be suppUe<l for additional orders. Your first

shipiiH'Ml. at $2.(>5 postpaid, will consist of inatruotlons, special bookiiindiug equipment, and the materials
lor four volumes, itepeat orders, at $2.00, will bring the same quantity of materials only.

Huirl now lo <-,lean up your back fllea: tiien, four times a year, an evening or two of pleasant,
inf 'Sting ilcMvity will adil permanently to your library each new volume in a series of SCIENCE
l‘'li''l'i()N wiiieli yon uill ho proud to own and di.splay.

sporirv color iind Uil(! eholco — if you are a now reader and order less than four titles, the balance
will b«« sent to yon as each volume boconu!s complete in future issues of SCIENCE FK3TION.

Ask for one or morn of tliese titles: Feb-Mar Apr-Jun l!)50; .Iul->Se-p 1950: Oct 195()-Jan 1051.
riioosM I'fibir; drey, green, brown. Enclose $2.05 (check, postal note or money order) for first sliipment
onl\

; repeat oihIi'I'S, $2.1)0 postpaid.

Order from SERIAL BINDING SUPPLY SERVICE, FREEDOM, CALIFORNIA

couU-xt of what he sets—hr can

fnsl set letters. Wc’ll try lo nit

liowii OH the ilalii's, thoai/h!

Dear lulitor;

] . have lieen reading Astounding

since hack in the early lliirties and

it still rates tops witli rae as a science-

tiction magazine. 1 especially like the

articles which arc a source of unend-

ing interest to me.

In your November issue T rate the

article “The General Adaptation

Syndrome,” by Dr. Winter as the

to|)s. I'ollowing this is Raymond
Jones, “Tools of the Trade”; “The
I land of Zei,” hy L. Sprague de

(.'amp and “'riie 'I'ruth About Cush-

gai-,'' by James Schmitz, I rate tied

for the next spot; “Follower,” was

next liy F.ric Russell. The remaining

two I did not particularly care ahout,

altliough they were worth reading,

but that is about all.

I would like to see some more of

]'. £. Smith's stories, especially

along the lines of the Lensman. Also
George O. Smith, A, F. "Van Vogt,
Isaac Asimov, Lloyd Eshbach and a

few articles on modern trends in

rockets by Willy Ley and jx)ssibly a
cover by Chesley Bonestell although

that sounds like a rather large order.

1 recently saw the motion pictures

"Rocketship X-M” and “Destination

Moon,” of the two “Destination

Moon” was much more down to

earth from a scientific standpoint, as

“Rocketshi]) X-M” was rather slop-

pily handled, especially the dublied

in shots with the V-2 as the landing

platform could be seen in the so-

called landing on Mars, not all of it

Imt the tri]) cord from the V-2’s nose

could he seen. “Destination Moon”
was well planned and interesting

from every aspect of the picture.

Yours for more of the same and

better stories and articles.—Vernon

J. Basore, 2639 Harriet Avenue,

Minneapolis, Minnesota.
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“Destination Moon’’ seems to be

starting a netv series of seriously,

carefully handled science-fiction

pictures.

Dear John:
Allow me to congratulate you and

Artist Pattee on what is not only by

a long margin the best cover-picture

that has ever appeared on a maga-
zine in the science/fantasy field, but

is also one of the finest symlmlic pic-

tures it has ever been my ])rivilege

to see. I refer, of course, to the cover

“Choice” on the November ’50 ASF.
The entire issue rates (05) Very

Good; with the cover getting (120)
for an all-time high; “The Truth
About Cushgar” (75) rating top-

storv honors and “Tools of Trade”

(50) and “In Value Deceived” (48)
nearly tied, but running 2-3 in that

order.

You may wonder why I liaven’t

rated the serial. To tell you the

truth, I just can’t wade through it.

From the very first one of tins series

wliich apj^eared the style has had me
“buffaloed.” I know de Camp can

write a lucid, moving story if he

w’ishes, so I guess this is just an

experiment to see what he can do. As
far as I’m concerned, it’s just .so

many blank pages in your magazine.

In the October issue I enjo_ved the

“Enchanted Forest,” which rated

about (50), with the entire issue

rating about (35) a little below av-

erage. The announcement of the

Readers’ Choice project intrigued me
and I’m .sorry I won’t be of much
help to you, since I have to rely on
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my memory^my entire file of maga-
zines (plus a “few” other things)

was destroyed in ;a fire during the

war which burned down my house.

If you eliminate serials and those

stories which have appeared in book
form, the only titles which occur to

me at the moment are those in the

“gifted children” series which began
a year or so ago, plus a little gem
“Forgetfulness” by one D. Stuart. I

am sure there are others which are

W'orthy, and I only wish I was able

to help you select the complete list.—

Lamont M. Jensen, 827 Downing
Avenue, Salt Lake City 5, Gtah.

Pattee made a lot of friends with that

cover!

Dear John :

AprojX)s of Mr. de Courcy’s let-

ter in the Decemljer ’50 A.SF > Re
Keely, I quote from Ilering’s “Foi-

bles and Ftillacies of Science” : “It

w'as not until after Keely’s death that

the fraudulent nature of his scheme
was established. It was then l)rought

oivt by an examination of his labora-

tory after the motor had been re-

moved, and it was found that the

extraordinary performances of his

complicated machinery were con-

trolled from a cellar in which a

source of motive power was oper-

ated. This source of power was not

actually identified but pipes and con-

nections seemed to indicate pretty

plainly that it was compressed air,

which could be manipulated by the

demonstrator in the laboratory. Yet
his real secret has nfcver been re-
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vcalod. The molor was taken to Bos-

ton and set n]), l)iit it failed to ex-

liibit any “etheric force” when sub-

jected to any vibratory influence,

after its removal from the laboratory

in Pbiladel])bia.”

This is, of course, a more accu-

rate aiKl del.ailed statement of the

ca.se lli.aii I li.id room for. I conld

likewise <|iiole accounts of the

Abrams devie<- from Ilygcia and the

.SViVn/i/ir . hiirricaii, but if I bad

done .so ill .all llie cases cited the arti-

cle wonlil (jiiiekly have ballooned into

a book -wliii li, at that, I may write

soiiK' day. Any such summary treal-

mciil of .1 l.arf^c subject is bound to

entail Some oversim|iIilieal ion.

I i|iiile ;i};ree willi Mr. de Courcy

tb.al lxb.all.sl ive deliniikiiii; of ]).sendo-

scienlilic elaiiiis and asserlions is de-

sirable : I do my little bit when and as

I can. However, man is an economic

as well as a scientific—or pseudo-

scientific-animal
;

writers have to

eat
;
men are much more willing to

pay cash to be bunked than they are

to be debunked. As a result—as I

have learned the hard way—you can’t

midvo a living solely by debunking,

though a few like Hell, Jastrow, Fish-

bein, 1 feri(jg, and Redgrove have

taken a crack at it from time to time.

If Mr. de Courcy finds .some of their

and my remarks superficial or over-

dogmatic, he is welcome to improve

on them
;
but he will find it a labor

of love.—L. Sprague de Camp.

For a writer, it’s certainly a labor of

love. Flit universities and research

joiimlalioHs should hold it as their

puhlic and scientific duty.

. . . for flights into the fantastic

the best inR) Mystery

.

Sunday
afternoons

over ]\lutual proadcasting System
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Dear Mr. Campbell

:

It is not my policy to write “fan

letters” but I feel that you deser\'e

great credit for the imagination and
taste of the recent cover by Pattee

on your November issue. Thank you
for this inspirational and symbolic

cover of our confused times, so aptly'

entitled “Choice.” The utter frailty

of Man against the uncontrollable

cataclysm of released Force is done
with tremendous sensitivity. May I

sincerely hope that you may use more
of this artist’s effective work for

your covers.

Good luck with Astounding SCI-
ENCE FICTTON.-Philip II. Cum-
mings, P.O. Box 389, Woodstock,
Vermont.

The original of that cover v'as ac-

quired—by telegraph request !—by
Argonne National Laboratories

researchers. •

Dear Mr. Campbell

;

This note will be devoted mainly,

as usual, to tbe AnLab.
1. “The Hand Of Zei,” by L.

Sprague de Camp. I guess I just like

de Camp’s stuff. Unlike most hu-

morists, de Camp’s humor is of the

logical rather than zany type. It’s a

lot more fun that way.

2. “Bindlestiff,” by James Blish.

Better than I e.xpectcd. Blish, as well

as some others I could name, tend to

set up a very complicated situation,

like a line of dominoes, then, presto,

everything happens at once in a con-

fusing mess, and the next the reader
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knows, the story is over. This story

was less confusing than “Okie,” but

still had a touch of that quality. Don’t

get me wrong. I liked the story, but

look out for “house-of-cards-ism.”

3. “A Subway Named Mobius,”
by A. J. Deutsch. I’ll let the math
boys wrangle over this one. But, be-

ing myself familiar with the Boston
subway setup—for some reason, they

call it the Boston Elevated, even
though it is mostly underground or

at street level—I found it an inter-

esting satire on the nation’s nuttiest

transit system.

4. “Compromise,” by 11. B. Fyfe.

5. “The Curfew Tolls,” by J. T.

Al’Intosh.

6. “Foundling,” by Donald Baker
iMoore.

Article fine. Now imagine a situa-

tion where a sane man is cnizy by

local standards. Is that a paradox, or

an impossibility?

Timmins is back. And good. His
interior work was his best ever. His
cover equally good. We’ve seen too

little of both him and Schneeman
lately. Cartier was his usual mag-
nificent self.

I suspect something fancy next

month. That “'l*imcs To Come” col-

umn didn’t fit. And next issue starts

year twenty-one !—Dean Mcl^ugh-
lin, 1214 W. Washington Street,

Ann Arbor, Micbigan.

That sane man parado.v e.vist.s—the

Dobii Islanders, having a paranoid

culture, consider a non paranoid

insane!
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EINSTEIN'S
ivity oxulinm-il without

lii^hiT mutIu'imitii'S in new
M'Visfd cnlition of A.
.l Alno's KVOLUTIOX OF
Sri KNTIFIC THOUGHT
I'ltOM MOUTO.N TO FIX-
8Ti:iN. Ai’chiimeil ))y ITo-
irssors Li'iKlJ rage* of Yale,
.Max r.laek of romcll, Kd-
ward Kasner of C'ulumhia

heeaiisc It piovideH ilic coiiiiJi-elu'nsive. precise

undciMlaiidliii' ni M'ieiitilh' theory and nietlimls

Kem’nill\ *e ...ed oiity liy advanced ijh\.sic;st,'..

Background for Science Fiction

Keiiieiidin I,. Itoii lliihhard’s great iiovi-l 'fO

Till-; STAIIK il'Ahro's chapter on "The Ihira-

do\e« AHMoehite'l vMili Space-tiiiie and Die 'I'rip to

llie .Star" *ilu ^oll a reiiiarkahly clear and ac
cuniie account <>i I lie scicniitie reusoning liehiiid

that tale III hind llu‘ theory that luiiinin

"clocks" alow diivMi and lengths contract as the
speeil of light h a mn uached. Other cliaptei's pro-
vidi‘ you vMili lie- i-.iiii|)lete liackgrouiid for many
more (it \om i.iiiniie S-F tiovels, noveletli's and
sliorl sliiil>'< Omi'i confuse this wori< uttli or
diliarv hoo). oj articles ahiieil at the general
render Alllioiigli readily iniderstooil hv am in

lidllgelil ASK Ie.id(*r. it doe,-. Hot o\ i-rsi mpl i I V or
"talk thoui."

Covers all Important Ideas
l.tei\ iiiiiMu taiil llieon and loinc ol iiioilcin

|>li\ '.le . ail. I noil hemal le I eoveied in lid.'' eli-

e\e|ii|)< ilie ISl! p.lge Uotiv (k.'.M Ihollsaild \Uird>t,
ilielildinu llie Ihenro-S and lldllli-nee 111 'Iieh uilt-
slaiiding .sneiili.sts as Newton, Maxwell, l*oin-
caie, Mach, Weyl, 1 leiseiilierg. I»iemiinn. Gau.s.s,

Minkowski. All leclmii^al leniis are Hilly ex-
plained. (lives the .scicntillc and tjliilo.sophical

implications of non-Kuclidean geometry, cla.'^.si

cal mecliaiiics, special and general lheoii(*s of
lelal i\ ily, (lualituni theory, the .scientidc method.
etc.

"A HOiiii-chiHAir
, . . ttarlicn-

lai'H u-.etiil for Its exiihiim-
lioli.s ol Hlgnlllcanl hut dllH-
eiill ei-iM'r'pl'. ‘•ueli as expaml
Itig iiniveise . . . a|>|ieiih |i>

liiUh geiii-nil leailn . and to

I ni lin'd seinil |s|.. leading out
side I hi'ir o\\ ii .'.peela l! lei.

"

l.ihrary .loiirual.

I'riced at otdy lieeaiise ol large advance
Uhrary sale — oidy l.'sM copies leniiiin. Ii hook
lail.s to tm*et with your apprn\al. iHiirii in t<‘ii

day.s tor full cash rclimd. Ihil he vine to mail
eoujmn helow TOlt.W 1

Diivei I'liliheal ions. Ine. ASI-‘2
I7.S0 I’.Hiadwas. New ^ ork l‘>. X. Y.

rira'-i .I'lid me copies of d'Ahro's KVO
1.1 Tin\ HK SflKNTlFlt' TIIOUGHT FItOM
NIANTHN TO KIN.STKIN, I will pay postman
1 : . |„.| , i.p\. pill', postal charges. 1 may return
'"I'o ho M'luiid ol piirchase price in 10 days if

tiMiilk lull, to loeel wlih my lull appioval.

\ Ml,

AmdM.SH

('ll'lK lo-i<* It p.iMiii'nl eiiclnsed. In thi.s

case, I ran <|ioi t.il loll Is lice, lu day ca'-h-lmck
gnaniniee.

H. G. Wells'

Science Fiction

Bargain!

7 of the most popular Science Fiction

novels by H. G. Wells, now all in one

GIANT volume! 10 day FREE TRIAL.

More than 50 hours of cxcitinR. fascinating,

reading which would cost mon* tlian ?:5(l if pur
cliiised separately. Now yours for only
wliilc this aiimzhig offi'r lasts!

IlKAI) THUS BOOK FUFF FOR TFN DAY.Sl
See wh> S-l*' conoi.s.scur.s consider these e.xciling

stories tops in imagination and adventure. You
will he amazed at the uncanny realism of these
novels (renienih(*r the furor caused hy Orsoii

W'edes' dramailzalion of War of the Worlds?),
(irotf Conklin lias writlcn "’riiese lale.s still leail

the Held for slteer originality and readuhility. M'.s

a pleasure to recommend one o| the real masters
of the genre." John W. Campbell, Jr., said "Mis
novids are the classic keystones of imiiiern science
lietion."

I'hijoy tills hook for Hi days without risk, No
(lull to joinl No ohligiiiion! If for any reason
you do not wish to keep yoiir copy, rcttirn it for
full and immediate cash refund!

This handsomely hound volume (with 2-color 11

hisirated jacket) will be a iH’uufifttl addition to
your permanent lilirar.v.

LOOK AT THESE TITLES:

The War of the Worlds (Karth's reaction to a

Maitian invasion) • The First Men in the Moon
'First scienlHleHlly-cnnsistent .space novel) • In
the Days of the Comet (St range green comet dis
nipis I'hirtli’s morals, government, warfan* and

love-making) • The Invisible Man (Suppose you had tin*

power of invisibility. Would you
hi' accepted as a king or an
idiot?) • The Food of the Gods
(Giant-size chihiren tlireaten to
enslave world) • The Island of
Dr. Moreau (Tigs, jianthers and
apr-s eonvei'teii Into ‘huiuaiis")
• The Time Machine ( k'ore-

niimer of ail fourth-dimension
S-F novels)

SEND NO MONEY —
Because of rising paper
costs we can't guaran-

tee this low price for

long, so MAIL COU-
PON TODAY!

$3.95 for
all 7

complete &
unabridged
1015 pages

Big 5'/a" x fi"

Weighs almost 2V2 lbs.!

1 Dover I'uhlications. Inc. ASK;;

I
17.su Itroadway, .New Y'ork 10. X.

I
IMea.sf send me copies of 7 SCII^NTF Fl(’-

,

TIO.X XOVFLS OF M. G. WFFUS, 1 will pay
* po.sinian pm- copy, plii.s r. O. I>. cliargcs. 1

I may rcnirn copies for r(•fnnd of purclmse prii-e in

I

10 da.vs if hook fail.s to mccl with my lull approval.

j

XAMK

I AI)l)l(i;sS

I

I

I

Check Iterc if payment enclosed. In lids case,

I

transportation is tree, lu-day cash ImcU guaiantcc,
I of course.

I

1

1

I

1

1

1

1

I

1

I

I

I

1



SARAN FUSTIC
SEAT COVERS

To Your Car FORMERLY

MAKE OLD CARS LOOK NEW!
— new cars

even more elegant

Adds Instant Class

ONLY

$1698

34.50
Smart looking, easily sliding, long

lasting, water repellent.

Wipe off dirt with a damp cloth.

Moisture resistant, outstands scuffing.

Color fast, will not fade, will not shrink.

Easily installed, custom tailored.

Plaids In colors — blue, green or maroon.
Full set for sedan, coach or sedanette only $16.98.

(Front set only — $10) Solid back or split back.
We can fit all make and year cars.

State year, make, coach, sedan or sedanette.
Send $2 deposit, balance c.o.d. or send full payment and
save up to 90c postage.

Buy
Fi om
Plastic
Seat Cover Co.
And SAVE!

YOUR MONEY

Refunded II y^u

can buy them

foi Ik88[

YES! THESE ARE THE VERY SAME SARAN PLASTIC

SEAT COVERS YOUR CAR DEALER CHARGES UP TO $65

EASILY INSTALLED —
TAKES A FEW MINUTES!

You will find it easy to follow the simple instruc-
tions and use the fasteners that come with every set
of seat covers! So simple, even a child of six can install

Guaranteed perfect fit

for every popular
make and model, old
or new, including —
Buick LaSalle
Cadillac Lincoln
Chevrolet Mercury
Chrysler Nash
DeSoto Oldsmobile
Dodge Packard
Ford Plymotrth
Frazer Pontiac
H udson Studebaker
Kaiser Terraplane
Lafayette Willys

And Many Others
Sent on Approval

them. You can have your
seat covers with or with-
out a center armrest on
your bock seat. Be sure
to fill out coupon as com-
pletely as possible. State

color desired, year of
your car — we fit old and
new cars—even the latest

1951 models — sedans,
coaches or club coupes.

MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE

Order today — keep them
10 days — and if not sat-

isfied, return them for

refund!

MAIL COUPON NOW!
Plastic Seat Cover Company, Dept. 4
318 Market St., Newark, N. J.

nUSIT S.MIAN PLASTIC S1:AT COVKll TO
FIT MV CAU.

I cnc'lnse $2.00 and will pay Mu* biilaiicr

plu-s postage to postman.

1 om-lose $16.08 cash, check or money onler
— .send postag(‘ prepaid.

(I .save up to .$1.00 postage.)

I want front seats only for $10.00.

My front seats have split hack Two Door
My front scats have a solid back
Four Door

Make Year Model
Coach Sedan Sedanette Convertiblo

Full Set $16.08 Front Set Only $10

Color Maroon Blue O Green. Model

Addi’cs.s

City State

SENT ON APPROVAL


